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The Senate met at 9 a.m., on the ex-
piration of the recess, and was called
to order by the Honorable HARRY
REID, a Senator from the State of
Nevada.

PRAYER

The Chaplain, the Reverend Rich-
ard C. Halverson, D.D., offered the fol-
lowing prayer:

Let us pray:
Thus saith the Lord, Let not the wise

man glory in his wisdom, neither let
the mighty man glory in his might, let
not the rich man glory in his riches:
But let him that glorieth glory in this,
that he understandeth and knoweth
me, that I am the Lord which exercise
lovingkindness, judgment, and right-
eousness, in the earth: for in these
things I delight, saith the Lord.-Jere-
miah 9:23, 24.

God of all comfort who knows when
a sparrow falls to the ground, Thou
knowest those in this large Senate
family who have needs today. Wherev-
er there is hurt or discouragement or
frustration, wherever there is alien-
ation between husband and wife,
parent and child, wherever there is
physical suffering or emotional
trauma, we commend to Thy loving
care all who need healing and renewal.
Touch each life with Thy love and
grace today so that any who have need
may know that God is near, that He
loves unconditionally. Comfort and
strengthen Thy servants, O Lord.

In the name of Him whose love is in-
carnate. Amen.

APPOINTMENT OF ACTING
PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will please read a communication
to the Senate from the President pro
tempore [Mr. BYRD].

The legislative clerk read the follow-
ing letter:

U.S. SENATE,
PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE,

Washington, DC, June 26, 1990.
To the Senate:

Under the provisions of rule I, section 3,
of the Standing Rules of the Senate, I
hereby appoint the Honorable HARRY REID,
a Senator from the State of Nevada, to per-
form the duties of the Chair.

ROBERT C. BYRD,
President pro tempore.

Mr. REID thereupon assumed the
chair as Acting President pro tempore.

RECOGNITION OF THE ACTING
MAJORITY LEADER

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-
pore. Under the standing order, the
acting majority leader is now recog-
nized.

Mr. BRYAN. Thank you very much,
Mr. President.

SCHEDULE
Mr. BRYAN. Mr. President, this

morning, following the time for the
two leaders, there will be a period for
morning business not to extend
beyond 10:40 a.m. with Senators per-
mitted to speak therein for up to 10
minutes each. The Senate will recess
at 10:40 and remain in recess until 2:15
p.m.

At 10:40 this morning the Senate
will assemble as a body and proceed to
the House Chamber for a joint meet-
ing to hear an address by Mr. Nelson
Mandela. Following the joint meeting,
each party will hold their respective
conference lunches.

Upon reconvening at 2:15 p.m. this
afternoon, the Senate will resume con-
sideration of Senate Joint Resolution
332, a proposed constitutional amend-
ment on flag desecration, with 40 min-
utes for debate on each of the four
amendments in order to the joint reso-
lution, and 40 minutes equally divided
between the two leaders prior to final
passage of the joint resolution.

RESERVATION OF LEADER TIME
Mr. BRYAN. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the time for
the majority and minority leaders be
reserved for their use later in the day.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-
pore. Without objection, it is so or-
dered.

MORNING BUSINESS

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-
pore. Under the previous order, there
will now be a period for transaction of
morning business not to extend
beyond the hour of 10:40 a.m. with
statements therein limited to 10 min-
utes each.

The Senator from Idaho is recog-
nized.

Mr. SYMMS. I thank the Chair.
(The remarks of Mr. SYMMS pertain-

ing to the introduction of S. 2783 are
located in today's RECORD under
"Statements on Introduced Bills and
Joint Resolutions.")

TEST PROGRAM FOR COMPANY-
WIDE SUBCONTRACT PLANS:
ENHANCING SMALL DISADVAN-
TAGED BUSINESS PARTICIPA-
TION IN DOD SUBCONTRACT-
ING

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, as part of
the National Defense Authorization
Act for fiscal years 1990 and 1991,
Congress established a test program to
determine if we can streamline the de-
fense acquisition process by authoriz-
ing negotiation of subcontracting
plans on a companywide, rather than
on a contract-by-contract, basis. The
test is authorized to begin on October
1, 1990, and will run through Septem-
ber 30, 1993. Because the Department
of Defense is developing implementa-
tion rules, I would like to take this op-
portunity to review the background
for this test program and to suggest
factors to be considered in administer-
ing and evaluating its implementation.

BACKGROUND

Under section 8(d) of the Small
Business Act, which applies to all Fed-
eral agencies, small businesses and
small disadvantaged businesses must
be afforded the "maximum practicable
opportunity" to participate as subcon-
tractors and suppliers to firms award-
ed contracts by the Federal Govern-
ment. To implement this policy, sec-
tion 8(d) requires the negotiation of
subcontracting plans with specific
goals for small business and small dis-
advantaged business participation if
the value of a contract or a subcon-
tract for construction exceeds $1 mil-
lion, or $500,000 for other procure-
ments. The law requires that goals be
negotiated on a contract-by-contract
basis, and that contractors make a
good faith effort toward meeting their
goals.

Under current law, the prime con-
tractor must set separate goals for
subcontract participation by small
businesses and small disadvantaged
businesses. In 1989, small businesses
received 39.3 percent or $22 billion of
all DOD subcontract dollars awarded
in fiscal year 1989, and small disadvan-
taged businesses received 2.3 percent
or $1.3 billion. The test program has
the potential to enhance those figures,
especially the participation of small
disadvantaged businesses in defense
subcontracting.

STREAMLINING THE ACQUISITION SYSTEM

In general, the law has required ne-
gotiation of subcontracting plans on a
contract-by-contract basis. In 1988, the
Department of Defense expressed con-
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cern that the requirement for a prime
contractor to negotiate a different
subcontracting plan for each DOD
contract held by the prime contractor
imposed an undue administrative
burden that adversely affected efforts
to streamline the acquisition system.
The Department, with significant sup-
port from the defense industry, re-
quested authority to permit each
prime contractor to negotiate a single,
companywide subcontracting plan that
would encompass its entire business
activity, both governmental and non-
governmental.

In acting on this request last year,
the Senate Armed Services Committee
recognized that there were differing
perceptions of the impact that the
proposed legislation might have on the
opportunities for small businesses and
small disadvantaged business. The De-
partment of Defense anticipated that
negotiating companywide subcontract-
ing plans would increase subcontract-
ing with small businesses and small
disadvantaged businesses by firms
holding multiple contracts with the
Government. The Department also
contended that companywide plans
would also encourage firms to seek
small businesses and small disadvan-
taged business participation in con-
tracts that support the overall corpo-
rate or divisional operation, not just
those directly related to the perform-
ance of a particular Government con-
tract.

Others, however, expressed concern
that separation of the subcontracting
goals from individual contracts might
diminish the commitment of prime
contractors to meet their negotiated
subcontracting goals. There was also a
concern that companywide plans
might encourage prime contractors to
place undue emphasis on subcontract-
ing for routine services rather than ex-
panding the opportunities for small
businesses and small disadvantaged
businesses to participate in high tech-
nology opportunities.

In order to determine whether use
of companywide programs would
streamline the acquisition process
without adversely affecting the pur-
poses of the subcontracting goals pro-
gram, the Senate Armed Services
Committee developed a test program
authorizing the negotiation of com-
panywide subcontracting plans. As
modified in conference, it was enacted
as section 834 of the National Defense
Authorization Act for fiscal years 1990
and 1991.

Section 834 was included in the act
after consultation with the House and
Senate Small Business Committees
and was intended to help streamline
the defense acquisition process. The
conferees recognized that in addition
to improving the efficiency of the ac-
quisition process, it was also important
to address the special concerns of
small disadvantaged businesses about

opportunities for subcontracting with
DOD prime contractors. Therefore,
the conferees developed detailed
report language expressing their
intent in authorizing this program:

The conferees direct that in the imple-
mentation of this test program, the subcon-
tracting opportunities made available to
small and small disadvantaged businesses
from the prime contractor's company-wide
base not be concentrated in narrow, non-
technical work (e.g., janitorial services) in
order to meet the subcontract goals and
thereby miss the opportunity to expand
available participation in a broader range of
subcontracting business opportunities, espe-
cially in the technical area. The subcontract
shall set forth actions by the prime contrac-
tor to publicize prospective subcontracting
opportunities for small businesses and small
disadvantaged businesses.

The conferees further direct the Depart-
ment to negotiate plans that include sepa-
rate specific goals and timetables for the
awarding of subcontracts in industry catego-
ries which, based on available information,
have not historically been made available to
small and small disadvantaged businesses.

The conferees will assess the success of
the program on the basis of whether small
and small disadvantaged businesses' partici-
pation in the prime contractors' company-
wide operations results in an increase in
business opportunities currently afforded
small and small disadvantaged businesses
and whether prime contractors are provid-
ing significantly more work in areas that
traditionally have not been made available
to small and small disadvantaged businesses
in the companywide base.

The Department of Defense, in its
implementation of the test program,
should be mindful of the conference
report language and of the questions
that Congress will be asking when as-
sessing the program:

Has the test program improved the qual-
ity of subcontracting opportunities (e.g., by
providing increased opportunities in manu-
facturing, professional and technical serv-
ices, or other high-tech areas) for small
businesses and small disadvantaged busi-
nesses when compared to those offered
when the subcontract plans are negotiated
on a contract-by-contract basis?

Has the test program increased the
number of subcontracting opportunities for
small businesses and small disadvantaged
businesses in the manufacturing and tech-
nology oriented areas that have had histori-
cally low rates of participation?

Has the test program resulted in subcon-
tracting opportunities for small businesses
and small disadvantaged businesses being
fairly apportioned between those requiring
advanced technical and management skills
and those of a more routine nature?

Has the test program resulted in increased
participation by small businesses and small
disadvantaged businesses in activities that
support overall companywide operations in
addition to matters directly related to DOD
contracts?

Has the test program resulted in an in-
crease in aggregate participation levels of
small businesses and small disadvantaged
businesses over the levels attained on a con-
tract-by-contract basis?

Has the test program affected the ability
to impose liquidated damages on a prime
contractor who has failed to make a good-
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faith effort to attain its subcontract partici-
pation goals?

The test program is premised upon
the expectation that it will increase
small business and small disadvan-
taged business participation in the
DOD acquisition process and the in-
dustrial base supporting national de-
fense. I encourage industry to work ag-
gressively with DOD, small businesses,
and small disadvantaged businesses to
ensure its success.

JUNE IS "TURKEY LOVERS'
MONTH" AND NORTH CAROLI-
NA REMAINS NATION'S NO. 1
PRODUCER

Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, I join
Gov. James G. Martin in congratulat-
ing the turkey industry of North Caro-
lina. Furthermore, in turkey produc-
tion, North Carolina remains No. 1 in
the Nation.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture
reports that in 1989 more than 52 mil-
lion turkeys were raised in North
Carolina-the largest number ever
produced by one State in a calendar
year. This represents nearly 20 per-
cent of the total U.S. annual turkey
production, and is responsible for
pumping more than $338 million into
the State's economy in employment
opportunities.

Mr. President, not only is North
Carolina a leader in production, but it
also is the leader of the industry. Five
North Carolinians have served as
presidents of the National Turkey
Federation: Wyatt Upchurch, 1990;
John Hendrix, 1984; Bill Prestige,
1982; Billy Shepard, 1974; and Marvin
Johnson, 1968.

The turkey industry has been, and
remains, a vital part of our national
economy. Last year it generated more
than $5 billion in product sales. Be-
cause of its convenience and nutrition-
al benefits, turkey is no longer just for
holidays. Thirty years ago, 90 percent
of turkey consumed in this country
was in the form of the whole bird
during the last two months of the
year. Today, it is a popular year-
round, nutritional and delicious food-
and only 17 percent of turkey is con-
sumed during the Thanksgiving and
Christmas seasons.

Mr. President, Governor Martin has
declared June 1990 as "Turkey Lovers'
Month in North Carolina" and the Na-
tional Turkey Federation is celebrat-
ing "June is Turkey Lovers' Month." I
am proud to join in recognizing a re-
markable industry which is enormous-
ly important to the economy and the
agricultural community.

A TRIBUTE TO SENATOR
QUENTIN BURDICK

Mr. KOHL. Mr. President, I rise
today to commend our friend and dis-
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tinguished colleague QUENTIN BURDICK
on his 30 years of outstanding service
to the State of North Dakota and to
the U.S. Senate.

Senator BURDICK sets a fine example
for all Members of this body. He fights
for his constituents, but he does not
allow petty politics to interfere with
his values and beliefs. Having been
privileged to serve with him on the
Aging Committee, I am impressed with
his commitment to older Americans.
He has also been a tireless advocate
for the American farmer, as well as a
driving force behind Senate efforts to
improve the quality of our Nation's
environment. As a longstanding
Member and current chairman of the
Committee on Environment and
Public Works, he has worked to ad-
vance numerous environmental bills
which have been signed into law. I am
particularly pleased to be a cosponsor
of the National Environmental Educa-
tion Act, legislation which Senator
BURDICK has introduced to help make
our Nation's students better stewards
of the Earth.

It has been an honor to serve with
Senator BURDICK for the past year and
a half, and I look forward to working
with him for many more years to
come.

TRIBUTE TO COL. JOSEPH
WHITEHORN III

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, Col.
Joseph Whitehorn III, was a special
friend of mine and my family. He en-
riched my life and the lives of many
Vermonters who mourn his passing. I
would like to tell Americans about his
rich and rewarding life. It should serve
as an inspiration to us all.

After a distinguished Army career
that included action in the Philippines
and Okinawa in World War II and a
stint at the Pentagon, Colonel White-
horn settled in Middlebury, where he
turned his efforts to making that com-
munity a better place to live.

He served on commissions and
boards, and as a grand juror. He
founded the Festival on the Green,
served on the board of the Addison
County Humane Society. This list goes
on and so also, the honors bestowed
and expressions of appreciation for his
community service.

The people of Middlebury will miss
this extraordinary gentleman who
served our Vermont so well.

Mr. President, in appreciation of this
wonderful and fascinating man who
gave so much to us, I ask that an edi-
torial which appeared in the Addision
County Independent-May 17-com-
memorating Colonel Whitehorn's life,
be reprinted for posterity in the CON-
GRESSIONAL RECORD, for more Ameri-
cans to read and enjoy.

My family and I cherish the friend-
ship we have had with Joe and his
wife Emily. We join in her sorrow but

we stand with pride for her, her
family, and Colonel Whitehorn.

There being no objection, the edito-
rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

[From the Addison County Independent,
May 17, 19901

COL. JOE WHITEHORN: AN ASTONISHING LIFE;
A FASCINATING MAN

Col. Joseph Whitehorn III, a Middlebury
resident since his retirement in 1967, was a
remarkable man because of his absolute
service to community above self. White-
horn, 73, died Monday at Porter Medical
Center.

A brief resume hints of his astonishing
life.

After a distinguished military career in
the Army, during which he commanded a
company of the 113th infantry and served
in the Philippines and Okinawa campaigns
in WWII, he served as an exchange officer
with the British Army in London on the
general staff at the Pentagon. He later
served as battalion and regiment command-
er of infantry units in Alaska and Fort
Lewis, Washington. He was an advisor to
the Saudi Arabian Army in Saudi Arabia,
and a professor of military science at Dart-
mouth College. Before retiring he served in
the office of the Secretary of Defense.

Upon retiring, he didn't. Instead he substi-
tuted his devotion to country to his devo-
tion to Middlebury. He served as town grand
juror, planning commission member, and
member and chairman of the board of civil
authority-a post he held for many years.
He was honored in the Middlebury Town
Report in 1987 for his exemplary communi-
ty service.

He also worked on special projects not as-
sociated with government. He was a found-
ing member of the Festival on the Green
committee and was active year after year.
He served on the Addison County Humane
Society board, the Sheldon Museum board,
and was an active promoter and official of
Green Up. In June 1989, he was awarded
the Freeman Rotary Distinguished Citizen
Award presented by the Middlebury Rotary
Club.

What was extraordinary about Colonel
Whitehorn was not only the number of ac-
tivities in which he was involved, but the en-
thusiasm, energy and commitment he gave
to each. He was a fascinating person and he
brought a sense of fascination and interest
to each endeavor he undertook.

He was a true patriot, and a companion of
those he worked with in Middlebury. He
represents those leaders of others who work
mightily to hold the social fabric of a vi-
brant community together. He, and those
few like him, are the chorus that make com-
munity life sing.

The rewards were always ample for him.
He gave his love to Middlebury and the
country, and his love was returned many
fold in respect and admiration. That's as
good a model as any to live by.

BIG BROTHERS-BIG SISTERS OF
AMERICA

Mr. DIXON. Mr. President, I believe
most of my colleagues would agree
that it is harder to be a kid today than
it was in our time. Children today are
confronted with a variety of problems
unique to this day and age. Fortunate-
ly, volunteer organizations in this

country provide some relief to the
youth of America.

Since 1967, the Big Brothers-Big Sis-
ters of America have lent a guiding
hand to children between the ages of 7
and 17 years from single parent fami-
lies. The adult volunteers who serve as
Big Brothers and Big Sisters provide
an invaluable assistance to young
Americans facing the everyday prob-
lems of the world today. Whether they
are taking youngsters to ballgames,
parks, or the movies, these volunteers
give their charges the adult guidance
they need while assisting parents
faced with the task of raising children
on their own.

In a day and age where the number
of single parent families has increased
markedly, the role of the Big Broth-
ers-Big Sisters is more important than
ever in molding the futures of young
Americans.

For all their achievements, I am
proud to honor the Big Brothers-Big
Sisters of metropolitan Chicago on the
occasion of their "Party at the Pier"
charity benefit. They have made a tre-
mendous difference in thousands of
youngsters' lives, helping them to
make the right decisions in a difficult
world. I salute them and all Big Broth-
ers-Big Sisters volunteers across the
country.

MRS. CHRISTINA FEWELL,
SKOKIE, IL, MOTHER OF THE
YEAR

Mr. DIXON. Mr. President, the Na-
tional Multiple Sclerosis Society re-
cently announced the results of its
39th annual Mother of the Year Con-
test. Each of the society's 95 chapters
made its nominations, and the nation-
al selection committee picked the
winner.

I am proud to report that the winner
chosen is Mrs. Christina Fewell, of
Skokie, IL. This mother of two was
first diagnosed with multiple sclerosis
[MS] in 1985.

At first, Christina went through a
period of denial, but a hospitalization
in 1987 brought her face to face with
her disease. She soon discovered that
the hardest part about having MS was
trying to explain the disease, and the
unique problems it causes, to her chil-
dren. She contacted the National Mul-
tiple Sclerosis Society for help, which
provided her and her family with sup-
port and information.

Christina, a clinical social worker,
wanted to give something in turn to
the children of others stricken with
this disease, to help both victims and
their children learn to cope with MS.
In coordination with the Chicago-
Northern Illinois Chapter of the Soci-
ety, she organized and led a family
awareness day for parents with MS
and their children. She plans to visit
other society chapters and to hold
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more family oriented programs. Chris-
tina is also active, despite her illness
and corresponding disabilities, in Boy
Scout and Girl Scout activities with
her children.

A quarter of a million Americans
have multiple sclerosis, and another
200 people come down with the disease
each week. For the most part, MS af-
fects people between the ages of 20
and 40, twice as many women as men
are afflicted. Brave men and women
such as Christina Fewell help others
who have the disease learn to live with
it.

Illinois is proud to have Christina
Fewell as a citizen. She will be hon-
ored by President Bush at the White
House on June 28, and I join him in
recognizing her achievement in the
face of adversity in viewing her disease
as an opportunity to help others.

S. 2754-VIOLENCE AGAINST
WOMEN ACT

Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, I am
very pleased to join Senator BIDEN in
introducing the Violence Against
Women Act. This measure is the first
comprehensive legislation designed
specifically to combat violent crime
against women.

Violence against women in this coun-
try has been rising at an alarming
rate. Increases in the rate of rape, as-
saults, and murder of women are sig-
nificantly higher than increases in the
national crime rate or the rate of as-
saults and murder of men.

Nationally, a woman is raped every 6
minutes and every 18 seconds a woman
is beaten. In my own State of Maine a
woman is raped every 38 hours and a
domestic assault occurs every 3 hours.

While the statistics are shocking,
the reality is even worse. It is estimat-
ed that less than half of all rapes and
even fewer domestic assaults are ever
reported. These crimes are not limited
to the streets of our inner cities or to
those few highly publicized cases that
we read about in the newspapers or
see on the evening news.

Women throughout the country, in
our Nation's urban areas and rural
communities, are being beaten and
brutalized in the streets and in their
homes. It is our mothers, wives,
daughters, sisters, friends, neighbors,
and coworkers who are being victim-
ized; and, in many cases, they are
being victimized by family members,
friends, and acquaintances.

Even those women who have not
been touched directly by violent
crimes are not unaffected. How many
women can walk home at night from
the bus or subway without some
thought of what is the safest route to
take, or without pausing when they
hear footseps behind them. Regretta-
bly, all women are victims of fear-the
fear generated by the pervasiveness of
violence directed against women not

because of who they are or what they
are doing or where they live but
simply because they are women.

The Violence Against Women Act is
not a cure to the growing incidence of
violence but it is an important step in
the right direction. The bill has three
major titles: Safe Streets for Women;
Safe Homes for Women; and Civil
Rights for Women. I ask unanimous
consent that a copy of an outline of
the bill be included in the RECORD.

I urge my colleagues to join in sup-
porting this important legislation.

There being no objection, the out-
line was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN-BILL OUTLINE

TITLE I--SAFE STREETS FOR WOMEN

Federal sex crime legislation
1. Doubles penalties for rape and aggra-

vated rape;
2. Creates new penalties for repeat sex of-

fenders;
3. Requires and expands victim restitution

in sex crime cases.
B. High intensity violence areas

1. Authorizes $300 million in law enforce-
ment grants-$200 million to the 40 most
dangerous areas in the country for women
and $100 million to all 50 states;

2. Grants include funds to increase pros-
ecution rates (notoriously low) by training
police and prosecutors; setting up special
units of police prosecutors; and victim advo-
cates to target violent crimes against
women.

C. Public transit: Lights & cameras
Earmarks capital improvement grants

from mass transit funding to increase light-
ing and camera surveillance at bus stops,
stations, and adjacent parking lots.
D. National Commission on Violent Crime

Against Women
Modeled on the AIDS Commission, this

group will help focus attention on increas-
ing crime rates against women.

TITLE II-SAFE HOMES FOR WOMEN

A. Interstate enforcement
1. Creates federal penalties for spouse

abusers who cross state lines to continue
abuse or to violate an existing "stay away"
order;

2. Requires states to enforce the "stay
away" orders that other states issue, as long
as the order meets certain minimum crite-
ria.

B. Arrest
1. Bars grants to states and localities that

discriminate against spouse abuse by having
a policy that discourages or prohibits arrest
of abusing spouses.

2. Provides grants to states and localities,
encouraging arrests of abusing spouses.

C. Funding/grants
1. Doubles funding for battered women's

shelters;
2. Authorizes $25 million in law enforce-

ment grants including funds for prosecutors
and courts to develop special units devoted
to spouse abuse.

TITLE III--CIVIL RIGHTS FOR WOMEN

A. Sex crimes as "bias" or "hate" crimes
1. Defines gender-motivated crimes, like

rape, as "bias" crimes, depriving victims of
equal rights.
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B. Civil rights

1. Creates a civil rights remedy, allowing
victims of sex crimes to bring a civil rights
case and, if gender-based animus is proven,
recover compensatory and punitive dam-
ages;

2. Modeled on longstanding civil rights
laws (42 U.S.C. sees. 1981-1985) protecting
blacks from race-based attacks;

3. Rectifies inequity in current law that
provides a civil rights remedy for gender
crimes committed in the workplace, but not
If committed on the street or in the home;

4. Limited to gender-motivated crimes.

SENATOR QUENTIN BURDICK

Mr. FORD. Mr. President, I rise to
add my voice to many others in paying
tribute to Senator QUENTIN BURDICK,
who soon will become one of only 36
Members to have completed 30 years
of service in this body. This is a re-
markable achievement for a leader
who continues to serve North Dakota
and this entire Nation with exception-
al strength, skill, and determination.
These qualities run deep in the Bur-
dick family. Senator BURDICK and his
father, the late U.S. Representative
Usher L. Burdick, have a combined
record of more than 50 years of distin-
guished service in the U.S. Congress.

The qualities of which I speak were
plain to see many years ago when
QUENTIN BURDICK was president of his
high school class and captain of its un-
defeated football team. They were
plain to see when he took to the col-
lege football field as a hard-charging
blocker for Bronko Nagurski and when
he overcame early political setbacks to
win election to the House in 1958. He
was letting actions speak louder than
words then, and he is letting actions
speak louder than words now. He was
getting the job done without a lot of
fanfare then, and he is getting the job
done with just as little fanfare today.

I have been fortunate enough to
have worked with Senator BURDICK
ever since I came to the Senate in
1974. I know him as a leader of a State
with much in common with my own
State of Kentucky-a State with eco-
nomic interests and family values still
very closely associated with the land. I
know him as a Senator who has been
through the changing political tides of
seven Presidencies without losing his
own sense of priorities. I know him as
a leader who has never stopped push-
ing for progressive farm and rural de-
velopment legislation, much needed
public works projects, and other cru-
cial programs for the hardest working
and most neglected citizens of his
State and our Nation.

Mr. President, I am among those
who have benefited from a long asso-
ciation with the senior Senator from
North Dakota, and I want to put
myself on record as being among those
who look forward to a continuation of
this very productive and rewarding as-
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sociation in the months and years
ahead.

SENATOR QUENTIN BURDICK
Mr. WILSON. Mr. President, it is

with great respect and admiration for
my colleague from North Dakota that
I rise today to convey warmest con-
gratulations from the people of Cali-
fornia to U.S. Senator QUENTIN BUR-
DICK as his 30th anniversary in the
U.S. Senate is celebrated this year.

Since he was first elected to the
Senate on June 28, 1960, Senator BUn-
DICK has served his nation, his fellow
Americans, and the people of North
Dakota with uncommon dedication,
and has created a living legacy of
public service which has and will con-
tinue to long enrich the United States
of America.

I salute his remarkable record, his
able statesmanship, and his constant
vigilance over our Nation's legislative
process. He has earned the admiration
of his fellow Senators and the grati-
tude of an entire Nation.

HONORING QUENTIN BURDICK

Mr. KASTEN. Mr. President, I rise
today to honor one of the most distin-
guished senior Members of this body.

June 28 marks an important mile-
stone in the career of our friend and
colleague QUENTIN BURDICK. On that
day, the senior Senator from North
Dakota will mark the 30th anniversary
of his first election to the Senate.

It has been my great pleasure to
work with QUENTIN on the Appropria-
tions Agriculture Subcommittee, of
which he is the chairman. He's been a
help to me, a good friend, and a truly
esteemed colleague.

For these reasons, I'd like to con-
gratulate today not only the Senator
himself, but also the people of North
Dakota, for the three decades of
statesmanship with which they have
endowed the Senate in the person of
QUENTIN BURDICK.

TERRY ANDERSON
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I

rise to inform my colleagues that
today marks the 1,928th day that
Terry Anderson has been held in cap-
tivity in Beirut.

TRIBUTE TO ELLIOTT GALKIN
Mr. SARBANES. Mr. President, I

join with the family and many friends
of Dr. Elliott Galkin in mourning his
recent death. Dr. Galkin moved to Bal-
timore in 1956 and immediately began
to change profoundly the music and
academic life of Maryland. As a con-
ductor, educator, administrator,
author and critic, Dr. Galkin strove to
promote high standards of musical
training and performance. His energy

and passion for musical excellence will
be missed.

Dr. Galkin began his musical educa-
tion under the tutelage of his great-
uncle Rudolph Heifetz, father of vio-
linist Jascha Heifetz. After graduating
from Brooklyn College, he attended
the Paris Conservatory on a grant
from the French Government. He
then earned a master's degree and a
doctorate in musicology at Cornell
University before returning to Europe
on a Fulbright fellowship for studies
in Vienna.

Dr. Galkin came to Baltimore in
1956 to serve on the faculty at
Goucher College, becoming the music
department's chair in 1960. At the
same time he also taught at the Pea-
body Conservatory, serving as its
ninth director from 1977 to 1982. He
then founded at the Peabody the Na-
tion's first and only graduate music
criticism program.

Dr. Galkin also taught through his
musical criticism, which appeared in
the Baltimore Sun from 1962 to 1977.
Widely respected as a critic not only in
Baltimore but throughout the Nation,
Dr. Galkin served as president of the
national Music Critics Association for
2 years and twice won the ASCAP-
Deems Taylor Award, one of the high-
est awards for music journalism. His
recently published book, "A History of
Orchestral Conducting in Theory and
Practice," is considered by many to be
the most important study of conduct-
ing ever written.

Perhaps no person has contributed
so much to music in Maryland as Dr.
Galkin. He was instrumental in estab-
lishing both the Kraushaar Auditori-
um at Goucher, used by many of Balti-
more's fine musical organizations, and
the Meyerhoff Symphony Hall, home
of the Baltimore Symphony Orches-
tra. As a visiting conductor of the Bal-
timore Symphony, he introduced
Maryland to violinist Nadja Salerno-
Sonnenberg, who performed with Dr.
Galkin and the orchestra every
summer from the age of 9 to 19.

Mr. President, I join with all Mary-
landers in extending my deepest sym-
pathies to Dr. Galkin's wife Ruth and
his brother Benjamin. I would also ask
that the article from the May 29
Evening Sun be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
[From the Baltimore Evening Sun, May 29,

1990]
ELLIOTT GALKIN WAS INSTRUMENTAL IN

SHAPING TIIE CITY'S MUSIC

(By Scott Duncan)
Elliott W. Galkin was a critic from the old

school, the one which taught that those
who dare to write about music should know
what they are talking about.

Galkin died last Thursday at 69, bringing
to an end a versatile career that touched
nearly every avenue of music and some of
its most prominent names in this century.

Growing up in Brooklyn, N.Y., Galkin
learned the violin from his great-uncle,
Ruvin Heifetz, who had a son who became a
pretty good fiddler. His name was Jascha.

Galkin studied at the Paris Conservatory,
was tutored in theory and composition by
the legendary Nadia Boulanger. He learned
conducting from Jean Morel, Jean Fournet
and Eugene Bigot; orchestration from
Arthur Honegger and Ralph Vaughan Wil-
liams.

He took his master's degree and doctorate
at Cornell University, studying with one of
America's most respected musicologists,
Donald Jay Grout. A Fulbright Fellowship
led to further study in Vienna.

During his 35-year career in Baltimore,
Galkin was one of the city's most influential
musical figures. He was a conductor, educa-
tor, administrator, author and founder of
musical organizations. He came to Balti-
more in 1956, joining the faculty of Peabody
Conservatory a year later. Galkin later
served as chairman of Goucher's music de-
partment and was director of the Peabody
from 1977 to 1982.

But Galkin was in his element in the role
of music critic, dispensing musical justice
from the pulpit of The Sun's music pages
from 1962 to 1977. He won the ASCAP-
Deems Taylor Award, one of the highest
prizes in music Journalism, twice.

"He was very worldly, and terribly knowl-
edgeable," said Harold Schonberg, the
former senior chief music critic of the New
York Times and longtime friend. "But El-
liott wore it lightly."

Galkin wrote in an aristocratic, musically
informed style that one does not often en-
counter in today's criticism. Galkin never
underestimated his readers' ability to grasp
sophisticated musical concepts.

The first night Galkin reviewed a concert
for The Sun, the wizened chief of the copy
desk in The Sun's newsroom told the rookie
Galkin, "I'll give you $5 for every word I
don't understand."

After Galkin had turned in his copy, the
green-shaded editor told him: "I owe you
ten bucks."

But Galkin was no Ivory Tower critic; he
firmly believed the critic must perform his
role while actively engaged in the musical
affairs of the community. Galkin was a
critic/advocate in a tradition that traces its
lineage to the criticism of composers such as
Robert Schumann and Claude Debussy.

In fact, Galkin often penned musical com-
mentary under the pen name Florestan
Croche, amamalgam of two fictitous names
with which Schumann and Debussy used to
sign their criticisms. Galkin would fondly
recall angry letters to The Sun which asked
why the newspaper didn't print more re-
sponsible music criticism," like that of Mr.
Croche."

As a key figure in Baltimore's music scene,
Galkin was instrumental in shaping the
city's musical future. He played a role in
persuading philanthropist Otto Kraushaar
to donate funds for the excellent Kraushaar
Auditorium at Goucher College, where most
of the city's mid-sized musical organizations
perform today.

And Galkin was an early proponent in the
1970s of a project that would become Mey-
erhoff Hall.

Galkin also has an eye for talent. While
visiting a nephew in New Jersey, Galkin
heard a tape recording of an unknown 9-
year-old violinist who had performed at a
local PTA meeting. He immediately de-
manded to meet the young girl and invited
her down to Baltimore to perform with the
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BSO, which he used to conduct during the
summers.

The young girl performed with Galkin
and the BSO every summer from age 9 to
19. Her name was Nadja Salerno-Sonnen-
berg.

As president of the national Music Critics
Association (MCA) for two years in the '70s,
Galkin had a national profile. "He was very
generous with offering help to his col-
leagues, which unfortunately is often not
done today, and le cared very deeply about
the standards of criticism and its future,"
says Richard Freed, a respected critic for
national publications and a longtime execu-
tive director of the MCA.

Galkin stepped down as The Sun's music
critic in 1977 when be became director of
Peabody. When he retired from that posi-
tion five years later, he founded the nation's
only graduate music criticism program at
Peabody.

A number of Galkin's students in his criti-
cism program have recently graduated and
become music critics at other newspapers,
including the Virginian-Pilot Ledger-Star in
Norfolk, the Toledo (Ohio) Blade, and the
Charlotte (N.C.) Observer.

"He took a risk in starting a program to
turn raw musicians into writers," says Nat-
alie Shelpuk, a former Galkin student who
is now music critic at the Charlotte Observ-
er.

"He nutured us and demanded that we
fulfill a certain aesthetic, which seems to be
dying out with him and only a few other
critics. His students are the living legacies, I
guess."

Only last year, Galkin published an 893-
page book which he labored on for many
years," A History of Orchestral Conducting
in Theory and Practice." Many reviewers
said it was the most complete study of the
art ever published.

About someone else, Galkin once wrote:
"Some men are less mortal than others;

they create and leave legacies not only of
words but of deeds."

Elliott Galkin was such a man.

Mr. REID addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

ROBB). The Senator from Nevada.

THE JOURNAL

Mr. REID. I ask unanimous consent
that the Journal of the proceedings be
approved to date.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With-
out objection, it is so ordered.

THE KOREAN CONFLICT

Mr. REID. Mr. President, 40 years
ago yesterday, June 25, 1950, almost
100,000 North Korean troops surged
across the 38th parallel, starting the
Korean conflict. The U.S. Government
called our involvement a police action.
But, of course, to those involved, it
was a war. It was the beginning of a 3-
year war that led to the deaths of
54,000 American servicemen, over
3,000 troops from 14 of our allies, and
the South Korean military deaths
numbered 225,000.

The United States' missing in action
from that conflict stands today at
some 8,200. There are Members of this
body who served in the Korean con-
flict-Senators CHAFEE, WARNER, and

RUDMAN. In fact, Mr. President,
1,500,000 Americans served during the
Korean war.

There have been scores of recent ar-
ticles on this matter. Last Friday I had
a conversation with WARREN RUDMAN,
who served in combat in Korea. He de-
scribed an article that was going to
appear in the Parade magazine written
by James Brady. Brady wrote about
the involvement of Senator CHAFEE in
that conflict. As Senator RUDMAN re-
lated to me, the article in Parade mag-
azine depicted a battle, and it told a
story of one individual involved in that
battle. Senator RUDMAN recounted
that there, of course, were numerous
instances like it, and he proceeded to
tell me, in a private fashion, some of
the involvement that he had during
that war.

Mr. President, we all have had expe-
riences where friends and relatives re-
counted their involvement in the
Korean conflict. I had the pleasure of
serving as Lieutenant Governor of the
State of Nevada. During that time the
Governor was Michael O'Callaghan, a
Korean combat veteran, a veteran
who, in fact, lost a leg in that conflict.

Yesterday, in a Las Vegas newspa-
per, a front-page column appeared by
Michael O'Callaghan-it was actually
a repeat of a story or a column that
appeared in the newspaper 5 years
after he returned from Korea-after
having been very severely wounded
some 35 years prior to that time.

I ask unanimous consent that the
entire column by Michael O'Callaghan
be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

WHERE I STAND
(By Mike O'Callaghan

(Forty years ago today North Korea in-
vaded South Korea and the ensuing three-
year conflict resulted in close to five million
military and civilian deaths, including more
than 54,000 American servicemen. The
Sun's Mike O'Callaghan was an infantry-
man with the Second "Indianhead" Division
which had 7,094 men killed in combat. Five
years ago he returned to Korea to write the
following column).

The syrupy female voice echoed across the
valley that runs in front of Old Baldy, Pork
Chop and T-Bone hills. It has the same
sweetness and luring qualities of the voices
heard long ago, only this time the message
was in Korean and not English as it was in
the 1950s.

Republic of Korea combat leader Colonel
Jeung only grunted "propaganda" when I
asked what she was telling his troops dug in
on the hills facing North Korea.

I couldn't understand what the luring
voice was saying in August 1985, but 33
years ago a similar voice told us to come
over and join her and her friends. Some-
times the loudspeaker would suddenly break
the deadly silence of night with music and
then the voice would tell one of us she had
our mail from home. Other nights she
would be more threatening and tell us it was
a shame that we were going to die for a use-
less cause. This was usually followed by
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mortar shelling and sometimes by an infan-
try probe of our outpost.

Standing with the ROK soldiers looking
directly down on the hill we called Pork
Chop was irritating because it is now held
by the North Koreans. The outline of a
North Korean soldier was easily picked up
as I gazed through the binoculars. Old
Baldy and T-Bone, other hills where barrels
of American blood were shed in the 1950s,
are also in the hands of the enemy. One
thing remains the same; the South Korean
troops know that the men across from them
are still the enemy. It is not a peaceful place
for either Americans of the U.S. Second Di-
vision or their ROK comrades.

The steep hills are now covered with
green foliage and most of the war's scars are
covered with trees and brush. However, the
slopes running off the hills are scraped bare
so the troops can watch for possible infiltra-
tors, and if fighting breaks out, they will
have clear fields for firing their automatic
weapons. During the winter months the
snow-covered hills are easy to scan for
tracks of enemy infiltrators.

The north sides of the hills held by the
Americans and ROK soldiers are covered
with razor-sharp wire and a deep ditch runs
along the forward slope. Also powerful spot-
lights, which flash on sporadically at night,
face the N orth Koreans. The reverse slopes
of the outposts have large orange panels to
warn our airplanes not to fly north or they
will come under fire. Also snuggled comfort-
ably in pits by the orange panels are mor-
tars in case they are needed.

Early in the morning Carolyn, my wife,
neighbor George Brookman, cousin Bill Bie-
sanz and I had met with U.S. Army Major
Ernie Comer and ROK Col. Han Doo Sik at
Camp Red Cloud near Uijongbu. Both men
are key members of the ROK-U.S. Com-
bined Field Army who agreed to escort us to
the demilitarized zone (DMZ) better known
as "The Z" by Second Division troops. We
were joined by Capt. Cynthia Kaywell and
Lt. Col. Ken Okimoto, both reservists from
Hawaii on active duty.

Camp Red Cloud is close to the 43rd
MASH where I was patched up one time. It
became known to world television viewers as
the 4077th MASH. Probably the only realis-
tic thing about the television series is the
gap in the mountains the helicopter flies
through at the beginning of every show.
The gap in the mountains is still there, but
the old MASH is now home for an ROK
army unit.

It was the first day of school for Korean
youngsters and they waved to us as we
headed for the DMZ in a military van. We
stopped in a small village for a highly spiced
Korean lunch at a small house we entered
from an alley.

The road out of the village took us
through military activities which included
live heavy artillery fire landing in the
mountains. We soon left the paved road at a
bridge where babies were being bathed in
the river and people were working the
fields. The rice fields, to be harvested in
about four more weeks, should produce
bumper crops. The already harvested red
peppers were drying on the side of the dusty
road.

Then we were on the road winding behind
the DMZ and it was necessary to transfer
into ROK jeeps for the climb up to the out-
post overlooking Pork Chop. Yes, the hills
and mountains of Korea are just as steep as
I remembered from the months spent climb-
ing them during hot and steamy monsoon
rains and bitter cold winter months.
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Standing on the towering hill and looking

down at the North Korean on Pork Chop
made me wonder if all of the bloodshed for
these hills was worth the end results. The
names Estrada, Skipper, Vennecucci, King,
Cunninghan and Brown flashed through my
mind. They are all dead and the North Ko-
reans are sitting on the hills where these
men died more than 30 years ago.

Then I recalled the happy children on
their way to school, the little babies being
bathed in the river, rice paddies ready to be
harvested, red peppers drying by the road-
side and the people working the fields. It's a
damn shame it took so many good lives to
prove a point in an imperfect world which
as a whole really hasn't changed that much.

I am happy that I had the opportunity to
be in Korea when it counted. My return
visit has convinced me that at least one
small part of the world benefitted from the
presence of Americans more than 30 years
ago. If only Estrada, Skipper, Vennecucci,
King, Cunningham, Brown and the other
thousands who died could still be here to
enjoy the fruits of their work and suffering.

Mr. REID. Mr. President, what I
want to do at this time is relate the
last part of his column, which I think
is quite illustrative.

Camp Red Cloud is close to the 43rd
MASH where I was patched up one time. It
became known to world television viewers as
the 4077th MASH. Probably the only realis-
tic thing about the television series is the
gap in the mountains the helicopter flies
through at the beginning of every show.
The gap in the mountains is still there, but
the old MASH is now home for an ROK
army unit.

It was the first day of school for Korean
youngsters and they waved to us as we
headed for the DMZ in a military van. We
stopped in a small village for a highly spiced
Korean lunch at a small house we entered
from an alley.

The road out of the village took us
through military activities which included
live heavy artillery fire landing in the
mountains. We soon left the paved road at a
bridge where babies were being bathed in
the river and people were working the
fields. The rice fields, to be harvested in
about four more weeks, should produce
bumper crops. The already harvested red
peppers were drying on the side of the dusty
road.

Then we were on the road winding behind
the DMZ and it was necessary to transfer
into ROK Jeeps for the climb up to the out-
post overlooking Pork Chop. Yes, the hills
and mountains of Korea are just as steep as
I remembered from the months spent climb-
ing them during hot and steamy monsoon
rains and bitter cold winter months.

Standing on the towering hill and looking
down at the North Koreans on Pork Chop
made me wonder if all of the bloodshed for
these hills was worth the end results. The
names Estrada, Skipper, Vennecucci, King,
Cunningham and Brown flashed through
my mind. They are all dead and the North
Koreans are sitting on the hills where these
men died more than 30 years ago.

Then I recalled the happy children on
their way to school, the little babies being
bathed in the river, rice paddies ready to be
harvested, red peppers drying by the road-
side and the people working the fields. It's a
damn shame it took so many good lives to
prove a point in an imperfect world which
as a whole really hasn't changed that much.

I am happy that I had the opportunity to
be in Korea when it counted. My return

visit has convinced me that at least one
small part of the world benefitted from the
presence of Americans more than 30 years
ago. If only Estrada, Skipper, Vennecucci,
King, Cunningham, Brown and the other
thousands who died could still be here to
enjoy the fruits of their work and suffering.

Mr. President, Senators RUDMAN,
WARNER, CHAFEE, and my friend Gov-
ernor O'Callaghan certainly sacrificed
and made this a better place in which
to live.

I yield the floor and I suggest the
absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.

The bill clerk proceeded to call the
roll.

Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that the
order for the quorum call be rescind-
ed.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With-
out objection, it is so ordered.

FLAG VOTE
Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President,

today the Senate will dispose of an
issue that has taken up more time
than perhaps any other issue we have
faced during this Congress.

From the beginning, I have taken
the position that it is unnecessary, un-
workable and unwise for Congess to
take any action to prevent flag dese-
cration. I voted against a resolution
condemning the Court's flag-burning
decisions, a statute designed to over-
turn its decision, and a constitutional
amendment barring flag desecration.
In each case, I thought legislative
action was unnecessary.

But what an absurdity is the vote
today. The House has killed the con-
stitutional amendment and so there is
no chance that there is going to be a
constitutional amendment. What we
find is that for political purposes,
some are insisting that there be a vote
today on the issue. This Senator has
no problem about a vote. I have made
my position clear time and time again.

The House has killled the constitu-
tional amendment. So why are we
going to vote on a constitutional
amendment that cannot posssibly be
enacted this year? The answer can be
summed up in a few words. There are
those who would politicize the flag
issue. There are those who are anxious
to find the material for a 30-second
TV spot.

It seems there are a number of poli-
ticians who want to exploit the emo-
tions stirred by a few highly publicized
incidents of flag burning. So today we
will take a meaningless vote so that
some campaign operatives can try to
bludgeon Senators who are willing to
stand up for the Bill of Rights and
vote against this amendment.

I think these operatives are shame-
fully exploiting the strong feelings
which are stirred by flag burning. I
think it is proof positive of the ex-

cesses to which these so-called politi-
cal strategists go in order to find an-
other way to win an election.

I understand the anger the people
feel when the flag is burned by a
couple of media-hungry kids who are
out to test the limits of our tolerance.
I share that anger. I understand the
impulse to pass a law or change the
Constitution in order to prevent the
flag from being burned.

I want my colleagues to understand
that there are other ways that the
flag, in my opinion, is defamed. And
the honor with which all of us hold is
tarnished when it is sewed on the
bottom of a pair of pants, or when
some automobile dealer has a tremen-
dous lot of cars and he gets the biggest
flag that he can possibly find so that
it will fly over his place of business on
the highest pole that he can obtain,
not because he is a super patriot, but
because that is the way of attracting
attention to all of the cars that are sit-
ting below that flag. I think there is
some kind of desecration in the flag in
that respect and I resent that.

But I must say that I am not pre-
pared to pass a law nor change the
Constitution in order to prevent the
flag from being burned or to prevent
the automobile dealer from exploiting
the use of the flag nor to prevent the
clothing manufacturers from selling
their clothes with a flag on it.

We do not need to pass a law to pro-
tect the flag from destruction by the
citizens of this country. The flag is
well protected by the affection and
reverence felt by the millions of Amer-
icans who freely and voluntarily
choose to fly the flag every single day.
There are millions of Americans who
put the flag out every day and take it
down every night and they are proud
of it. They do so because it represents
to them everything that is great and
good about this country.

We do not promote respect for the
flag by jailing those who disrespect it.
Most importantly, we do not protect
the flag by diminishing the liberties
for which it stands.

The fact is we cannot pass a law to
protect the flag without attacking the
core of the first amendment. Flag
burning, though contemptible, is a
form of political expression. The fun-
damental principle of the first amend-
ment is that political expression
cannot be restricted simply because
the Government deems it offensive or
outrageous. Protecting expression that
we hate-that we abhor, that we
resent, that we would like to slap
down, but the individual has the right
to make that expression-goes to the
heart of the first amendment.

This amendment is unnecessary. It is
unworkable and it is unwise. It is un-
necessary because we do not need to
amend the Constitution in order to
put a couple of flag burners in jail. It
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is unworkable, because the language is
so vague, overbroad and open-ended.

If this amendment were to become
law-and it cannot become law in view
of the House action-our citizens
would have no idea whether they
might go to jail for wearing that flag
on their clothing, throwing away a pic-
ture of the flag drawn by their chil-
dren, or eating barbecue off a paper
plate decorated with the flag.

Finally, this amendment is unwise
because we should not, should not
after 200 years, retreat from the first
amendment's principle that political
expression should not be restricted
simply because it is offensive and out-
rageous.

The United States is special because
it is the only country in the world
which-throughout its entire history-
has always prohibited the Govern-
ment from jailing people simply be-
cause they are political dissenters. I do
not think we should retreat from that
principal.

Obviously, not everyone shares my
view. Some people have such strong
feelings about the flag that they are
willing to retreat from that principle
just this one time in order to protect
the flag.

I believe that if we start fiddling
with the Bill of Rights to outlaw of-
fensive expression, it will be difficult
for us to stop. I believe that if we pass
this constitutional amendment, then
we will start seeing constitutional
amendments proposed every time the
polls show that 60 percent of the
people do not like a particular form of
expression.

Anyone who thinks I am exaggerat-
ing should just look at the way the
flag issue has been played up in recent
weeks here in Washington. It is obvi-
ous there are those who are far more
interested in the politics of the issue
than they are in the substance of the
issue, in the freedoms for which this
country stands.

Whatever merit there might be on
the other side of this issue, frankly,
has been drowned out by the chorus of
smears and threats directed at those
of us who dare to oppose this amend-
ment.

I am frank to say, Mr. President,
that my position has been very con-
sistent on this subject ever since the
issue first arose. I indicated early and
strongly that I was opposed to a
change in the law, and particularly op-
posed to a change in the Constitution.

According to all the consultants and
advisers and the political people who
are supposed to be experts in this
area, my phones were supposed to ring
off the hook, and I was supposed to be
attacked, not physically, but verbally,
every time I moved around the State
of Ohio. That has not happened. As a
matter of fact, my phone calls have
been more supportive than they have
been critical. And I do not think Ohio

is different. I think Ohio is a typical
State in this country. It has all kinds
of people, agriculture workers, workers
in plants. It is a mix of 11 million
people.

And I recognize what the pollsters
say, but I think sometimes it depends
on how you phrase the question in the
poll as to how you get the answer. Suf-
fice it to say the American people are
not calling for a constitutional amend-
ment.

Media advisers and campaign con-
sultants here in Washington have poi-
soned the debate on this issue. They
want Americans to think that anyone
who believes that it is wrong to jail un-
popular protesters is unpatriotic and
out of touch with "real people."

Mr. President, that is not a distor-
tion. The distinguished leader of the
other party stated a vote against the
flag amendment would make a good
30-second spot. He also was quoted as
saying that a vote against the flag
amendment could perhaps be ex-
plained at a bar association meeting,
but not before real people. I disagree.

I wonder what the minority leader
would say to the nursing student from
Arlington, TX, who, even though she
believes it is morally wrong to burn
the flag, believes with equal conviction
that we should not amend the Consti-
tution. Is she not a real person?

Or what about James Warner, a
former prisoner of war in Vietnam,
who last year testified eloquently in
opposition to the flag amendment. Is
he not a real person?

To say that those who oppose
shrinking the Bill of Rights are not
real people, is shameful political dem-
agoguery. It besmirches the flag. The
Bill of Rights, and the millions of
Americans who oppose this amend-
ment. But it is typical of the way that
this issue has been approached by po-
litical operatives here in Washington.
Just listen to some of the comments
made by some of the campaign advis-
ers in the other party.

According to last week's National
Journal, the chairman of the National
Republican Congressional Committee
has stated that "we'll be able to dema-
goge well on flag burning in a lot of"
congressional districts.

Another Republican consultant ad-
vises legislators to support the flag
amendment because, he says, "people
don't read the Constitution every day.
They do see the flag every day."

Talk about cynicism. Here's a cam-
paign consultant who is advising poli-
ticians to shrink the Bill of Rights be-
cause he thinks the voters do not un-
derstand the Constitution. His cam-
paign strategy is premised on the
belief that the people of this country
do not understand the Bill of Rights.

But the prize for cynicism goes to
the Republican media consultant who
described the flag issue in this way:
"It's sweaty, it's ugly, it's cliched, it's

trivial, but it's a way to put some hits
on people," he says.

The most popular television show is about
fat people falling off horses filmed by their
neighbors. And the number one issue might
be flag burning.

I think a statement like that de-
means the flag, degrades the Constitu-
tion and displays a contempt for the
American people.

Listen to the crass way in which the
campaign operatives hope to exploit
the flag issue and then ask yourself
this: If we cave in to these cynical
operatives today, will this be the last
time they try to plunder the Constitu-
tion for political advantage?

I think everyone realizes that the
answer is "No." I think everyone real-
izes that if we aimed the Constitution
once in order to avoid being wrongly
smeared as unpatriotic, then we will
have to amend it many more times.

The American people deserve better
than this. They deserve better than to
be regarded with scorn by campaign
consultants who think that they do
not understand how the Constitution
works. They deserve to be shown that
there is a limit to just how shallow our
politics can be. They deserve to be
shown that our votes on issues are not
dictated by fears of 30-second TV
spots which distort issues and smear
reputations. They deserve to be shown
that the flag and the Bill of Rights
are not just political pawns which can
be dragged through the mud whenever
some campaign consultant thinks it
might be worth a few points in the
polls.

Mr. President, look at the admira-
tion which Americans hold for Nelson
Mandela, Lech Walesea, Vaclav Havel,
and the students in Tiananmen
Square. Perhaps we do not agree with
everything they do, but we deeply re-
spect and admire their willingness to
risk their careers-and indeed their
lives-in order to stand up for princi-
ple.

The people of this country are look-
ing for a little political courage from
their leaders. They are looking for us
to stand up for principle. They deserve
a better brand of politics than they
have been getting. And we can begin
giving it to them by rejecting this
amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from South Carolina [Mr.
HOLLINGS].

THE FLAG

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, as
soon as the decision was handed down
last year concerning the right to burn
the flag, I joined immediately in ef-
forts to pass a statute or constitutional
amendment to ban this dispicable ac-
tivity. I did not want to wait for a poll.
I did not, frankly, consider it neces-
sary to navel-gaze or reflect at length
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on the subject, because on a gut issue
of this kind I want the people of the
State of South Carolina to know the
mind and the character of the individ-
ual who represents them as a Senator.

Now, having listened last week and
early this week to debate on this issue,
I am virtually made to appear as a
demagog or scoundrel for daring to
speak out in defense of the flag. Such
is the peer pressure here inside the
Beltway. We are just totally out of
touch with the deeply felt feelings and
values of the country on this matter.

I remember back in 1938 we had a
tornado in Charleston that lifted the
beams off the city market, one of
which went straight through the roof
of the revered and austere of St. Mi-
chael's Church. Standing on the
corner at Meeting and Broad Streets
immediately afterward, looking at the
beam coming out of the corner side of
the church, a spectator said that those
people over there had gotten so high-
falutin that the Lord Almighty Him-
self had to bust a hole in the wall to
get into the church. I hope we do not
have to bust a hole in this roof to get
some feeling for the flag that other
Congresses and other generations
have felt for 200 years. There has been
an amendment alright, an amendment
by the Court.

The Court talks now of a preposter-
ous and humiliating amendment, but
until June 11, 1990, it was not prepos-
terous, it was not humiliating. The
best of liberal legal minds-Justice
Black, who considered himself an ab-
solutist on the first amendment, Abe
Fortas, former Chief Justice Earl
Warren-all thought it was constitu-
tional and in accord with the first
amendment to protect the flag. Of
course, on June 11 and still today,
Chief Justice Rehnquist, Justices Ste-
vens, White, and O'Connor all feel
that the flag can be protected under
the first amendment.

There is no doubt, I think, going
right to the heart of the matter that
when you look at United States versus
Eichman, the majority opinion said:

The brief of the United States Govern-
ment invites us to reconsideration or rejec-
tion in Johnson of the claim that flag burn-
ing as a mode of expression, like obscenity
or fighting words, does not enjoy the full
protection of the first amendment. This we
decline to do.

Well, I share no such inhibitions.
Agreeing with me are four of the cur-
rent Justices plus the law of the land
for some 200 years. I wish some of
these Justices and other speakers who
condescendingly dismiss this issue
could have gotten out of Washington
and into the heartland for some of the
recent Memorial Day exercises, cer-
tainly anywhere in my State of South
Carolina. Let them start burning a
flag and see whether it does not
amount to fighting words. It will be
the equivalent. I can tell my col-

leagues that. This is no threat. It is
just an observation of a fact of life. At
Mount Suribachi, Americans did not
carry with them a Constitution, but
they found a pipe and they had a flag
and they raised it. And everyone
knows the thrill, the world over, as
traveling citizens or Senators, to come
upon your embassy or your flag in
these foreign lands and what a thrill it
is to see. And why, when someone
burns it-"a little political message
that means nothing"--on the contrary,
it means everything to this country.

So it is that there are commonsense
exemptions to that first amendment:
of course, with respect to libel, with
respect to obscenity, with respect to
fighting words-words tending to ter-
rorize, like shouting fire in a theater,
using a bullhorn at night.

Speech in the Senate here, Mr.
President, is restricted. We amend,
under our rules, the first amendment
to preserve the decorum of the body.

I noticed my good colleague from
Missouri last week, who said he could
not understand the uproar. He said:

In the 200-year history of our country, the
Bill of Rights has never been amended,
never been changed, not a word, not a
comma in the Bill of Rights has been
changed.

Then the distinguished Senator
went on to talk about the 15th amend-
ment, which amended the Bill of
Rights. We had nothing but Mandelas
in this land, without the rights of citi-
zenship, until the 15th amendment
nearly a century after we were found-
ed.

The distinguished Senator from
Maryland [Ms. MIKULSKI]; the distin-
guished Senator from Kansas [Mrs.
KASSEBAUM]; they could not have full
freedom of speech for 130 years under
that first amendment. By the 19th
amendment, we allowed these women
to speak about who they would vote
for, or to come into this Chamber and
say "aye" or say "no." They had no
freedom of speech. We had to amend
that first amendment to give the Sena-
tor from Maryland and the Senator
from Kansas a right to speak freely.

So, let us not get so sanctimonious in
our ignorance of the Constitution, and
let us not wrap ourselves in the first
amendment, theorizing about what
they call expressive conduct. The first
amendment itself says the Congress
shall pass no law abridging the free-
dom of speech. It says nothing about
abridging the freedom of conduct.
And, yes, the courts down through the
years have elaborated a notion of ex-
pressive conduct and now we have po-
litical conduct. I tell my colleagues, if
you can burn a flag and engage in that
kind of violent conduct, then you can
continue to do anything without
regard to commonsense or common de-
cency.

I think we ought to return the issue
to where it was for some 200 years. We

ought to have some reverence in the
country. The flag is the fabric of our
society, of our body politic, as Presi-
dent Bush has said.

So I think what we need, if neces-
sary, I say to my colleagues, is perhaps
a statute. I would introduce it as the
Flag Product and Protection Act. We
can manufacture the flag, produce it,
issue it, somewhat like currency. Or
somewhat like mailboxes. I remember
kids used to put a cherrybomb in the
mailbox, blow it up and see if the FBI
were smart enough to catch them. We
have a law against that. Or consider
the paper rack outside the Chamber
here. I might have every resentment
of what the Washington Post writes,
but I cannot under the guise of politi-
cal expression tear off the newspaper
rack and destroy it. We have laws to
prohibit that.

If we can protect newspaper racks
and mailboxes, heavens above, we
ought to be able to protect the coun-
try's banner. We have passed laws re-
garding the flag, how you raise it, how
you lower it; we have legislated the
pledge and the national anthem. Then
comes this Congress, and we have
become so sophisticated that it is seen
as a waste of time to even talk about
protecting the flag. Or your defense of
the flag is dismissed, in the words of
Samuel Johnson, as the last refuge of
a scoundrel.

We have to get a feel for this coun-
try, and we have to get a feel for that
flag, I can tell my colleagues. That is
the kind of State I represent; the first
thing they do in the morning when
they wake up is salute the flag and
they are ready to fight for it. I am
proud to echo and represent that sen-
timent. I hope I never get so sophisti-
cated that I lose that gut feeling, or
that I need a political poll to tell me
which way to stand on this particular
issue.

I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Senator from Minnesota [Mr. BoscH-
WITZ].

IMMIGRATION

Mr. BOSCHWITZ. Mr. President, in
his State of the Union Address back in
January, President Bush stated,

Our Nation is the enduring dream of
every immigrant who ever set foot on these
shores-and the millions still struggling to
be free. This Nation-this idea called Amer-
ica-was and always will be-a new world.
Our new world.

Millions throughout the world still
envision the United States as the land
of opportunity, as I do. I was only 5
years old when my family and I set
foot in the United States, fleeing Nazi
Germany. I have a deep concern for
the plight of refugees and immigrants.
During my time in the Senate, I have
worked hard to give others the same
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chance I had-to find refuge and op-
portunity within the United States.

I am firmly convinced that our coun-
try's heritage has been enriched by
the flow of immigrants into our
Nation. If there is one thing that dis-
tinguishes us from other countries, it
is that virtually all of us are immi-
grants-sons and daughters of immi-
grants, grandsons and granddaughters
of immigrants, immigrants who help
energize the United States culturally
and intellectually and help fuel the
economy.

Recently, several experts have been
outspoken in calling for an increase in
the flow of immigrants into our coun-
try. For instance, Ben Wattenberg and
Karl Zinsmeister, of the American En-
terprise Institute, call for increasing
the number of immigrants flowing
into our Nation. They emphasize the
education, skills and in some cases, in
vestment capability, of immigrants
which help enrich our country.

Not so long ago, Mr. President, there
was a two-page spread in the USA
Today about young people as they
were leaving high school and going
into college. It pictured them and gave
their names in the event they were not
pictured. A disproportionate number
of those names indicated that there
was a recent immigrant connection or
that they themselves were immi-
grants. It is not unlike Boston in this
past year. Of its 17 high schools, 13 of
the valedictorians were immigrants.

So for that and many other reasons,
I support the idea of increased immi-
gration into this country in order to
continue to enrich and strengthen it.

Wattenberg and Zinsmeister were
quoted in a Washington Post column
by William Raspberry:

The simplest question to ask when consid-
ering what kind of immigration policy this
country needs is this: Is America done-a
finished product-or is it a constantly im-
proving, searching, expanding enterprise?
We would argue the latter.

I would argue the latter as well.
When immigrants arrive in the

United States, they often have noth-
ing but ambition. That is why our
economy expanded fastest when immi-
gration was highest. Immigrants spur
growth through their commitment to
work and their driving desire to gain a
better life for themselves and their
families. They show us again and
again what promise and opportunity is
available to all Americans-if we are
just willing to work at it.

I see it happening with new immi-
grants. Go to the schools of areas
where many immigrants have reset-
tled-for example, St. Paul and Minne-
apolis, in my home State of Minneso-
ta-and ask their teachers and princi-
pals. Look at the faces of the valedic-
torians, the scientists, and the entre-
preneurs. Will some of our new immi-
grants take menial jobs, or even go on
welfare? Sure-but others will win

Nobel prizes, or start new businesses,
or move into professions that are in
short supply.

Today perhaps 700,000 immigrants
and refugees come to our country an-
nually. That's one-third of 1 percent-
or less-of our Nation's population.
Yet in the years when the Scandina-
vians, Germans, Irish, Italians, and
others were streaming into our coun-
try, the flow as a percentage of our
population was almost 10 times as
large as today. Indeed, back in 1907,
when immigration peaked, about 1.3
million individuals entered our Nation
as immigrants.

Unfortunately, some in our country
harbor resentment toward immigrants.
They feel we are already being too
generous in our admissions and that
America will reach some mythical
saturation point. They seem to forget
that if there parents were not immi-
grants, then their grandparents or
great-grandparents most likely were.
Some claim that immigrants take jobs
and put other Americans out of work.
When the grandparents and great-
grandparents of most Americans ar-
rived here, people said the same thing.
However, our ancestors-like the im-
migrants of today-created more jobs
than they took.

An article printed in Inc. last Octo-
ber-"Open the Gates, Immigration
Just Might Be the Most Effective Way
We Have To Give Our Economy a
Boost"-makes the same point. The
author of this article indicates that a
report done by the National Bureau of
Economic Research Inc. found no evi-
dence that immigrants take jobs from
native-born Americans.

In a recent column in the Washing-
ton Times, Warren Brookes reinforces
that viewpoint. He says:

Both Census Bureau and Labor Depart-
ment data confirm that legal immigrants
quickly earn as much or more than native-
born workers of the same age, work more
and tend to be better-educated and better-
trained, are more likely to start new busi-
nesses and contribute far more in taxes
than they collect in social benefits.

I am pleased to see the increased at-
tention by the media regarding U.S.
immigration policy. Economist Julian
Simon was quoted in a recent article in
Fortune. Because he is convinced that
immigrants are a windfall for our
country, he is calling for substantial
increases in the number of individuals
admitted as immigrants. I have also
noted that at least two editorials in
the Wall Street Journal have advocat-
ed higher admissions of immigrants.

On a final note, I must add that I
am always amazed that here in the
United States we debate how many
people to let in. Were we to close our
doors to immigrants and refugees we
would diminish ourselves and do injus-
tice to our proud history and heritage.
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Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-

sent that the articles I mentioned be
printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
(From the Washington Post, Dec. 18, 1989]

WHY WE MAY NEED MORE IMMIGRANTS

(By William Raspberry)
Some of us have been looking past the im-

migration center stage, where Nadia Coman-
eci is the reigning star, and focusing on the
offstage tragedies: the Vietnamese boat
people being sent back from Hong Kong to
God knows what fate, the hard-pressed
Latin American "illegals," and, above all,
the Haitians who risk death and jail for a
chance at the American dream.

We hear the distinctions our government
makes between political refugees and the
merely economically ambitious, but we don't
believe them. Comaneci is fleeing oppres-
sion for her political views? Be serious, we
say. The most reliable clue to whether im-
migrants will be accepted here is not their
politics but their skin, Europeans (white)
are fine. Asians (yellow) are problematic.
Hispanics (brown) are virtually the defini-
tion of unwanted "illegals." Haitians and
Ethiopians (black) are at the top of the gov-
ernment's least-wanted list.

We note the contrast in treatment of Co-
maneci, who has been handed the keys to
the city of Miami, and the nameless Hai-
tians who have been left to languish in
American prisons until they can be sent
packing, and we wonder why no one wants
to tell the truth about the difference.

Well, two men are telling it. Ben Watten-
berg and Karl Zinmeister, both of the
American Enterprise Institute, content that
America is-and ought to be-the world's
first "universal nation," and that we ought
to work actively to increase the flow of im-
migrants to this country.

There proposal, presented earlier this
month at AEI's annual policy conference at
Georgetown University, devotes only one of
its 29 pages to the question of human rights
refugees. What they offer is pure pragma-
tism.

Americans are maleducated, undermoti-
vated and underskilled, they argue, and the
aging of the Baby Boom generation will
create a drain on resources, causing further
deterioration in the country's competitive
position in the world.

"Immigration, properly shaped, can help
provide us with whatever skills we may be
lacking," they contend. "Immigration can
diminish labor shortages that may be
coming our way. Immigration can help keep
America from aging precipitously and help
support the dependent aged. Immigration
can play a salutary role in our financial situ-
ation."

And these advantages are peculiarly avail-
able to America, not to our global competi-
tors, because "we are a pluralist nation
[and] most of them are not."

Wattenberg and Zinmeister's emphasis
here is on the education, skills and, yes,
money the immigrants have. America no
longer has gold deposits to mine, or fron-
tiers to settle, or prairies to turn into farm-
land.

"The real competition in world markets
today is for creative human beings. And this
is one area where America has a compara-
tive advantage that overwhelms any com-
petitor . . . When they come, they come at
little cost to us. Many immigrants have al-
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ready had their educations completed, and
paid for, elsewhere."

The payoff: vastly more of what America
already is attracting. Some 11,000 immi-
grant engineers, scientists and computer
specialists in any given year as well as
youngsters with the potential for economic
contributions.

"Of the 40 1988 finalists In the Westing-
house high school science competition, 22
were foreign-born or children of foreign-
born parents: from Tiawan, China, Korea,
India, Guyana, Poland, Trinidad, Canada,
Peru, Iran, Vietnam and Honduras. In San
Diego, one of those cities 'overrun' by immi-
grants, one of every four valedictorians and
salutatorians has recently been Vietnamese.
In Boston, 13 of the 17 public high school
valedictorians in the class of 1989 were for-
eign born."

And, yes, money matters too. "In addition
to the well-educated, America should wel-
come individuals with proven finanical skills
and capital. . . Bringing in foreign inves-
tors as immigrants can pay off twice-Amer-
ica gets both the capital and, even more im-
portant, in the long run, the talent. We
don't nationalize investments; we can make
it easier to nationalize investors."

But it isn't economics and competitiveness
alone that move Wattenberg and Zinmeis-
ter. "The simplest question to ask when con-
sidering what kind of immigration policy
this country needs is this: Is America done-
a finished product-or is it a constantly im-
proving, searching, expanding enterprise?
We would argue the latter."

And they would argue most vociferously
that America can improve and expand most
successfully if it pays careful attention to
the intellectual and financial resources of
those It lets in.

Their notion may do violence to Emma
Lazarus's ideal of America as a harbor for
the world's "tired, poor, huddled masses
yearning to breathe free."

But at least it's honest.

[From Inc., October 1989]
OPEN THE GATES

(By Joel Kotkin)
Let me tell you about my friend Rod Hosi-

lyk. The founder of Computer Products
Plus Inc., a computer accessories marketing
and service firm, he's the type of guy who
never met a regulation he liked. So you can
imagine my reaction when he mentioned re-
cently that he was thinking of setting up an
affirmative-action program at his new com-
pany.

"Well, I have to do something," he said,
smiling. "I need to find a technician some-
where whose first language isn't Vietnam-
ese."

In his own way, Hosilyk was acknowledg-
ing the enormous debt he and other entre-
preneurs owe to the refugees who have
flooded into southern California over the
past 15 years. According to one estimate,
there are more than 60,000 Southeast Asian
immigrants in Orange County alone. At vir-
tually every technology company in the
area, these newcomers have become the
mainstays of the assembly and technical
areas. "Without the influx of Asians, par-
ticularly Vietnamese," says Robert Kelley
Jr., president of SO/CAL/TEN, an associa-
tion of some 200 southern California high-
tech businesses, "we would not have had the
entrepreneurial explosion we've seen in
places like Orange County."

This Is a fact that seems to escape many
leading members of the Senate, who have
been pushing plans to limit the immigration

flow. No matter that more than 46,000
people-terrified by recent events in
China-have applied for visas to emigrate
from Hong Kong to the United States. In-
fluential politicians from both ends of the
political spectrum argue that we are better
off restricting the number we let in.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy (D-Massachu-
setts), for one, favors a system whereby cer-
tain categories of applicants for immigra-
tion would receive extra points for profi-
ciency in the English language. Proponents
of the plan say it would encourage immigra-
tion of those more ready to contribute to
our society. Yet as Sen. Paul Simon (D-Illi-
nols) points out, 13 of the valedictorians of
Boston's 17 public high schools are foreign
born, and most of them spoke no English
when they got here. Nor is Boston an excep-
tion.

Sen. Alan K. Simpson (R-Wyoming) takes
a more direct approach than Kennedy,
citing polls showing public opposition to im-
migration. Of course, such attitudes are
hardly new. If you had polled the Indians,
they would no doubt have favored cutting
off the flow of Pilgrims. Polls aside, Simp-
son sees a risk in opening our doors. If we're
not careful, he warns, we may experience a
kind of "compassion fatigue." He also
argues that the burden of immigration falls
heaviest on less fortunate Americans, par-
ticularly poor blacks.

But this widely held belief is refuted by a
new report from the National Bureau of
Economic Research Inc., in Cambridge,
Mass. The study's authors surveyed cities
around the country to assess the impact of
immigration and found no evidence that im-
migrants take jobs from native-born Ameri-
cans, including the poor and unskilled. In
some industries, employment of native-born
Americans actually increases in areas where
immigrants settle. "Economically, America
benefits from immigration-I don't think a
serious economist in the country disputes
that," says the report's editor, Harvard Uni-
versity economics professor Richard B.
Freeman. "They produce more than they
consume, and that benefits everyone."

Nowhere is this effect more evident than
in southern Florida, where refugees from
Cuba, El Salvador, and Nicaragua have
transformed Miami from a sleepy resort
town into a major international business
center. By 1980, more than one-third of
Miami's population was foreign born, an in-
crease of 46% since 1970. As a group, the
Cuban-Americans have become "entrepre-
neurs par excellence," creating 25,000 busi-
ness in the past two decades according to
Robert Coords, president of Sun Bank/
Miami, a leading middle-market lender In
the Miami area. Before the great influx of
refugees, Coords notes, Miami had one sig-
nificant Industry: resorts. Now, thanks
largely to immigrant workers, capital, and
entrepreneurship, new industries are flour-
ishing.

Congress should keep this experience in
mind as it ponders what to do about immi-
gration from Hong Kong. If ever there were
immigrants who could boost our economy, it
is the people of that extraordinary city.
Consider that Hong Kong, with a popula-
tion of 5.6 million, has one business estab-
lishment for every 20 people-a rate of en-
trepreneurship twice that of the United
States. Its economy, moreover, is heavily in-
dustrialized. Indeed, Hong Kong has almost
as many manufacturing jobs as Los Angeles
County, America's top industral center-and
L.A. has nearly 3 million more people. I
challenge you to find a American manufac-

turer who could not use some of Hong
Kong's expert machinists, assemblers, tech-
nicians, and industrial designers.

To be sure, there are humanitarian rea-
sons for welcoming the citizens of Hong
Kong to our shores. After all, they face the
grim prospect of becoming citizens of the
People's Republic of China in less than 10
years. But let's not talk about compassion
here. Let's talk about America's self-inter-
est. Let talk about our declining industrial
base, our trade deficit, our lack of Interna-
tional competitiveness. Many people-in-
cluding some of those who favor restrictive
Immigration policies-propose that we solve
these problems with national industrial poli-
cies, subsidies, and protectionist quotas. I
submit that our own history offers a sim-
pler, more efficient, and eminently more
American solution: open the gates.

[From the Washington Times, May 28,
1990]

IMMIGRANTS AND ECONOMIcs

(By Warren Brookes)
As we celebrate Memorial Day, it is good

to remember how much immigrant blood
has been shed in both war and peace to
make the American dream of democracy a
growing worldwide reality.

To its credit, Congress apparently is rising
above chauvinism in a heated but mostly
unreported debate over something that
really matters-U.S. immigration policy for
the decade to come.

On one side are those who believe that sig-
nificantly expanding immigration would
represent a serious threat to both our na-
tional economy and our cultural heritage.

On the other side are those who believe
that expanding immigration would be a re-
affirmation of our country's greatness and
an essential ingredient in maintaining U.S.
competitiveness.

As Congress moves toward the first seri-
ous restructuring of legal immigration
policy In 25 years, the latter view Is winning,
and that is a tribute to economic scholar-
ship and statesmanship.

There is not much doubt where the politi-
cal safety lies. Although we pride ourselves
on being a nation of immigrants, the over-
whelming majority of us would like to "pull
up the ladder" Just a little and slow down
the influx of newcomers. One reason: Cur-
rently, the United States has one of the
lowest percentages of foreign-born citizens
(only 6 percent) among major nations. (See
Table.)

A NATION OF IMMIGRANTS?

[Foreign born percentage of total
population]

A ustralia.................................................. 20.0
Sw itzerland............................................. 17.2
N ew Zealand........................................... 16.2
C anada..................................................... 16.2
South A frica........................................... 11.8
F rance...................................................... 10.5
E ngland .................................................. 8.7
U nited States.......................................... 6.0
Sw eden .................................................... 4.8

Sources: Alexis de Tocqueville Institute-U.S.
Census Bureau.

Despite our history of owing most of our
economic development to the flood of immi-
grants "yearning to breathe free," we have
steadily reduced that flood to a mere trickle.
At the turn of the century, new immigrant
arrivals were an average of 2 percent of our
civilian labor force. Today they represent
only 0.2 percent. While this drop-off has co-
incided with falling U.S. economic leader-
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ship, every poll shows Americans think even
that trickle is too much.

That's why the bill (S. 356) of Republican
Sen. Alan Simpson of Wyoming and Demo-
cratic Sen. Edward M. Kennedy of Massa-
chusetts, which passed last fall, allows an
Increase in U.S. Immigration of only 130,000
a year from a projected annual average of
610,000 over the coming decade. While it
substantially increases the percentage of
skills-based immigrants from 7 percent to 15
percent, that does little to solve the nation's
impending skilled-labor shortage.

During the 1990s, without major immigra-
tion expansion, the U.S. working-age popu-
lation will grow only 8.3 percent, down
sharply from the 12.4 percent growth of the
1980s. At the same time, skills demands are
already far outracing skills supply.

Amazingly, the House Subcommittee on
Immigration, led by Rep. Bruce Morrison,
Connecticut Democrat, recently approved a
bill to expand to an average of 963,000 a
year, a major 58 percent increase over cur-
rent law.

What makes this all the more remarkable
is that Mr. Morrison has been a forthright
defender of big labor, which has never been
a fan of expanded immigration. Equally in-
teresting, Mr. Morrison's chief antagonist,
Rep. Lamar Smith, Republican from San
Antonio, Texas, is one of the bright and
rising stars of the Republican right with a
solid free-market, pro-growth voting record.

But on immigration, Mr. Smith has parted
company with populists on both sides of the
aisle who see more immigration as a litmus
test of America's commitment to "an oppor-
tunity society."

That view is solidly supported by a formi-
dable, growing body of evidence developed
by economists and demographers from left
to right that demonstrates that immigra-
tion, especially skills-based immigration, is
very good for the United States and Ameri-
cans.

University of Maryland free-market econ-
omist Julian Simon has documented ex-
haustively the net positive benefits of immi-
gration in his scholarly book, "The Econom-
ic Consequences of Immigration" (1989). He
has recently been joined by liberal econo-
mist George Borjas of the University of
California at Santa Barbara.

In his book, "Friends or Strangers: The
Impact of Immigrants on the U.S. Econo-
my," Mr. Borjas found that even with a 10
percent increase in Immigrant labor, overall
unemployment rates are not affected.

Mr. Borjas is supported by a new analysis
for the Alexis de Tocqueville Institute by
Ohio University economists Richard Vedder
and Lowell Galloway, which found higher
rates of immigration actually coincide with
lower rates of unemployment.

New York Times economics writer Peter
Passell recently concluded, "The conven-
tional economic wisdom pitting American
poor against the immigrant poor is crum-
bling. So too will the conventional wisdom
pitting labor against the outsiders."

Both Census Bureau and Labor Depart-
ment data confirm that legal immigrants
quickly earn as much or more than native-
born workers of the same age, work more
and tend to be better-educated and better-
trained, are more likely to start new busi-
nesses and contribute far more in taxes
than they collect in social benefits.

Based on this evidence, Alexis de Tocque-
ville Institute analyst Stephen Moore con-
tends in a new study that Mr. Morrison's
bill would actually reduce the total govern-
ment deficit by $75 billion to $110 billion

over 10 years and increase Social Security
funding by $72 billion over 25 years. That
makes immigration expansion irresistibly
good policy.

LOTS MORE IMMIGRATION WOULD BE A
WINDFALL

(By Julian Simon)
There are lots of painful antidotes to the

demographic pressures American society
will experience in the decade ahead. But in-
creasing immigration is the only painless
one. As the average age of the work force
rises and the proportion of workers to the
population of elderly retirees shrinks, Amer-
ica risks losing the flexible edge that has
always been its competitive advantage. Be-
cause the immigrants who come are less at-
tached with respect to geography, occupa-
tion, or institution, they will restore that
crucial flexibility.

Immigrants are a windfall for any society.
They use fewer social programs than the
native born, and they contribute more in
taxes. Because immigrants tend to arrive as
young adults, by the time they reach pen-
sionable age most have contributed toward
their own retirement and parented produc-
tive, tax-paying children.

We can never know in advance how new
immigrants will benefit the society and the
economy, but that's the best argument for
letting more of them in. They enrich the
fertile mix of ideas that has always been the
contribution of immigration to America.
Given the speed of economic and social
change in our modern technology-driven so-
ciety, we will need that contribution even
more in the future than we did in the past.

Many people worry that encouraging im-
migration skims the cream from the soci-
eties whence they come-the so-called brain
drain. But the brain drain is a myth. If any-
thing, immigration creates a "brain bonan-
za." As migrants gain experience and
income, they typically return some of those
gains-both intellectually and through the
repatriation of wealth-to the countries
that they left behind.

Freedom is spreading everywhere in the
world. The only important barrier left is the
barrier to the free movement of people. Now
with the revolution in Eastern Europe, even
barriers to the freedom of people to leave
have crumbled. Such obstacles that still
exist are on the receiving end-among those
nations, including the United States, that
have historically upheld the principles of
economic and political freedom.

During the 1980s America admitted an av-
erage of 583,000 new legal immigrants a
year-the highest level since the beginning
of the century. I would recommend that we
double that number in the decade ahead. If
we do, we will be the richer for it, both eco-
nomically and spiritually.

(Simon, 58, teaches business administra-
tion at the University of Maryland and is
the author of a new book, "The Economic
Consequences of Immigration." He talked to
Louis S. Richman.)

TROPICAL FOREST LOSSES-
EVEN WORSE THAN WE
THOUGHT

Mr. BOSCHWITZ. Mr. President, we
all know that the world's forest re-
sources, particularly in the tropics, are
fast disappearing. At the recent Inter-
parliamentary Conference on the
Global Environment, I cochaired the
working group on deforestation and
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desertification. I said there, quoting
the Food and Agricultural Organiza-
tion, that the world was losing 54 acres
of tropical forests per minute, that
those acres were being cleared for ag-
riculture, grazing, fuelwood, human
settlement, for export and for other
purposes, and that those lost trees and
other forest resources were not being
replaced.

Now, just 2 months after our confer-
ence, I find that I must revise what I
said there about the extent of the
damage to our forests. Unfortunately,
it is even worse than we thought. Ac-
cording to a recent report by the
World Resources Institute, whose
work I rely on a lot for keeping myself
abreast of the world forestry situation,
we are losing our tropical forests at an
average rate of 85 acres a minute.
That is very depressing.

This forest destruction forever
denies to humankind the benefits de-
rived from species of animals and
plants that disappear in this process,
including especially plant species
which may be essential for improved
food crops, as well as those which may
form the basis for biotechnological ap-
plication, medicine, and other scientif-
ic uses.

Land cleared through deforestation
is in many regions unsuitable for ongo-
ing agriculture and exhausted within a
few years. So cutting down trees in the
tropics often leads to no permanent
gain, but rather to a cycle of floods,
disruption of hydrological cycles, soil
erosion, and, ultimately, in some in-
stances, desertification.

Very importantly-and this is the
area in which I am particularly con-
cerned-deforestation, especially from
burning, also results in significant re-
lease of carbon dioxide into the atmos-
phere, thus contributing to the green-
house effect that causes global warm-
ing.

The reasons for these forest losses
are, as we know, very complex. They
have to do, in part, with world trade,
international debt, and other macro-
economic causes. But these losses also
stem from poverty, from population
growth, from pollution pressures, and
from inequities in land distribution.
These factors lead to precipitate and
usually counterproductive landclear-
ing for marginal agriculture. It is
counterproductive because, after a few
years of crops, the cleared land loses
its nutrients and becomes barren and
useless.

We are talking about lots and lots of
very poor people who have to work
very hard for their daily bread, and
who, understandably most likely never
heard of biodiversity or global warm-
ing, and, if they did, would most likely
say they have more important things
to think about.

So what is the right balance between
the long-term income of the whole
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nation and the short-term needs of the
poor for food and fuelwood, for which
chopping down rainforests often seems
to be the only recourse?

In coming weeks, some of us plan to
introduce possible legislative solutions
explored at the Interparliamentary
Conference on the Global Environ-
ment. Answers on deforestation, spe-
cifically, seem to lie at several levels.
First, we need to devise better forest
conservation and management tech-
niques. Second, we have to better ad-
dress the larger economic problems of
population pressures, extreme poverty,
large-scale national indebtedness, and
a wide range of often shortsighted eco-
nomic measures that undervalue
forest products and make it too tempt-
ing to cut down forests indiscriminate-
ly.

Last, what kinds of international ac-
tivities might be effective in reversing
the current trends leading to denuded
forests and rangelands. I will be work-
ing on a new international convention
to protect all the world's forests, along
the lines of the International Whaling
Convention-a convention which
would recognize the need for protect-
ing both temperate and tropical for-
ests, and establish specific targets for
reducing deforestation and achieving
deforestation.

Mr. President, such a convention is
just one of the legislative matters I
will be pursuing to try to address de-
forestation. In view of these latest sta-
tistics on the rate of forest loss, we're
already dangerously behind the curve
of events. Both developed and develop-
ing countries have to look very care-
fully at how we help poverty-stricken
people to survive and, at the same
time, search for better ways to better
protect and manage our forest re-
sources. I will need the help of each of
my Senate colleagues. I look forward
to their support.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent that the articles be printed in the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

[From the New York Times, June 8, 1990]
Loss OF TROPICAL FORESTS Is FOUND MUCH

WORSE THAN WAS THOUGHT
(By Philip Shabecoff)

WASHINGTON, June 7.-Tropical forests,
which play a vital role in regulating the
global climate, are disappearing much more
rapidly than previously estimated, an inter-
national research group said today.

Each year recently, 40 million to 50 mil-
lion acres of tropical forest, an area the size
of Washington State, has been vanishing as
trees are cut for timber and to clear land for
agriculture and other development, the
World Resources Institute said in a report.
The group said 1.9 billion acres of tropical
forest remained.

The report, "World Resources 1990-91,"
prepared in collaboration with the United
Nations, was described by its authors as the
first comprehensive estimate in a decade of
tropical-forest losses around the world.

The rate of loss, measured in most coun-
tries in 1987, was nearly 50 percent greater
than the last global estimate, prepared by
the United Nations Food and Agricultural
Organization in 1980, according to the Insti-
tute.

"We were startled to uncover this rate of
global deforestation," said James Gustave
Speth, president of the institute, a Wash-
ington-based research and policy organiza-
tion. "We were saying we were losing the
forests at an acre a second, but it is much
closer to an acre and a half a second."

The disappearance of tropical forests is re-
garded by environmental experts as one of
the most serious global environmental prob-
lems. Through photosynthesis, the forests
absorb huge quantities of carbon dioxide,
the most important of the gases that are ac-
cumulating in the atmosphere. Many scien-
tists believe that carbon dioxide, if not kept
in check, will cause a significant warming of
the earth in the next century, through a
process known as the greenhouse effect.

The report on forests was based on remote
sensing data from National Oceanic and At-
mospheric Administration and Landsat sat-
ellites that were originally analyzed by each
of the affected tropical countries. Dr. Allen
L. Hammond, editor in chief of "World Re-
sources 1990-91," said at a news conference
here that for most of the countries the sat-
ellite data covered 1987, but for Brazil it
covered 1988, since newer data were avail-
able for that country.

RATE SLOWS IN BRAZIL,

He said the estimates of actual forest loss
were "very conservative," and that the
actual losses probably were considerably
higher.

The group's report said that in nine major
tropical countries, the estimates of total
annual losses of tropical-forest acreage were
about four times as high as estimates from
the years 1981 to 1985. The nine countries
were Brazil, India, Indonesia, Vietnam,
Thailand, the Philippines, Costa Rica, Cam-
eroon and Myanmar (formerly Burma). Dr.
Hammond said, however, that in Brazil, the
rate of deforestation declined in 1988 from
1987, largely because the levels from the
latter year were the highest on record for
that country.

As the tropical forests shrink, their capac-
ity to absorb carbon dioxide declines, there-
by hastening the onset and increasing the
magnitude of the warming phenomenon.
Moreover, as the vegetation from the cut
forests decays or is burned, it emits more
carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.

The tropical forests also contain the larg-
est and most diverse populations of plant
and animal species of any habitat in the
world. As the forests vanish, so do many of
these species, many before they ever have
been discovered, named and analyzed for
possible use by human beings.

Tropical forests generally have infertile
soil because most of the nutrients are in the
vegetation, not the soil. Thus, when these
forests are cleared they tend to regenerate
very slowly, if at all.

"AN UNPARALLELED TRAGEDY"
"Tropical deforestation is an unparalleled

tragedy," said Mr. Speth. "If we don't re-
verse the trend soon, it will be too late."

Senator Patrick Leahy, Democrat of Ver-
mont and chairman of the Senate Agricul-
ture Committee, said in a statement: "This
is the first reliable data we've had on tropi-
cal deforestation in 10 years. A situation we
knew was bleak is now shown to be truly
horrendous."

The World Resources report was prepared
in collaboration with the United Nations
Environment Program and the United Na-
tions Development Program. Joan Martin
Brown, special adviser to the executive di-
rector of the United Nations Environment
Program, said at the news conference that
her organization did not have its own capac-
ity to do the kind of research contained in
the report. She said the information would
be "very important" as the international
community moves to respond to the global
environmental threats.

Since preagricultural times, the report
said, the world has lost about one-fifth of
all its forests, from more than 12 billion
acres to under 10 billion acres. In the past,
most of the losses were in the temperate
forests of Europe, Asia and North America.
In recent years, however, it is the tropical
forests of the developing countries of Latin
America, Asia and Africa that have been dis-
appearing most rapidly.

FORESTS WITHOUT TREES
Brazil, with the largest remaining tropical

forest area, is also experiencing the worst
losses-between 12.5 million and 22.5 million
acres a year, the report found. Myanamar is
losing 1.7 million acres a year, more than
500 times the 1980 estimate by the Food and
Agricultural Organization.

India, according to the data, is losing its
forests at a rate of 3.7 million acres a year.
Large areas legally designated as forest land
"are already virtually treeless," the report
said.

Indonesia is losing 2.2 million acres a year,
and Costa Rica 300,000 acres, both substan-
tially more than the 1980 estimate.

The problem of deforestation in develop-
ing countries "has been exacerbated by gov-
ernment economic, land tenure and agricul-
tural policies as well as population pres-
sures, poverty and debt," the report said. It
added that the rapidly increasing popula-
tions in developing countries will put even
more pressure on the forests.

The World Resources report also contains
a new index of countries that are the great-
est net contributors to the atmosphere of
carbon dioxide, chlorofluorocarbons and
methane, the major gases contributing to
global warning.

SURPRISES ON LIST

The United States and the Soviet Union
are the first and second-largest net produc-
ers of these greenhouse gases, the report
found. It added that if the European Com-
munity were considered a single country, it
would rank second behind the United
States.

But the next three countries on the index,
surprisingly, were developing nations,
Brazil, China and India.

It has been widely believed that the indus-
trialized countries are the main producers
of greenhouse gases. But the research grant
found that the developing countries already
account for 45 percent of emissions of these
gases, and that their contribution is likely
to rise sharply as they consume more
energy for industrial development.

While there is still scientific uncertainty
about the timing and magnitude of global
warming, Mr. Speth said, the overwhelming
scientific consensues is that "the risks of
global climate change are very real and it
would be very shortsighted to conclude oth-
erwise."

"The conclusion of the great bulk of credi-
ble scientists is that enough is known to act
now" to deal with global warming, said Mr.
Speth, who was chairman of the Council on
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Environmental Quality in the Carter Ad-
ministration. "It is our view that it is al-
ready late."

[From the Washington Post, June 18, 1990]
ESTIMATES OF LOSS OF TROPICAL FORESTS ARE

CALLED TOO Low

The earth's tropical forests are vanishing
50 percent faster than previously estimated,
raising concerns about global warming, a
private environmental research group said
yesterday.

"Every year the world loses an area of
tropical forests almost as big as the state of
Washington," said James Gustave Speth,
president of World Resources Institute.

The report by the Washington-based orga-
nization said data from satellites and
ground sensors, along with reports from in-
dividual governments, Indicates that official
estimates of tropical forest losses are far too
low.

The report suggested from an analysis of
1987 data that 40 million to 50 million acres
of tropical forests are stripped each year,
compared with the official estimate of
about 28 million acres-based on 1980 data-
that is still used by the United Nations and
many governments.

Deforestation is a major concern to scien-
tists and environmentalists because tropical
forests absorb carbon dioxide and therefore,
serve as "sink" for the manmade gas, which
contributes to global warming. As forests
disappear, more carbon dioxide is free to
drift into the atmosphere, where it and
other manmade pollutants act much like a
greenhouse and cause the earth to warm.

Some scientists believe such warming, if
not checked, will cause severe changes in
weather patterns, coastal flooding and eco-
nomic disruptions by the mid-21st century.

BoscHWITz ALARMED BY DEFORESTATION
REPORT

Senator Rudy Boschwitz today said he is
"alarmed and saddened" by reports that
worldwide deforestation is taking place at a
greater pace than was previously believed.

A report by World Resources Institute
says that between 40 and 50 million acres of
tropical forests are being stripped away
each year, compared to previous estimates
of about 28 million acres per year.

Boschwitz, who chaired the Deforestation
and Desertification committee at the recent
Interparliamentary Conference on the
Global Environment, said that committee's
debates were based on the smaller figure.

"We were searching for answers to a prob-
lem that now appears to be even worse than
we thought," Boschwitz said. "If the higher
figures are correct, it is even more impera-
tive that we work quickly to slow the pace
of forest destruction."

During the Environment Conference,
Boschwitz's group proposed solutions that
included an international convention on de-
forestation, and international economic aid
to nations that reduce their deforestation,

"The loss of forests around the world is a
loss for all of us," Boschwitz said. "Trees
help with a wide variety of environmental
ills, and it is in everyone's best interests
that we halt the deforestation process."

THE POPULATION-
ENVIRONMENT LINK

Mr. BOSCHWITZ. Mr. President, as
you know, this year is an election year,
and as part of the political process,
I've met with several interest groups

regarding their endorsements. Last
week, I had the opportunity to meet
with representatives of several envi-
ronmental groups as part of the
League of Conservation Voters En-
dorsement Process.

In this time when we are increasing-
ly concerned about the state of our
planet, everyone feels that he or she is
an environmentalist. I, too, consider
myself an environmentalist. Unfortu-
nately, I feel that the environmental
groups often choose narrow issues in
determining who is and who is not an
environmentalist-and I told them
that in our meeting last week. With
the health of our planet being threat-
ened the way it is, I don't think it is
productive to rate people on relatively
peripheral issues like billboards and
energy assistance.

Much more important, in my mind,
are some larger, more global concerns.
During my meeting with the environ-
mental groups last week, one issue
that came up in relation to global
warming was the link between the
world population explosion and envi-
ronmental degradation. I was quite
surprised when these environmental
leaders told me that not many people
here in the Senate emphasize this
issue or make that connection.

I believe that the population prob-
lem lies at the heart of almost all of
our environmental problems. When I
was born, there were 2 billion people
on our planet. Now there are 5.4 bil-
lion people, and by the year 2000 that
number will certainly be well over 6
billion.

Since 1950, the world's population
has doubled, and its urban population
has tripled. In developing countries,
the urban population has increased
fourfold since 1950.

What do these huge numbers mean
for the environment? If we think
about all the linkages for a few mo-
ments, I think the answers become
clear. And they cause me a great deal
of personal concern.

In the overpopulated Third World,
people live surrounded by denuded
lands, waste dumps, and squatter set-
tlements. The rural populations are
usually worse off, with even less likeli-
hood of clean water or sanitation. The
exploding populations of these coun-
tries demand more and more food,
water, electrical energy, and cars.
Their needs and appetites are infinite,
but our natural resources are mostly
finite. And the more fuel that is con-
sumed, the more pollution that is
emitted into the air.

The pressures of escalating popula-
tions in the Third World and the pov-
erty resulting from such pressures
compel poor landless farmers-some
250 million of them I'm told-into the
rain forest to clear trees from the land
in order to plant crops. This land,
more often than not, can only support
a few years of decreasing production
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before it becomes arid and useless be-
cause the trees, not the land, held the
nutrients. The poor farmer then has
to move further into the forest in
order to find fuelwood and fuel.

As a result, the world loses 40 to 50
million acres of tropical forests as well
as 26 billion tons of topsoil each year
from erosion and flooding. In addition,
vast amounts of carbon dioxide, the
primary greenhouse gas, are released
into the atmosphere due to slash and
burn forest clearing methods.

While the United States can afford
to clean our air and properly manage
our forests, developing countries often
cannot, simply because they have too
many mouths to feed. That's mainly
due to the increasing pressures of pop-
ulation growth.

Although I have been a strong sup-
porter of foreign aid, I am concerned
that in many of the countries that we
help, population growth more than
cancels out increases in agricultural
and industrial production brought
about through transfers of our re-
sources and technology.

Right now I'm trying to sort
through some of the possible legisla-
tive actions that flowed out of the
recent interparliamentary conference
for the global environment, where I
was one of the seven host U.S. Sena-
tors. I am promoting an international
convention on forest protection, as
well as some other initiatives aimed at
stemming deforestation.

I can assure you, however, that all
the international conventions in the
world and all the aid programs to in-
crease food production and grow trees
are not, in the end, going to solve
world development and environment
problems unless we address the prob-
lem of the population explosion.

Unfortunately, the issue of popula-
tion control has been so intertwined
with the issue of abortion that the
United States hasn't done enough to
help developing countries with their
population problems.

I am opposed to abortion, but I am a
strong supporter of voluntary family
planning, including effective programs
of education and counseling on birth
control. At the recent Global Environ-
ment Conference, I had a long discus-
sion with Senator WIRTH--who was
also a host of the conference-and we
agreed that we must separate the
issues of abortion and international
family planning. Senator WIRTH and I
plan to work together to realize this
goal.

Once we are able to separate these
two issues, as I believe should and can
be done, I will work to engender addi-
tional financial support for interna-
tional family planning efforts. I be-
lieve that we will need to come up
with several hundred million dollars
more for such programs, and that such
money should go not only to our bilat-
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eral population assistance programs,
but to multilateral programs as well.

Mr. President, if we want to conserve
our precious natural resources and
protect our planet's environment, I be-
lieve we will have to do more to sup-
port international family planning. I
hope that my colleagues look carefully
at the connection between population
and the environment. If they do, I
think they will join me in this effort.

REDUCING DEFENSE DEPART-
MENT REPORTS TO CONGRESS
Mr. BOSCHWITZ. Mr. President,

last week the House of Representa-
tives took an action which holds great
promise. The House agreed that it is
time to bring some much-needed relief
to the Department of Defense. It did
this by calling for the elimination of
59 recurring reports that the Penta-
gon must submit to Congress and the
modification of the reporting frequen-
cy of an additional 11 reports.

The House legislation, introduced by
Representative ASPIN, the chairman of
the House Armed Services Committee,
along with a similar effort being pre-
pared by the Senate Armed Services
Committee and its chairman, Senator
NUNN, is truly welcome news.

For years, the Defense Department
has been forced to respond to the ex-
cessive attempts of Congress to micro-
manage its affairs. We on Capitol Hill
have saddled the Pentagon with so
many reporting requirements and
rules that its operations have come to
resemble a maze of almost Byzantine
complexity.

The 59 reports which the House
would eliminate have been judged to
have neither continuing value nor ne-
cessity. I agree that Congress could
conduct its business without knowing
about the disposition of all excess sup-
plies tranferred by the Pentagon to
the Department of State, or by having
a report on reports submitted by State
adjutant generals, or, indeed, by most
of the information contained in the 57
other reports.

Mr. President, the seemingly endless
congressional requirement for reports
is only one area which we make the
job of the Pentagon much more diffi-
cult than it needs to be. For example,
the laws and regulations covering just
the Defense Department's procure-
ment activities fill almost 1,200 linear
feet of shelf space-more than twice
the size of the Washington Monu-
ment. In addition, every year we re-
quire the Pentagon to submit a budg-
etary justification document that fills
literally tens of thousands of pages.

Five times within the past 2 years, I
have spoken in the Senate on the need
to restore an effective working rela-
tionship between Congress and the
Pentagon. Last year, in an effort to
bring about constructive change, I in-
troduced the Defense Reports Reduc-

tion Act as an amendment to the De-
fense Department's 1990 authorization
bill. My amendment would have termi-
nated all current Defense Department
reporting requirements as of January
1, 1991, and set down guidelines for
future reports, which could be request-
ed only on a case-by-case basis.

Because of an agreement limiting
amendments to last year's authoriza-
tion bill, I withdrew my amendment.
However, the need for Congress to
show restraint when it comes to man-
dating reports from the Pentagon has
not gone away. And the fact that legis-
lation is now in the works on this very
issue shows that there is recognition
that action is more urgently required
than ever before.

Only once since 1982 has Congress
ordered fewer reports from the De-
fense Department than in the preced-
ing year. Indeed, compelling the Pen-
tagon to produce hundreds upon hun-
dreds of reports annually is one of
Washington's premier growth indus-
tries.

Last year, the Pentagon's "White
Paper on the Department of Defense
and the Congress" stated, and I quote:

In 1970, at the height of the Vietnam war,
the annual funding bill required only 36 re-
ports from DOD. In 1988, 719 were required,
an increase of almost exactly 2,000 percent.

This year, the situation is even
worse. During fiscal year 1990, 861 new
report requirements were imposed on
the Pentagon by Congress. This is an
increase of nearly 2,400 percent since
1970.

If I were to stack merely the unclas-
sified reports in front of me the pile
would be almost as high as I am-and
I'm over 6 feet tall. If I could include
the classified reports, the stack would
be about twice as tall as I am.

The cost of all of these reports, both
in time and money, is astounding. The
661 reports required in fiscal year 1989
took about 370 man-years to produce
at an estimated cost to the American
taxpayer of $6 million. The average
report cost $54,000, almost twice the
income of an average family. One
report by itself cost nearly $2 million.

Mr. President, both the House
action in deciding that fewer Pentagon
reports are needed and the similar leg-
islation being prepared by the Senate
Armed Services Committee mean
there are realistic prospects for de-
creased congressional micromanage-
ment of the Defense Department. I
commend both Representative ASPIN
and Senator NUNN for their work in
aiming to reduce the reporting burden
we inflict on the Pentagon.

The time came years ago for Con-
gress to show self-control when it
comes to mandating reports from the
Defense Department. The legislative
process now underway shows that we
are going from being part of the prob-
lem to being part of the solution.

Mr. BOSCHWITZ. I yield the floor.

JOINT MEETING OF THE TWO
HOUSES-ADDRESS BY THE
DEPUTY PRESIDENT OF THE
AFRICAN NATIONAL CON-
GRESS
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under

the previous order, the hour of 10:40
a.m. having arrived, the Senate will
stand in recess until the hour of 2:15
p.m.

Thereupon, the Senate, at 10:40
a.m., recessed until 2:15 p.m., and the
Senate, preceded by, the Secretary of
the Senate, Walter J. Stewart, the Ser-
geant at Arms, Henry K. Giugni, and
the President pro tempore, ROBERT C.
BYRD, proceeded to the Hall of the
House of Representatives to hear the
address by the deputy president of the
African National Congress.

(The address delivered by the
deputy president of the African Na-
tional Congress to the joint session of
the two Houses of Congress, is printed
in the proceedings of the House of
Representatives in today's RECORD.)

At 2:15 p.m., the Senate having re-
turned to its Chamber, reassembled,
and was called to order by the Presid-
ing Officer [Mr. SANFORD].

CONCLUSION OF MORNING
BUSINESS

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order morning business is
closed.

BUDGET NEGOTIATIONS
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, President

Bush today took the next logical step
in budget negotiations when he called
for a package that contains entitle-
ment reform, growth incentives, dis-
cretionary spending reductions, de-
fense cuts, budget reform, and yes-
tax revenue increases. His remarks are
consistent with the original summit
ground rules to put everything on the
table with no preconditions.

Now comes the really hard part:
Getting down to specific spending and
revenue proposals. If we are going to
make any progress on this difficult
task, everyone is going to have to work
together-Republicans and Democrats,
House and Senate, Congress and the
administration.

After this morning's meeting we
have a tacit understanding to reach
agreement on a budget package by
mid-July. We are now on the 20-yard
line, only 80 yards left to go.

I do not understand some of the
frenzy I understand in the media that
President Bush has broken his pledge
about tax revenues. He has not said
anymore today than he said initially-
no preconditions, everything is on the
table.

What we have done this morning is
refine that a bit and further define it,
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but specifics are yet to come, and the
hard work is yet to come.

I urge my colleagues on both sides to
deal with the deficit. As the distin-
guished Presiding Officer said many
times before, this is the most serious
problem we face in America, and it is
up to us in Congress to deal with it.

Mr. President, I reserve the remain-
der of my time.

PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT RELATIVE TO
DESECRATION OF THE FLAG
OF THE UNITED STATES
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under

the previous order, the Senate will
resume consideration of Senate Joint
Resolution 332, which the clerk will
report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows.

A joint resolution (S.J. Res. 332), propos-
ing an amendment to the Constitution of
the United States authorizing the Congress
and the States to prohibit the physical dese-
cration of the flag of the United States.

The Senate resumed consideration
of the joint resolution.

AMENDMENT NO. 2066

(Purpose: To prohibit the desecration of the
flag of the United States in a manner that
is likely to lead to a breach of the peace)
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I

send an amendment to the desk and
ask for its immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from Arkansas [Mr. BUMP-
ERS] proposes an amendment numbered
2066.

Strike all after "assembled" and insert the
following:

That section 700 of title 18, United States
Code, is amended to read as follows:
"8700. Desecration of the Flag of the United

States; Penalties
"(a) Whoever purposely or knowingly

desecrates the Flag of the United States
shall be fined under this title or imprisoned
for not more than one year, or both

"(b) For purposes of this section, the term
'desecrate' means deface, damage, or other-
wise physically mistreat in a way that the
actor knows is likely to lead to a breach of
the peace.".

EXECUTIVE SESSION

EXECUTIVE CALENDAR
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I

ask unanimous consent that the
Senate proceed to executive session to
consider the following nominations:
Calendar Nos. 799, 800, 801, 802, 803,
804, 805, 806, 807, 808, 809, and 810.

I further ask unanimous consent
that the nominees be confirmed en
bloc; that any statements appear in
the RECORD as if read; that the mo-
tions to reconsider be laid upon the
table en bloc; that the President be

immediately notified of the Senate's
action; and that the Senate return to
legislative session.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
there objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.
The nominations, considered and

confirmed en bloc, are as follows:
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Paul C. Lambert, of New York, to be Am-
bassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
of the United States of America to the Re-
public of Ecuador.

E.U. Curtis Bohlen, of Maine, to be Assist-
ant Secretary of State for Oceans and Inter-
national Environmental and Scientific Af-
fairs.

Don Melvin Newman, of Indiana, for the
rank of Minister during his tenure of service
as the Representative of the United States
of America on the Council of the Interna-
tional Civil Aviation Organization.

Dane Farnsworth Smith, Jr., of New
Mexico, a career member of the Senior For-
eign Service, class of Minister-Counselor, to
be Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipo-
tentiary of the United States of America to
the Republic of Guinea.

Charles H. Thomas, of Maryland, a career
member of the Senior Foreign Service, class
of Minister-Counselor, to be Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the
United States of America to the Republic of
Hungary.

Alan Philip Larson, of Virginia, a career
member of the Senior Foreign Service, class
of Minister-Counselor, to be the Represent-
ative of the United States of America to the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development, with the rank of Ambassador.

James Keough Bishop. of New York, a
career member of the Senior Foreign Serv-
ice, class of Minister-Counselor, to be Am-
bassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
of the United States of America to the
Somali Democratic Republic.

Steven E. Steiner, of Maryland, a career
member of the Senior Foreign Service, class
of Minister-Counselor, for the rank of Am-
bassador during his tenure of service as U.S.
Representative to the Special Verification
Commission.

Peter Jon de Vos, of Florida, a career
member of the Senior Foreign Service, class
of Minister-Counselor, to be Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the
United States of America to the Republic of
Liberia.

BOARD FOR INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING

Malcolm S. Forbes, Jr., of New Jersey, to
be a member of the Board of International
Broadcasting for a term expiring April 28,
1992. (Reappointment.)

INTER-AMERICAN FOUNDATION

The following-named person to be a
member of the Board of Directors of the
Inter-American Foundation for a term of 6
years.

Norton Stevens, of New York (New Posi-
tion.)

The following-named person to be a
member of the Board of Directors of the
Inter-American Foundation for a term of 6
years.

Frank D. Yturria, of Texas. (New Posi-
tion.)

DANE FARNSWORTH SMITH

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I
rise to congratulate Mr. Dane Farns-
worth Smith on his confirmation as
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Ambassador to the Republic of
Guinea.

His notable experience and numer-
ous accomplishments during his career
will prove, this Senator is certain, a
great contribution to our relations
with the people and the Government
of Guinea.

Dane Smith was born in 1940 in Al-
buquerque, NM. He received his B.A.
magna cum laude, from Harvard Col-
lege in 1962. After attending Union
Theological Seminary, he completed
his graduate studies at the Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy of Tufts
University, earning a M.A. in 1966, an
M.A.L.D. in 1972, and a Ph.D. in 1973.

Mr. Smith was a Peace Corps volun-
teer from 1963 to 1965 in Asmara, Eth-
opia. Two years later he entered the
Foreign Service, and has had a most
distinguished career at State. His ini-
tial assignment was as the assistant
Nigerian desk officer (1967-69), fol-
lowed by his initial overseas assign-
ment when he served as a consular of-
ficer in Dakar, Senegal (1969-71), and
as the charge d'affaires for Banjul, the
Gambia.

Dane Smith became the economic-
commercial officer in Islamabad, Paki-
stan, from 1972 through 1974, before
returning to the Department of State
as the senior economist for the Office
of Japanese Affairs (1975-77).

Mr. Smith became the AID liaison
officer of the Africa bureau economic
staff (1977-79), and chief of the Food
Policy Division of the Office of Food
Policy (1979-81). He then attended the
National War College for 1 year.

In 1982, Mr. Smith was selected to
serve as the economic counselor in
Monrovia, Liberia. He then served
twice as deputy chief of mission, first
in Gaborone, Botswana, and then in
Khartoum, Sudan.

Most recently, he was the Director
of the Economic Policy Staff of the
State Department's Africa Bureau.

Mr. Smith is a man of many talents.
For example, his language abilities in-
clude fluency in French, Arabic,
German, Spanish, Urdu, and Italian.

And I would point out that he has
received a number of important
awards for his service to our Nation.
In 1979, he received the State Depart-
ment Meritorious Honor Award, and
in 1989, he won the Presidential Meri-
torious Service Award. He is a member
of the African Studies Association, the
Middle East Institute, the American
Foreign Service Association, the Har-
vard Club, and the Society for Inter-
national Development.

Dane Smith married Judith Ar-
mayor in 1963. They are the parents
of three children: Jennifer L., Dane F.,
III, and Juinita C. Smith. While he re-
tains a legal address in New Mexico,
he presently resides in Washington,
DC.
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Mr. President, I wish to commend

Dane Smith and his family, and to
wish them every success in this excit-
ing new assignment.

LEGISLATIVE SESSION

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the Senate will
now return to legislative session.

PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT RELATIVE TO
DESECRATION OF THE FLAG
OF THE UNITED STATES
The Senate continued with the con-

sideration of the bill.
AMENDMENT NO. 2066

Mr. BUMPERS addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Senator from Arkansas is recognized.
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I

want to say to my colleagues, No. 1,
that two statutes have been struck
down as unconstitutional on the issue
of flag desecration. The first was a
Texas statute, which provided that if
somebody who happened to watch a
flag burning was offended, or some-
body who discovered that a flag had
been burned was offended, that that
created an offense. And the court held
that the fact that somebody may be
offended by your conduct is not a suf-
ficient ground for eroding the first
amendment.

Then we passed a statute here earli-
er this year and provided for the Su-
preme Court to deal with it on an ex-
pedited basis. My personal opinion
was-even though I voted for it, and I
voted for it because I will vote for any
legislative proposal that has the remo-
test chance of addressing what is a le-
gitimate concern about preserving our
national symbol, the flag-that I
would vote for almost anything to
keep from tinkering with the Bill of
Rights and, especially, the first
amendment of those 10 amendments
that constitute the Bill of Rights.

We have never in this body address
the problem in the way the Supreme
Court did in the Johnson decision,
which ruled the Texas statute uncon-
stitutional; we have never dealt with a
statutory remedy that we were literal-
ly invited to use in the Johnson deci-
sion and, that is, using the flag, our
national symbol, in such a way that it
is calculated to incite a breach of the
peace.

Mr. President, we are considering a
constitutional amendment, and my
amendment is a legislative remedy, not
a constitutional remedy. It is a legisla-
tive remedy that simply says in two
sentences: Anybody who knowingly
and purposely desecrates the flag may
be, upon conviction, fined or impris-
oned for 1 year, or both. But then it
defines desecration as an act calculat-
ed to create a breach of the peace.
You cannot get simpler. You cannot

get any plainer. You cannot get any
narrower.

In the Johnson decision, the Su-
preme Court said, we have not been
presented with a very narrow case of
somebody going beyond expressing an
opinion under the first amendment
and actually trying to create a breach
of the peace. I do not know why we
have not done it.

I did not like the way that the previ-
ous statute was drafted. Frankly, I
thought it was almost crafted to invite
being stricken as unconstitutional by
the Supreme Court, which it was in
the Eichman decision. In Feiner versus
New York, a Supreme Court decision,
the Court quoted another case, which
they refer to as Cantwell-I do not
have the citation-and the Supreme
Court said:

Nobody would suggest that the principle
of freedom of speech sanctions incitement
to riot or the religious liberty cannotes the
privilege to exhort others to physical attack
upon those belonging to another sect. When
clear and present danger of riot, disorder,
interference with traffic upon the public
street or other immediate threat to public
safety, peace, or order, appears, the power
of the State to prevent or punish is obvious.

Mr. President, the Speaker of the
House has said there will be no more
flag votes in the House this year. They
have already killed the constitutional
amendment. If all 100 Senators vote
aye on this resolution, it is not going
anywhere, the House will never con-
sider it again. It is tempting, consider-
ing the volatility of this issue, for ev-
erybody to vote aye on it. There will
be no 30-second spots, if you are up for
reelection this fall. You can say, "I
voted for a constitutional amend-
ment." That takes your opponent
right out of the action. No explana-
tion, no accountability. Yet, no consti-
tutional amendment. You talk about
the best of all worlds, that is it.

Mr. President, I have said many
times on this floor, when you start
talking about amending the Constitu-
tion for any purpose, I belong to the
"wait-just-a-minute club." I am not
saying that the Constitution should
never be tinkered with; what I am
saying is that, in my opinion it is the
legal bible for this Nation; it is the or-
ganic law that has made us the oldest
living democracy on Earth.

What part of the Constitution has
done that? Why, the Bill of Rights,
the first 10 amendments. What part of
the Bill of Rights do we reserve the
most? The first amendment.

So, colleagues, ask yourselves, just
because some lunatic in Dallas, TX, in
1984 decided to burn the flag, is that
reason for tinkering with the most
precious segment of the Constitution
that gives us religious freedom, free-
dom of speech, freedom of press? I
say, no.

I cannot vote for a constitutional
amendment, but I will vote-and I
hope my colleagues will-for a very

narrow legislative remedy that will not
stop all desecration of the flag but will
deal with the most egregious cases, the
ones that make your blood boil.

Mr. President, this does not have
anything to do with patriotism. There
are men who have fought courageous-
ly in wars to defend this country who
are going to be voting "no." There are
some who are equally courageous who
will be voting "yes."

So nobody ought to be trying to get
any patriotic kudos out of this. But
nobody ought to be trying to get any
political enhancement out of it, either.
And I must say, completely aside from
the debate here, it troubles me greatly
to hear people talking about what
kind of a 30-second spot they can use
on this issue this fall.

Somebody may have misjudged this.
Mr. President, did you know that my
mail is running 2 to 1 against a consti-
tutional amendment? It tells me that
if you really want to get the attention
of the people of this country, you start
talking about tinkering with the Con-
stitution. They love the flag. They
think it ought to be protected, but not
necessarily by amending the first
amendment.

Mr. President, I personally believe
that morale is the lowest in Congress
since I have been here. I have been in
the Senate 151/ years and I can tell
you that in my opinion morale is at an
all-time low in the Cloakroom. I am
not sure why, but I think one of the
reasons is because we are being dis-
tracted from the issues of this coun-
try. And that is not to diminish the
debate here or to suggest that people
who are concerned about the great
flag, our national symbol, are responsi-
ble for the low morale. But we are con-
stantly being distracted from the real
problems that beset this Nation.

I never will forget when my party's
nominee in Atlanta in 1988 said this
campaign will not be about philoso-
phy, but it will be about competence.
Mr. President, every election is about
philosophy. Every election is about
what we believe. Every election is
about our national values and how we
cherish them. There is something cold
and calculating and elitist about the
word "competence." And so these sym-
bols are important.

But I think morale is low because we
know that most creative thought
around here is designed for a 30-
second spot rather than how to save a
debt-ridden Nation in decline, in de-
cline because of our profligacy, be-
cause of our distractions and our po-
liticizing every single issue no matter
its worth or vitality.

We have a $3-trillion debt, $350 bil-
lion deficit just for 1991 alone, and yet
we have to stop and pause and deal
with a symbol.

Mr. President, another reason that I
cannot support a constitutional
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amendment is that the Eichman case
is a 5-to-4 decision. To rush to judg-
ment when we may have another Su-
preme Court Justice before the end of
the year and certainly before the end
of next year, to start amending the
Constitution on a 5-to-4 decision would
be the height of folly.

Mr. President, I am in a minority,
and I know that the constitutional
amendment will get a majority vote,
but it will not get the necessary two-
thirds. Sometimes I say, why cannot
everybody agree with me? Well, that is
exactly what the first amendment is
all about. They do not have to agree
with me. But what is even more beau-
tiful, I do not have to agree with
them. And it is all because of what
James Madison said in 1789, which was
adopted in 1791, and which we have
not changed in 200 years.

I am concerned that if we adopt an
amendment to the first amendment
this time, the next time it will be a
little easier to do it on another issue
and the next time it will be a little
easier to do it on something else.

My amendment, Mr. President, says
that you could go out in front of this
Capitol and you could burn a flag. The
Supreme Court in the Johnson case
said as long as your burning of that
flag is simply an expression of protest,
it is protected under the first amend-
ment.

But they also suggested in the John-
son case that if your action is not an
expressive conduct, not an expression
of protest, or if you go beyond honest
dissent and protest to the point that
your state of mind is that you are
likely to create a breach of the peace,
then you can be fined and imprisoned.
It is just that simple.

Make no mistake about it, while I
think my amendment has an excellent
chance of standing constitutional
tests, it will also not stop all flag burn-
ing. A jury would have to find that
there was an intention to create a
breach of the peace.

Mr. President, the eighth circuit in
St. Louis upheld a conviction of a man
who, after demonstrators protesting
the sending of troops to Honduras in
1988 burned about five flags. The pro-
testers ended up in front of the U.S.
recruitment center in Minneapolis,
and people started knocking out win-
dows. And some guy takes a roman
candle and starts firing roman candles
through those broken windows. Then
Carey, the defendant in this case,
comes up with a flag over his shoul-
ders, with a slit in it so he could put it
over his head to use it as a poncho.
And while all this is going on, some-
body comes up with a flag and said
"Light this." Carey lit it. And then he
goes and he throws it into an alcove of
the recruitment center. And the Court
of Appeals in the Eighth Circuit said,
obviously, he testified the situation
was violent, he testified the situation

was dangerous, a jury would have a
right to conclude that he was going
way beyond just protesting. He was ac-
tually pouring kerosene on the fire
and trying to provoke a lot more vio-
lence.

In the Johnson case, which ruled the
Texas statute unconstitutional, the
Court said, "An interest in preventing
breaches of the peace is not implicated
on this record."

In short, that was not at issue. And
almost every time the Court has ever
addressed the issue, they said you
cannot do those things. They said it in
New Hampshire. They said it in other
cases. And here is another thing they
said in the Johnson case as to the
State's goal of preventing breaches of
the peace. The Court concluded that
the flag desecration statute was not
drawn narrowly enough to encompass
only those flag burnings that were
likely to result in a serious disturbance
of the peace. That is what the Su-
preme Court said last year in this deci-
sion.

Now, Mr. President, my amendment
is narrowly drawn. It deals with
breach of the peace. It is a legislative
remedy that the Supreme Court itself
has literally invited us to consider.
And I hope my colleagues, who cher-
ish the Constitution as I do, and who
also believe that there is a national le-
gitimate concern about protecting our
flag, will support my amendment.

I reserve the remainder of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Senator from South Carolina.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President,

how much time have we?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Senator has 16 minutes and 20 sec-
onds.

Mr. THURMOND. What is it, 20
minutes to a side?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator is correct.

Mr. THURMOND. I rise today in op-
position to the substitute amendment
offered by my good friend from Ar-
kansas, Senator BUMPERS.

While I appreciate his efforts to
have the Senate pass a statute that is
constitutionally sound, I believe we
should not support his statutory ap-
proach in lieu of our proposed consti-
tutional amendment.

The Senator's amendment would
provide penalties against those who
desecrate the flag in a manner that
the actor knows is likely to lead to a
breach of the peace.

In Brandenburg versus Ohio, the Su-
preme Court addressed the issue of
regulating expression that will pro-
voke violence. While the Brandenburg
decision gives the States flexibility to
prevent activity which is directed to
produce or incite imminent lawless
action, the Johnson decision through
dicta may have shed some new light
on this ruling. Justice Brennan, writ-

ing for the majority in Texas versus
Johnson, stated:

It would be odd indeed to conclude both
that if it Is the speaker's opinion that gives
offense, that consequence is a reason for ac-
cording it constitutional protection and that
the Government may ban the expression of
certain disagreeable ideas on the unsupport-
ed presumption that their very disagree-
ableness will provoke violence.

Brennan went on to state:
Thus, we have not permitted the Govern-

ment to assume that every expression of a
provocative idea will incite a riot but have
instead required careful consideration of
the actual circumstances surrounding such
expression asking whether the expression is
directed to inciting or producing imminent
lawless action and is likely to incite or
produce such action.

I assume the distinguished Senator
from Arkansas is attempting to have
our Federal Code comport with the
Brandenburg decision. It should be
noted that the State of Texas argued
that Johnson's conviction was partly
based on their interest in preventing
breaches of the peace. However, the
Supreme Court declined to allow
Brandenburg to uphold this proposi-
tion and summarily dismissed the ar-
gument proferred by the State of
Texas. Brennan stated, "To accept
Texas' arguments * * * would be to
eviscerate our holding in Branden-
burg."

Based on the language asserted by
the Court in Brandenburg and John-
son, there is considerable doubt
whether the Bumpers amendment
would be constitutional. I would like
to believe it is. However, we have been
down this road before trying to craft a
statute protecting the flag that this
particular Supreme Court will uphold.

It is my firm belief that we should
move forward and pass this proposed
constitutional amendment and send it
to the States and allow the American
people to decide.

In light of the Supreme Court ruling
in Johnson and Eichman, our task is
clear. We must adopt our proposed
constitutional amendment authorizing
the Congress and States power to pro-
hibit the physical desecration of the
American flag.

At this point, Mr. President, I would
like to make a parliamentary inquiry.
Under the unanimous-consent agree-
ment governing consideration of
Senate Joint Resolution 332, would,
adoption of the Bumpers amendment,
require a simple majority of the
Senate or a two-thirds vote as would
the underlying measure?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. A
simple majority is adequate.

Mr. THURMOND. A further parlia-
mentary inquiry, Mr. President. Under
the unanimous-consent agreement, if
the Bumpers amendment is adopted,
would this displace or prevent a vote
on final passage on the underlying
measure, Senate Joint Resolution 332,
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our proposed constitutional amend-
ment?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
answer essentially is yes. If the amend-
ment is adopted, it would displace it.

Mr. THURMOND. In other words, if
it were adopted there would not be
any chance to vote on this constitu-
tional amendment?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senate would then have the option of
voting on the next three amendments.

I answered the question, that, yes, if
the statutory amendment is voted on
by 51 percent, then it becomes the
amendment, Senate Joint Resolution
332 as amended.

Mr. THURMOND. And the Senate
would not have a chance to vote on
this constitutional amendment?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Not on
the present Senate Joint Resolution
332. That is correct; the constitutional
amendment.

Mr. BUMPERS. Will the Senator
yield for a moment?

Mr. THURMOND. I was going to
suggest maybe we vote on the consti-
tutional amendment first. If this does
not pass, then the Senator could, if it
is proper parliamentary procedure to
do so, offer his statute, because a
number of people would probably vote
for his statute if this fails. But we are
hoping the Senate will vote this con-
stitutional amendment. In fact, I
would not object if they both pass.

Mr. BUMPERS. If the Senator will
yield, let me make two observations,
the first being, if my amendment is
adopted there will still be a constitu-
tional amendment in order that will be
offered by the Senator from Delaware
[Mr. BIDEN].

Second, let me say that I asked the
distinguished Republican leader to
vote on the constitutional amendment
first, and agree, if it were defeated, to
allow mine as a freestanding bill. But
he chose not to do that for reasons
best known to him.

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President,
our amendment is up now. It will be
voted on first. If it passes, that takes
care of the situation.

The Biden amendment was just
handed me about 10 minutes ago, and
nobody has had a chance to study that
amendment. Furthermore, the amend-
ment I have offered is the one that
President Bush recommends. It is the
one the Attorney General has ap-
proved, and we feel that is a sound
amendment and should be passed.

We ought to get a vote on that first.
If for any reason that does not pass,
then any other statute or other
amendment they wish to offer could
follow. So I raise that point so the
Senator from Arkansas will under-
stand that. If this passes, the others
will not be considered at all.

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, if I
may just make this observation? If my
amendment is adopted, the next

amendment to be offered will be one
by the Senator from North Carolina,
which we commonly refer to as the
court stripping amendment. If it is
passed, it takes my amendment down.
If it is not passed, my amendment is
still the pending business, and the
next in order under the unanimous-
consent agreement will be a constitu-
tional amendment by the Senator
from Delaware, Mr. BIDEN.

Mr. THURMOND. But we want our
amendment voted on before the one of
the distinguished Senator from Dela-
ware. We have offered this before.

Mr. BUMPERS. That is what I want,
too.

Mr. THURMOND. So we will go
ahead and vote on this first. I just
went ahead and made the suggestion
to the Senator that if he can devise
some way to come in after this, he
might want to consider it.

Mr. BUMPERS. We have to get both
leaders, I think, to agree with that, be-
cause they have worked long and hard
on this UC.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. I
might point out to the Senator from
South Carolina, if the amendment by
the Senator from Arkansas fails, then
the vote will, indeed, be on the consti-
tutional amendment as introduced by
the Senator from South Carolina.

Mr. THURMOND. That is correct.
We understand that.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is
in keeping with the unanimous-con-
sent agreement.

Mr. THURMOND. I thank the
Chair.

Mr. President, I do not want to deny
the Senate an opportunity to vote on
our proposed constitutional amend-
ment. I ask my distinguished col-
leagues from Delaware and Arkansas
if they would agree to having a final
rollcall vote on Senate Joint Resolu-
tion 332, regardless of the outcome of
the vote on the Bumpers amendment?

I hear no response. Thank you, Mr.
President.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Arkansas.

Mr. BUMPERS. How much time do
both parties have?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Arkansas has 3 minutes
23 seconds; the Senator from South
Carolina has 6 minutes and 42 seconds.

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I
want to read a statement to my col-
leagues from the footnotes of the
Johnson decision which created this
whole furor. Texas versus Johnson.
Here is what they said:

Because we find that the States' interest
in preventing breaches of peace is not impli-
cated on these facts, however, we need not
venture into this area.

You cannot find in Johnson or Eich-
man, either one, where the Supreme
Court ever dealt with this very specific
question. What you can find is, espe-
cially in Johnson, that if a very nar-

rowly crafted statute were offered to
the Court, going way beyond, the ex-
pression of a freedom of speech into
conduct that is obviously calculated to
create a breach of the peace, they indi-
cated, and a court in the eighth circuit
in St. Louis has so held, that the stat-
ute would stand constitutional muster.

What we have done here with the
previous statute we passed was almost
invite the Supreme Court to declare
that statute unconstitutional.

My amendment says that if some-
body who is desecrating the flag goes
beyond freedom of expression to the
point that it is obvious that they are
trying to incite a riot or breach of the
peace, that is not protected speech.
And that is what my amendment goes
to.

One can do either of two things. As
long as someone is demonstrating to
protest, and even burns a flag, this
amendment does not stop that. If one
goes out and burns a flag in front of
the American Legion parade, I think it
is fair to say that the mens rea is
present, or at least the actor knows
that he is likely to create a breach of
the peace, and the courts have consist-
ently said that is not protected. They
said it in the Chaplinsky case in New
Hampshire; they said it in the O'Brien
case, where kids were burning draft
cards.

I think this is an excellent amend-
ment, and it will deal with the most
egregious cases. It is as far as we can
go legislatively and, perhaps, it may be
even as far as we need to go because
we all know that if you preserve every
flag in the country, you will solve the
landfill problem. You cannot buy a
coke without a reproduction of the
flag on the side of the cup. Panty
hose, napkins, swizzle sticks, every-
thing. Used car dealers have them all
over their lots for commercialization. I
must say, I am as offended by the use
of the flag for commercial purposes as
I am by some other acts that desecrate
the flag, too.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator has expired.

Mr. BUMPERS. I thank the Chair.
Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, I

rise in opposition to the amendment
by our colleague from Arkansas, Sena-
tor BUMPERS.

The amendment is nothing more
than a figleaf to provide political cover
to those who are against the one, real
solution to protecting the flag: A con-
stitutional amendment.

In two instances, five Justices of the
Supreme Court have told the Ameri-
can people that they cannot protect
their flag by mere statutory enact-
ment.

Adoption of the Bumpers' amend-
ment would be the third strike against
the flag and the vast majority of the
American people who want to see it
protected.
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Last year, the Judiciary Committee,

of which I am a member, spent 3
months and 4 hearings attempting to
draw up a means by which the flag
can be protected.

We came up with two ways.
One, the Flag Protection Act of

1989, has been rejected out-of-hand by
the Supreme Court.

The Congress did not vote in suffi-
cient numbers in order to submit the
other remedy-the real remedy, a con-
stitutional amendment-to the people
and their State legislatures for their
consideration under article five of the
Constitution.

The Bumpers' amendment has not
had the exhaustive review accorded
the Flag Protection Act of 1989. It has
not been referred to any Senate Com-
mittee, including the Judiciary Com-
mittee, which has a subcommittee de-
voted entirely to constitutional issues.

So, its consideration at this time
troubles me.

At the very least, we need to consid-
er this amendment's future before the
Supreme Court.

As Senator DOLE, Senator HATCH,
and I-who voted against the Flag
Protection Act of 1989 because we
wanted to provide real protection for
the flag-reminded our colleagues: We
cannot attempt to overturn a Supreme
Court decision, grounded in the Con-
stitution, by a mere statute.

The amendment is a political cop-
out. It is a figleaf for those who are
against the proposed constitutional
amendment that I have cosponsored
with 45 of my colleagues.

I urge the Senate to reject the
Bumpers amendment.

Mr. LAUTENBERG. Mr. President,
consideration of an amendment to the
Constitution and the Bill of Rights, to
prevent future desecration or burning
of our flag, has focused attention on
this issue in every community across
the country. After a long review, and
deep soul searching, I conclude that I
will not support amending the first
amendment of the Constitution. To do
so would modify the first amendment
for the first time in our 200 year histo-
ry. I will continue to support legisla-
tion consistent with the first amend-
ment to protect our flag. I am pledged
to the protection of our flag and the
freedoms we enjoy.

The Supreme Court's decision strik-
ing down the Flag Protection Act of
1989, legislation which I supported,
was received with considerable regret
and brings this difficult and emotional
issue back before the Congress. Indi-
vidual Senators, in making their deci-
sions, have to deal with very funda-
mental questions and values,

For me, it has been very difficult, I
am not a lawyer, Mr. President. But,
as a private citizen and a Senator, I
have always been vigilant about re-
strictions on the basic freedoms that
make America unique in the world.

That is because I am the son of immi-
grant parents whose families fled tyr-
anny for the promise of freedom in
America. The Constitution and Bill of
Rights are not abstractions to me. I
was raised to respect them, as sacred
promises of freedom; promises compel-
ling enough to convince my family to
travel half way across the globe to live
under their protections. They are pro-
tections that have drawn millions to
our shores.

This country has been good to me
and my family beyond my wildest boy-
hood dreams. It's been that way for
millions of us. For that reason, I vol-
unteered to fight in World War II. For
that reason, although successful in the
private sector, I sought public office as
a U.S. Senator. I wanted to give some-
thing back to my country, the country
which continues to serve as a beacon
of hope for millions seeking freedom
around the world. And, for that
reason, just as I revere the Constitu-
tion and Bill of Rights, I love the flag
which embodies our ideals, our liber-
ties, our history and our sacrifices. In
that, I stand with virtually all Ameri-
cans.

And in that, Mr. President, lies the
greatest conflict surrounding this
issue for me. In my mind I contrast
the image of the flag burner, whom I
detest, with the images of thousands
of patriotic Americans I know who
have been touched by the tragedy of
war or sacrifice for country. The flag
is a unique national symbol. I have a
special, personal affection for the flag
along with all Americans. It's the one
great symbol that unifies our Nation.
The flag represents over 200 years of
our history and culture.

The flag I look at most often is not
the typical cloth flag. The flag I look
at most often is a giant painting of a
flag on the wall of my office, opposite
my desk. I hung it in my office be-
cause I was so taken by its beauty and
its power. That flag is unfurled, majes-
tic, rippling in the wind. It is painted
in vibrant colors, on a bright back-
ground. It represents for me the
strength and optimism of our people
and the promise of America. It in-
spires me. It nourishes my love of
country and my patriotism, and binds
me even closer with those I represent,
to my oath of office, and to all Ameri-
cans and those who seek freedom from
oppression. It strengthens my resolve
to serve my country and is a constant
reminder of my responsibilities to
serve New Jersey and the Nation as a
U.S. Senator. It fills me with pride. It
reminds me of the good fortune that
befell me when my grandparents
chose to come to these shores, carry-
ing my infant parents to this land of
liberty.

Mr. President. as a veteran, as a Sen-
ator, and as an American son of immi-
grants, the flag represents all things
noble to me. Flag burning is an ugly,
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despicable and cowardly act. It sickens
me. It saddens me. Those who burn
the flag are ingrates. They lack the
courage and the character to fight for
change through a fair and just proc-
ess. They simply want to infuriate,
enrage and to achieve their goals
through attacks on our precious herit-
age. They are misguided and deserve
the contempt of every American.

Last year I supported a statute to
protect the flag from desecration. I am
disappointed that the Supreme Court
struck it down as unconstitutional. I
still hope we can provide protections
to the flag through new legislation
which will not conflict with the first
amendment. Expert testimony before
the Senate Judiciary Committee last
week expressed the dangers of sup-
porting the constitutional amend-
ments before the Senate.

Mr. President, I am unwilling to risk,
for the first time in our history, nar-
rowing the freedoms expressed in the
first amendment. This is a hard deci-
sion, because of the foul, outrageous
character of flag-burning incidents.
My anger at these events makes me
want to seek vengeance, to strike back,
and to punish those who commit these
acts. However, as I searched for the
means to choke off this offensive dis-
sent, I concluded that, in the process, I
ran the risk of trampling on a funda-
mental right within our beloved de-
mocracy, the right to disagree, to
speak out freely, to be able to exercise
dissent, no matter how disagreeable.

Mr. President, there is no right more
basic to our democracy than the right
of free speech, the right to assembly,
and the right to express ourselves on
issues of importance to us as citizens,
including the most basic questions
about our society and government. We
see how true that is when we look at
the startling developments over the
past year. The power of speech, of ex-
pression, has spread freedom through-
out Eastern Europe.

That is why the first step of the
despot is to squelch speech. Silence
the people and you cut at the throat
of democracy.

The first amendment protects our
right to speak out, and protects de-
mocracy itself. It is the citizens' shield
against tyranny, and their sword of
action. It is what makes America spe-
cial. It is what makes America great. It
is what makes America the model for
those aspiring to be free around the
world.

Mr. President, just because a crack-
pot violates the flag, no matter how
angry that makes us, no matter how
offended we are, we should not violate
the first amendment in response.

We are strong. We are resilient. Our
strength comes from the vigorous ex-
ercise of our freedom. Our resilience
comes from the testing, time and time
again, of one challenge after another
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that asks us each time who we are and
what we stand for.

In the face of those who tear at the
flag, and sneer at what it stands for,
let us turn ultimately, not to a consti-
tutional amendment, but to our confi-
dence in ourselves, and in the values
that the flag represents. That, Mr.
President, is our most powerful
weapon of all.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Republican leader.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, how much
time do I have remaining on leader's
time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator has 8 minutes, 32 seconds.

Mr. DOLE. Can I use part of that
time?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Yes.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, here we

go again debating yet another quick
fix. We have more quick fixes to pro-
vide more cover for more people. I
think we ought to vote on the real
amendment. Some people will vote no;
some people will vote yes.

We have already tried the statutory
approach, and it has failed miserably-
not once, not twice, but three times-
and most recently, before the Supreme
Court.

Now my distinguished colleague
from Arkansas proposes that we try
the statutory approach once more,
without an expedited review provision
and without any expectation that this
statute will ever be upheld by the Su-
preme Court.

This statute proposed by this
amendment adopts the figleaf, "the
flagleaf" approach.

It would prohibit only those acts of
flag desecration that "the desecrator
knows are likely to lead to a breach of
the peace."

As a result, the statute would not
cover the act of flag desecration that
occurred in Texas versus Johnson. It
would not cover the flag desecration
that occurred in United States versus
Eichman. It would not cover the flag
desecration that occurred in United
States versus Haggerty.

This statute, in other words, would
not prohibit those acts of flag desecra-
tion that were the subject of the two
flag decisions recently rendered by the
Supreme Court.

These acts of flag desecration did
not provoke violence, there were no
breaches of the peace, but these acts
deeply offended the American people
nonetheless. You can count on that.

So, in my view, the statute proposed
by this amendment is not only consti-
tutionally flawed, it is also woefully
narrow in scope and it should be re-
jected by the Senate today.

Mr. President, as I read it, this stat-
ute would encourage violence. It would
encourage breaches of the peace. It
would encourage flag-desecrator bash-
ing.

For if a breach of peace did not
occur, the Bumpers statute would
simply not apply, and the flag burning
could continue as scheduled.

So what my distinguished colleague
from Arkansas seems to be saying to
the American people is simply this:
When you see a flag desecrator, you
ought to riot. You ought to run wild in
the streets! You ought to attack the
flag burners! For if you stand on the
sidelines, and keep the peace, the flag
desecrators will get away with their
despicable act.

Mr. President, this just does not
make sense.

Finally, Mr. President, the American
people should have no false assump-
tions about the purpose of this amend-
ment. This amendment is not about
protecting the flag, or preventing riots
in the streets.

This amendment is really about
giving political cover to those Senators
who intend to vote against the consti-
tutional amendment today. It is that
simple.

The American people know that pol-
itics is a way of life in this town, and
here is just the latest example.

Mr. President, at the end of the
debate on the Bumpers amendment, I
understand the distinguished Senator
from California will make a point of
order on the grounds that it violates
the Constitution of the United States.

If the Supreme Court has taught us
anything, it has taught us that flag
desecration laws just will not work,
particularly since the Court views
these laws as suppressing speech that
others may consider offensive.

I happen to disagree with this view,
but it happens to be the law of the
land.

I wish I could support an amend-
ment like this or something else if it
were properly drawn.

Mr. President, the only way to
remedy what we are trying to do
today-maybe we do not have the
votes; I assume we do not have the
votes-is through a constitutional
amendment. I reserve the remainder
of my leader time.

Mr. THURMOND. I yield to the dis-
tinguished Senator from California 3
minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
distinguished Senator from California
is recognized.

Mr. WILSON. Mr. President, what
the Senator from Arkansas is attempt-
ing to do, we have already attempted
to do and failed. His is an effort to
criminalize conduct which would, for
the first time, really provide that the
fighting words "sufficient to incite to
violence" can, in fact, be held as an act
that will justify Congress in protecting
the flag against the kind of desecra-
tion which last year many of us sought
to achieve by a constitutional amend-
ment, as indeed we are today.

Mr. President, if we go back to the
words of the Supreme Court early in
our rebuttal, in a landmark decision of
Marbury versus Madison, it was made
clear that the Constitution, in con-
trast to the ordinary statute passed by
Congress, has remained, to quote the
words of that decision "are superior
paramount law, superior to ordinary
legislative acts, unchangeable by ordi-
nary means."

What we are about today is an effort
to undertake those extraordinary
means, first of amending the Constitu-
tion and then submitting it to the
States for ratification in a narrowly
focused effort to protect the flag of
the United States from physical dese-
cration.

The holding of the Supreme Court,
first in the Johnson case, and now last
month in the case of the statute by
which we attempted to overcome their
holding in Johnson, made it clear that
virtually any conduct which expresses
even inarticulate contempt for the
symbolic value of the flag of the
United States, will be honored by the
Supreme Court, honored in a way that
I do not believe that it should, but it
will be treated by that Court as speech
deserving of protection under the first
amendment.

I think that goes too far, Mr. Presi-
dent, It seems to me that extending
that logic would protect the conduct
of a kind that we find outrageous, not
just unpopular, not just legitimate dis-
sent. It would protect someone who
not only speaks ill of the dead but
goes into a cemetery and defaces head-
stones, who throws paint on them or
chips off the epitaph from a head-
stone.

It could even say that treason, an act
betraying the United States, is legiti-
mate political dissent because it ex-
presses a means of speaking a griev-
ance, real or imagined. Mr. President,
I think that goes too far, and yet that
is the holding of the U.S. Supreme
Court, and we are bound by it. We
have but one course, and that Is to
amend the Constitution. My friend
from Arkansas, by his statute, cannot
achieve the protection that he seeks to
achieve.

Mr. President, good intentions, I
think, are not enough. This is a special
case.

This is a flag which, In the words of
Chief Justice Rehnquist, evokes a
nearly mystical response from millions
of Americans-those who fought
under it, those who are the survivors
of those fighters buried under it. It is
a symbol of our nationhood. It is
something special.

The inarticulate expression of con-
tempt on the part of flag burners, or
those who would otherwise physically
defile the flag, does not amount to
speech, in my mind, Mr. President, but
it does, Mr. President in the judgment
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of the Supreme Court. I therefore
raise the point of order that the stat-
ute proposed by the Senator from Ar-
kansas would be unconstitutional and
is out of order.

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, will
the Senator withhold that for 2 min-
utes?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
point of order is out of order at this
time for the reason that time remains
on the amendment. The point of order
is not timely at this point.

Mr. BUMPERS addressed the Chair.
Mr. WILSON. Excuse me, Mr. Presi-

dent.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Senator from South Carolina has re-
maining time.

Mr. WILSON. I beg your pardon. I
thought all time had expired.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time given to the Senator had expired.

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, in
order for the Chair to rule on this sub-
ject, I am willing to yield back my
time.

Mr. BUMPERS addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Senator from Arkansas.
Mr. BUMPERS. I ask unanimous

consent that I be granted 2 minutes
off the majority leader's time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
there objection? Without objection, it
is so ordered.

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I
want simply to make this point. First
of all, the Senator from California is
saying that my amendment is uncon-
stitutional. That is not really a deci-
sion at this point of this amendment
for us to make.

Sometimes, I must say, I feel that I
am the only person around here who
has read all the court decisions. The
Eichman case, the Johnson case, the
Carey case, the Barnette case, the
O'Brien case, the Chaplinsky case,
every one of them is replete with lan-
guage that sets out specifically that
this kind of an amendment will with-
stand constitutional muster. I say
again, in the Johnson case the Su-
preme Court literally invited us to
craft a narrow amendment.

Let me tell you, before you start
voting, where you are. We have a con-
stitutional amendment resolution
pending. Mine is a first-degree amend-
ment, a legislative remedy that only
requires a simple majority vote. The
constitutional amendment is not going
to pass. The Helms amendment is not
going to pass. The Biden amendment
is not going to pass. The only thing in
the world you have a chance of getting
before the Supreme Court is the
Bumpers amendment. If you vote no
on that, you are saying I hate it, but I
do not want to address it.

What you do when you vote no on
the Bumpers amendment is say I do
not want to do anything. I do not be-
lieve there are many people here-

maybe 10 people-who are of that
mind.

I am offering this amendment be-
cause it probably will-I cannot tell
you categorically-withstand constitu-
tional muster. But if you read the de-
cisions, you will think it will. It is an
opportunity to deal with this problem
in a way that will take care of the
most egregious, offensive cases.

I can tell you that if the Bumpers
amendment does not pass, kiss this
whole thing goodbye at least until
next year. So I plead with you to do
something responsible and deal with
this problem by voting for my amend-
ment. I am convinced that this is
about as far as you can go legislatively
and have any hope of it withstanding
constitutional muster.

I yield back such time as I may have.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Senator from California is recognized.
Mr. WILSON. Mr. President, if all

time is yielded back, I then make the
point of order that the amendment by
the Senator from Arkansas is out of
order because it proposes a statute
whose enactment would violate the
Constitution of the States.

Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and
nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the precedents of the Senate, constitu-
tional points of order are not decided
by the Chair but by the entire Senate.
So the question is, Is the point of
order well taken?

Mr. WILSON. I ask, Mr. President,
for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
there a sufficient second? There is a
sufficient second.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. HELMS (when his name was

called). Mr. President, I am about to
vote "present" because I do not think
any Member of the Senate knows
whether this amendment is constitu-
tional or not.

So I vote "present."
The result was announced-yeas 51,

nays 48, as follows:
[Rollcall Vote No. 125 Leg.]

Akaka
Armstrong
Bingaman
Bond
Boschwltz
Bryan
Burdick
Burns
Chafee
Coats
Cochran
Cohen
D'Amato
Danfortll
Dole
Domenici
Durenherger

YEAS-51

Garn
Gorton
Granmm
Grassley
Harkin
Hatch
Heflin
Heinz,
Humphrey
Johnston
Kassebaum
Kasten
Lott
Lugar
Mack
McCaln
McClure

McConnell
Metzenbaum
Murkowskl
Nickles
Pressler
Reld
Roth
Rudman
Shelby
Simpson
Specter
Stevens
Symms
Thurmond
Wallop
Warner
Wilson
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Adams
Baucus
Bentsen
BIden
Boren
Bradley
Breaux
Bumpers
Byrd
Conrad
Cranston
Daschle
DeConcinl
Dixon
Dodd
Exon

NAYS-48
Ford
Fowler
Glenn
Gore
Graham
Hatfield
Hollings
Inouye
Jeffords
Kennedy
Kerrey
Kerry
Kohl
Lautenberg
Leahy
Levin

Lleberman
Mikulski
Mitchell
Moynlhan
Nunn
Packwood
Pell
Pryor
Riegle
Robb
Rockefeller
Sanford
Sarbanes
Sasser
Simon
wlrth

ANSWERED "PRESENT"-1
Helms

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
BRYAN). The rollcall on the point of
order is 51 yeas, 48 nays, one present;
the point of order is well taken. The
Bumpers amendment falls.

Under the previous order, the Sena-
tor from North Carolina [Mr. IELMS]
is recognized for the purpose of offer-
ing an amendment.

Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, momen-
tarily I shall offer a second proposal
that can quietly lead us out of the leg-
islative thicket in which Congress has
been led by the Supreme Court.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senate is not in order.

The Senator may proceed.
Mr. HELMS. Let me emphasize, Mr.

President, that it is my intent to vote
for the proposed constitutional
amendment. I am a cosponsor of it. I
intend to support it, and I hope that
we can reach the 67-vote necessity on
it. I do not think that is going to
happen, and I do not think any other
Senator thinks it is going to happen.

On the previous amendment, I voted
"present" because I do not think one
Senator in this Chamber knows
whether the Bumpers amendment was
constitutional. So you were voting for
Bumpers or against Bumpers, and I
was unwilling to do that because the
question before the Senate was, Is this
amendment constitutional? I could not
answer the question honestly, so I
voted "present."

My amendment will put an end to all
of the rhetoric, much of it bordering
on the absurd, about how the first
amendment will be destroyed if the
Constitution is amended to outlaw the
desecration of the American flag by
protesters who publicly burn that flag
to mock and degrade the Republic for
which it stands.

An overwhelming majority of Ameri-
cans wants this sorry business of dese-
crating the flag stopped. They want it
outlawed. And they expect Congress to
get about the business of representing
the well-justified will of the majority.
They do not accept the nonsense that
forbidding the public burning of flags
by unbalanced, publicity seeking ex-
tremists is in any way a denial of the
right of free speech.
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AMENDMENT NO. 2067

(Purpose: To restore the American flag to
its place of honor as the symbol of the
United States of America)
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, I send to

the desk an amendment and ask that
it be stated.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from North Carolina [Mr.

HELMS] proposes an amendment numbered
2067.

Strike all after the resolving clause and
insert in lieu thereof the following:
SEC. . AMERICAN FI.A(; PROTECTION ACT.

(a) SHORT TITLE.-This section may be
cited as the "American Flag Protection
Act".

(b) COURT OF APPEALS JURISDICTION.--
(1) IN GENERAL.-Chapter 81 of title 28,

United States Code, is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new sec-
tion:
"§ 1260. Appellate jurisdiction: limitations

"(a) Notwithstanding the provisions of
sections 1253, 1254, and 1257 of this chapter
and in accordance with section 2 of Article
III of the Constitution, the Supreme Court
shall not have jurisdiction to review, by
appeal, writ of certiorari, or otherwise, any
case arising out of any part thereof, or aris-
ing out of any act interpreting, applying, en-
forcing, or effecting any State statute, ordi-
nance, rule, regulation, or practice, which
relates to the public mutilation, defilement,
incineration, or other physical abuse of any
flag of the United States.

"(b) For purposes of this section, the term
'flag of the United States' has the same
meaning as in section 700(b) of title 18.".

(2) SECTION ANALYSIS.-The section analy-
sis of chapter 81 of title 28, United States
Code, is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new item:
"1260. Appellate jurisdiction: limitation.".

(c) DISTRICT COURT JURIsDICTION.-
(1) IN GENERAL.-Chapter 85 of title 28,

United States Code, is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new sec-
tion:
"8 1367. Limitations on jurisdiction

"Notwithstanding any other provision of
law and in accordance with section 2 of Arti.
cle III of the Constitution, the district
courts shall not have jurisdiction of any
case or question which the Supreme Court
does not have jurisdiction to review under
section 1260 of this title.".

(2) SECTION ANALYSIS.-The section analy-
sis at the beginning of chapter 85 of title 28,
United States Code, is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new item:
"1367. Limitations on jurisdiction.".

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments
made by this section shall take effect on the
date of enactment of this section, except
that such amendments shall not apply to
any case which, on such date of enactment,
was pending in any court of the United
States.

Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, as I un-
derstand it, each side has 20 minutes;
is that correct?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator is correct.

Mr. HELMS. Will the Chair please
advise me when I have 5 minutes re-
maining?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair will do so.

Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, the
pending amendment invokes the au-
thority given explicitly to Congress in
article III of the Constitution, the au-
thority to regulate the general juris-
diction of the lower Federal courts and
the appellate jurisdiction of the Su-
preme Court. The amendment curtails
such jurisdiction so that the Federal
courts no longer have the power to
hear cases involving the public mutila-
tion, defilement, incineration, or other
physical abuse of any flag of the
United States.

Let me read the relevant part of arti-
cle III section 2.

The Supreme Court shall have appellate
Jurisdiction, both as Law and Fact, with
such Exemptions, and under such Regula-
tions as the Congress shall make.

That is pretty simple.
The Helms amendment uses the

power given to us by the framers.
Adopt the Helms amendment and the
result is that such cases-in this case
flag burning-become exclusively a
matter for the States to handle as
they see fit. Prior to the 1989 case,
Texas versus Johnson, 48 States and
the Federal Government made it a
crime to mutilate or defile the flag.
The Helms amendment would return
to the States their power to outlaw
flag desecration.

During the long debate on the flag
issue, speaker after speaker Invoked
the sanctity of the Bill of Rights,
while at the same time condemning
the act of flag burning. They abhored
the act, but declared that they would
never support amending the Constitu-
tion. In other words, they were telling
their constituents that they wished
there were some way to stop this flag
burning, but they just could not bear
the thought of amending the Consti-
tution. A real copout. Well, here's
their chance to put up or shut up.

Prior to the 1989 Supreme Court de-
cision, 48 States had laws against flag
desecration. Only Alaska and Wyo-
ming did not. The pending amendment
will allow those 48 States, if they wish,
to renew enforcement of their laws-
or, if they so choose, not enforce
them.

Mr. President, our Founding Fa-
thers, who wrote this remarkable Con-
stitution of ours, feared the concentra-
tion of power in the Federal Govern-
ment, and in the Supreme Court. That
is why they carefully included article
III, section 2. They intended that Con-
gress, which is supposed to represent
"We the People," have the very explic-
it power to remedy a run-a-way Su-
preme Court. So the Founding Fa-
thers gave Congress the means to pro-
tect the people, assuming that Con-
gress would have the guts to use it.

We shall, this day, discover whether
the Senate does, in fact, have the guts
to use it.

Our late distinguished colleague, and
my friend Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr.,
was recognized as an astute constitu-
tional scholar. Shortly before his
death, he told me that he had counted
57 occasions when Congress denied ju-
risdiction to the Federal courts and
the Supreme Court-a number of
times at the request of the Supreme
Court. So let us hear no more of this
nonsense about court stripping-and
certainly nothing about endangering
the first amendment.

So let me read again, article III, sec-
tion 2:

The Supreme Court shall have appellate
Jurisdiction, both as Law and Fact, with
such Exemptions, and under such Regula-
tions as the Congress shall make.

As for suggestions about "court
stripping" and "threats to the inde-
pendence of the judiciary," the fram-
ers of the Constitution had far differ-
ent concepts in mind. In Federalist No.
80, Alexander Hamilton wrote about
the judicial powers conferred in the
Constitution. He said:

If some partial inconvenience should
appear to be connected with the incorpora-
tion of any of them (judicial powers) into
the plan, it ought to be recollected that the
national legislature will have ample author.
ity to make such exceptions and to prescribe
such regulations as will be calculated to ob-
viate or remove these inconveniences.

The great John Marshall, in the Vir-
ginia ratifying convention, said:

Congress is empowered to make excep-
tions to the appellate jurisdiction, as to law
and fact, of the Supreme Court. These ex-
ceptions certainly go as far as the legisla-
ture may think proper for the interest and
liberty of the people. 3 Debates on the Fed-
eral Constitution 560 (J. Elliot 2d ed. 1888).

In addressing congressional checks
on the judiciary, Hamilton and Mar-
shall point directly to article III, sec-
tion 2. Their commentaries, along with
other legislative history, affirm what a
reading of the provision plainly indi-
cates.

For these reasons I have advocated
and will continue to advocate legisla-
tion to withdraw jurisdiction from the
Supreme Court in those areas where it
has clearly distorted the meaning of
freedom and all of the good and
decent things that America stands for.

In 1979 and 1982 the Senate passed
amendments which I offered taking
jurisdiction away from the court in
the area of school prayer. In each in-
stance the majority party in the
House refused to let the legislation
come to a vote.

In short, Mr. President, the funda-
mental question is: What is wrong
with using the power clearly given to
Congress by the Founding Fathers, to
let the American people decide wheth-
er their Nation's flag is worthy of
honor and respect. We have the oppor-
tunity, we have the duty, to remedy
the damage done by five of the nine
members of the Supreme Court.
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Mr. President, I want to conclude

with two sets of remarks authored by
Mr. John O'Sullivan, editor of Bill
Buckley's National Review, from the
June 11 and July 9 editions of that pe-
riodical. On June 11, Mr. O'Sullivan
said:

Article III, section 2 of the Constitution,
however, gives Congress the power by single
majority vote, to remove any matter from
the jurisdiction of the Court. At some point,
Congress is going to have to reassert the
"deliberate sense of the people 'against a
Court acting on abstract' rights." This
would be a good occasion to recover self-gov-
ernment.

From the soon to be released July 9
edition he added:

The flag, however, is the sort of unique
national symbol by which a nation is held
together and might be thought to deserve
unique legal protection. If that could be ac-
complished without too much trouble, by
the simple passage of legislation, there
would be a strong case for doing so. If Con-
gress can under article III, section 2, of the
Constitution deprive the Court of jurisdic-
tion on laws protecting the flag, it should
seriously consider doing so.

Mr. President, I reserve the remain-
der of my time and I thank the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Delaware is recognized.

Mr. BIDEN. How much time is
under my control?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator has the full 20 minutes.

Mr. BIDEN. I yield at this time, Mr.
President, 3 minutes to my colleague
from Pennsylvania.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. SPEC-
TER] is recognized.

Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President, I
thank my colleague from Delaware for
yielding me time.

I oppose the pending amendment,
Mr. President, because I believe that it
is plain under our constitutional struc-
ture that the Congress cannot take
away the jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court of the United States to decide
constitutional issues. The language
which the distinguished Senator from
North Carolina has cited in the Con-
stitution does not stand for the propo-
sition he claims.

This issue was laid to rest in the case
of Marbury versus Madison in 1803.
Since that time, it has been rockbed
constitutional law in this country that
the Supreme Court of the United
States was the final aribiter on consti-
tutional issues. To say that the Con-
gress by statute can take away the ju-
risdiction of the Supreme Court to
define and decide a constitutional
issue lies squarely in the face of Mar-
bury versus Madison, which is fol-
lowed repeatedly in all of our constitu-
tional doctrine.

Mr. President, although not neces-
sary to do so, I think an answer by
Chief Justice Rehnquist in his confir-
mation hearings is further support for
the proposition that you cannot take

the jurisdiction from the Supreme
Court to decide a constitutional issue,
especially the first amendment. This
Senator engaged Chief Justice Rehn-
quist in extended colloquy on the sub-
ject.

This question was asked:
Well, the statute could be enacted which

would say the Court shall not have jurisdic-
tion over first amendment cases involving
freedom of speech, press, or religion. This Is
my area of concern specifically stated, and I
take it from your answer you think that the
Court would not have that authority.

Justice REHNQUIST: That is correct.

A flat statement by Chief Justice
Rehnquist, who asserted that the Con-
gress might have authority to take ju-
risdiction from the Court on other
constitutional issues.

This Senator then questioned Jus-
tice Rehnquist further about why he
said that the first amendment was to-
tally outside of the ambit of the Con-
gress to take away jurisdiction. Chief
Justice Rehnquist replied as follows:

Well, perhaps the distinction isn't as clear
as I would like it to be but I think there is
some distinction. The Court has often re-
ferred to the first amendment as the pre-
ferred freedom of the indispensable matrix
of a democratic society. I think that is really
the guts, probably the thing that is the nec-
essary prerequisite for effective democratic
government.

So, Mr. President, I submit that in
the context of our Constitution, Mar-
bury versus Madison, there has never
been a shred of doubt about the ulti-
mate authority of the Supreme Court
to decide all constitutional questions
so that you could not possibly under-
cut that authority by the argument
advanced by the distinguished Senator
from North Carolina. Even one Jus-
tice, the Chief Justice, who raised the
question as to some areas of congres-
sional authority to take away the ju-
risdiction of the Court emphatically
says that the first amendment is so
special, such a special matrix as not to
be within the purview of congressional
action.

Mr. President, I am filing a separate
floor statement articulating the rea-
sons for my support of the constitu-
tional amendment to protect the flag
so that I believe we should act to pro-
tect the flag, but I do not think it con-
ceivable to accomplish that purpose by
this route, which is clearly unconstitu-
tional and in direct violation with the
most fundamental precepts of our con-
stitutional Government. I thank the
Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from North Carolina.

Mr. HELMS. On my time, could I
ask the Senator a couple of questions?

Mr. SPECTER. I would be delighted.
Mr. HELMS. How did Mr. Chief Jus-

tice Rehnquist vote on this flag burn-
ing issue?

Mr. SPECTER. He voted with those
who wanted to protect the flag, as do
I.
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Mr. HELMS. Exactly, so he does not

think it is a first amendment proposi-
tion, does he?

Mr. SPECTER. I would not say that
he does not think it is a first amend-
ment proposition. I believe he thinks
that you cannot prohibit flag burning
because the first amendment does not
cover it, but it is like the doctrine of
fighting words in the Chaplinsky case
or like obscenity, or like crying, for ex-
ample, fire in a crowded theater. In
those cases, the Court took the ques-
tion to be under the first amendment
but said freedom of speech does not
cover this conduct. I believe a fair
reading of Chief Justice Rehnquist's
opinion would be that it is a first
amendment issue but that it goes too
far. That is my basic contention.

Mr. HELMS. Has the Senator read
what Chief Justice Rehnquist said?

Mr. SPECTER. Yes, I have.
Mr. HELMS. He said that flag burn-

ing is outside the ambit of the first
amendment. He therefore rejects the
argument that this is a free speech
issue. I thank the Chair.

Mr. McCLURE. Will the Senator
yield me 2 minutes?

Mr. HELMS. I certainly will.
Mr. McCLURE. I thank the Senator

from yielding his time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Senator from Idaho [Mr. MCCLURE].
Mr. McCLURE. Mr. President, I rise

in support of the amendment of the
Senator from North Carolina. I do so
for two reasons. I think the last point
made by the Senator from North
Carolina is a very telling point, that if
Justice Rehnquist does not think that
is under the first amendment then he
does not with respect to this amend-
ment either. I think the point is well
made.

Those people who believe the pro-
posed amendment to the Constitution
of the United States is an amendment
to the Bill of Rights, and that we are
somehow tampering with the Bill of
Rights, missed the point that it was
the Court that tampered with the Bill
of Rights. It is the Court that created
the condition which we are trying to
correct today.

A year ago, we were told we could do
it by statute; do not worry about
amending the Constitution. That
would be a terrible thing to do. Do it
with a statute. We tried that. The
Court again said, no, you cannot do
that.

We have an opportunity here by this
means to do it short of a constitution-
al amendment. There are those who
say you cannot do it this way either.

As a matter of fact, if you cannot do
it this way either, then indeed an
amendment to the Constitution is the
only means by which you can correct a
misjudgment made by the Supreme
Court of the United States. That, I
submit, is provided for by the Consti-
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tution itself. It is a check which free
people have against judicial tyranny in
terms of the arbitrary judgment of a
majority of nine men and women who
by themselves decide what our Consti-
tution is.

If we do not agree with what they
say, and it is a constitutional question,
then you either do it by this method
or you do it by a constitutional amend-
ment. I, therefore, strongly support
the pending amendment. I also strong-
ly support the amendment of the Con-
stitution to the United States upon
which we are debating.

Mr. HELMS. I thank the Senator
from Idaho very much.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Delaware.

Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, I ask to
make a rhetorical statement of the
Senator from Idaho. He understands
he cannot do both. He cannot support
the Helms amendment and support
the President at the same time. He can
support either one or the other.

If he supports Helms, then the
President's amendment is dead. It is
done, gone, over, finished, defeated.
And if Helms loses, then the President
has a possibility. Just so we under-
stand on this vote: A vote for Helms is
a vote against the President's amend-
ment.

Mr. President, how much time re-
mains?

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
LIEBERMAN). The Senator from Dela-
ware has 9 minutes 17 seconds remain-
ing.

Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, quite
frankly, we have been through this ex-
ercise a number of times before on
court stripping. If the Helms amend-
ment were adopted, none of the laws,
indeed, no flag burning law at all,
could ever be reviewed by the Supreme
Court.

Yesterday, I gave several examples
of the kinds of law I believe the Presi-
dent's proposed amendment would au-
thorize. None of them would be able to
be reviewed by the Supreme Court of
the United States. I guess folks might
say, well, what difference does that
make?

Let me tell you what it means. It
means that we will have entered
waters in this country that have never
been entered. If the Helms amend-
ment is adopted, a State could pass a
law prohibiting blacks from buying or
waving American flags or a city coun-
cil could do the same. Any local juris-
diction could do it. There would be no
challenging that law in the court and
once passed, it is unreviewable, un-
challengeable by anyone in a Federal
court.

A State could pass a law saying that
only veterans had the right to wave
the flag or pin the flag on their lapel
or do anything at all with the flag.
Nothing could be done about that.
The city of Berkeley could pass a law

saying that only veterans cannot wave
the flag, and it would not be reviewa-
ble by the Federal court.

The Senator asked a rhetorical ques-
tion earlier. He said he is not asking
for a constitutional amendment. What
is he asking to eliminate? What are we
so worried about? I think it might be
appropriate-based on the number of
items that the Senator from North
Carolina and others feel distasteful
based on Supreme Court decisions,
why not just eliminate the Court?
Why not, since we do not seem to like
its makeup, we do not seem to like the
way it votes on a number of issues,
just pass a law and eliminate the
Court? In effect, you do that if you
continue to just whittle away at major
chunks of its jurisdiction.

Mr. President, I will cease here be-
cause I know my colleague from Penn-
sylvania wants another minute. I want
to try to accommodate him as best as I
can. As well, I was told my colleague
from Massachusetts wishes to speak.

I hope we would overwhelmingly
reject this amendment. It certainly
will satisfy no one.

By the way, if this amendment
passes, then Gregory Johnson will be
able to go back and do under the
Texas statute exactly what he did
before, and it would still be protected
unless Texas changed that law. You
could burn the flag in Texas but not
Oklahoma. That may cause some in-
teresting dilemmas. But at any rate, I
will not go into all the bizarre exam-
ples that could in fact arise as a conse-
quence of stripping the court of juris-
diction over the first amendment and
particularly flag burning.

I yield to my colleague from Penn-
sylvania, who said earlier he would
like 1 minute.

Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President, I
thank my distinguished colleague
from Delaware.

Mr. President, I had made an argu-
ment a few moments ago that under
Marbury versus Madison, the Supreme
Court was the final arbiter of constitu-
tional decisions, and then I had re-
ferred to an extended discussion I had
with Chief Justice Rehnquist in the
confirmation proceedings where he
raised the issue there might be some
power in Congress to withhold some
jurisdiction, but Chief Justice Rehn-
quist said that that power could not
apply under any circumstance to the
first amendment.

The distinguished Senator from
North Carolina then came to the floor
and asked this Senator if I had read
the opinions by Chief Justice Rehn-
quist, and I said I had. I would like at
this time to refer specifically to Chief
Justice Rehnquist's opinion in Texas
versus Johnson where at page 9 the
Chief Justice says this:

But the Court Insists that the Texas stat-
ute prohibiting the public burning of the
American Flag infringes on respondent

Johnson's freedom of expression. Such free-
dom, of course, is not absolute.

So here conclusively and categorical-
ly Chief Justice Rehnquist deals with
the first amendment issue and says
that the first amendment does not
cover flag burning. And Chief Justice
Rehnquist then goes on to discuss the
Chaplinsky case, which I had referred
to earlier and the Schenk case, so that
there is no question but what Chief
Justice Rehnquist regarded Texas
versus Johnson, a flag-burning case, as
one which was arguably under the
first amendment. But the Chief Jus-
tice said the first amendment did not
go that far.

We are referring again to the ques-
tion raised by Senator HELMS as to
whether I had read the Chief Justice's
opinion. He did not write an opinion in
U.S. versus Eichman. That opinion
was written instead by one of his col-
leagues.

The opinion was written by Justice
Stevens and, at page 5 of U.S. versus
Eichman, Justice Stevens again consid-
ers the flag burning in terms of "free-
dom of expression protected by the
first amendment embraces not only
the freedom to communicate particu-
lar ideas but also the right to commu-
nicate them effectively. That right,
however, is not absolute."

So there is no doubt that the Ste-
vens opinion, joined in by Chief Jus-
tice Rehnquist, again considers flag
burning within the context of the first
amendment. So it is abundantly clear
even with the question raised by the
distinguished Senator from North
Carolina that this is a first amend-
ment issue; that you cannot take away
the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court
on first amendment issues.

But again I say, for other reasons in
a floor statement which I have made, I
support the amendment to protect the
flag, and certainly strongly disagree
with taking away the jurisdiction of
the Supreme Court on such a funda-
mental matter.

I again thank my colleague from
Delaware.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. BIDEN. How much time is re-
maining on each side?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Delaware has 2 minutes
and 10 seconds remaining; the Senator
from North Carolina has 6 minutes
and 37 seconds.

Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, obviously
the Senator from North Carolina has
done this more often.

Mr. President, may I ask a question?
Does a quorum call come out of the
time of the Senator who places the
quorum call?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator is correct.

Mr. BIDEN. That is what I thought
the Chair would say.
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Mr. President, the Helms amend-

ment is, it seems to me, an attempt
that will satisfy absolutely no one
except possibly Senator HELMS. There
is no prospect of the Helms amend-
ment passing. The Helms amendment
will eliminate the prospect of there
being any vote on the President's
amendment and the Helms amend-
ment quite frankly will, as a practical
matter, eliminate the prospect of
there being a vote on the Biden
amendment.

It will not accomplish the purpose
that is stated, and that is to provide
for the ability of the American flag to
be protected. If in fact the Federal
Government were to move to remove
jurisdiction, leaving aside the legal ar-
guments of whether or not they can as
it relates to the first amendment, then
it seems to me only a short step before
the States would move to remove the
jurisdiction of the courts on matters
related.

I can imagine the statute that says
you cannot prosecute someone who
physically abuses a flag burner or who
murders a flag burner; the bizarre
notion that you have a situation
where under the Helms amendment,
were it to pass and become law, you
would find yourself in the position
where the Court would lose all ability
to review even the most bizarre and
crazy amendments that could and
might be drafted.

Mr. President, I strongly urge that
we reject the Helms amendment. If
the Senator from North Carolina is
prepared, I am ready to yield the re-
mainder of my time.

Mr. BUMPERS addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All

time allocated to the Senator from
Delaware has expired.

Mr. BIDEN. Does the Senator from
North Carolina have 6 minutes?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from North Carolina has 6
minutes and 37 seconds.

Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, I will
yield back the remainder of my time.

Mr. President, Senator BIDEN is a
source of great amazement to me. I
just do not known where the Senator
gets the fantasies that he talks about
on the Senate floor, and all the bizarre
things that he dreams up. How in the
world did the Senator conjure up the
notion that the States in any way
could deprive the U.S. Supreme Court
of its jurisdiction? I just do not under-
stand it.

Mr. President, the question has been
raised by some about the practical
effect this legislation would have on
the two Supreme Court decisions on
flag burning.

Unlike a constitutional amendment,
the withdrawal of jurisdiction under
my amendment would not reverse the
Supreme Court's rulings on the flag.
According to the distinguished profes-
sor of constitutional law at Stanford

University, Gerald Gunther, the deci-
sions of the court would remain on the
books as influential precedents. State
courts would have greater independ-
ence as a practical matter as the con-
stitutional issues before them moved
further from the core of existing Su-
preme Court holdings.

State courts would be free to contin-
ue their strict adherence to those deci-
sions as the last authoritative pro-
nouncements on the subject. Indeed,
the State courts could extend, for ex-
ample, the rationale supporting the
Supreme Court decisions permitting
flag burning if they chose to.

However, Mr. President, it is more
likely that the justices of the highest
State courts-who, unlike their breth-
ren on the Supreme Court, are ac-
countable to the people for the deci-
sions which they render-would be
more prudent on the subject of flag
burning. It would therefore be expect-
ed that the majority of the State
courts would openly disregard the Su-
preme Court precedents and decide in
favor of the people and outlaw this
despicable practice. As I said at the
outset of my remarks, prior to the
1989 Supreme Court ruling in Texas
versus Johnson, 48 States and the Fed-
eral Government outlawed flag burn-
ing.

Vote for the Helms amendment and
put your faith in the judgment of the
American people and their elected
local representatives, after all that is
the way the system was designed in
the first place.

Mr. President, let me say categorical-
ly that shifting jurisdiction to the
State courts for the determination of
an issue is wholly permissable under
the plain reading of the Constitution
and Supreme Court precedent.

In challenging the constitutionality
of my measure, opponents usually
refer to the case of United States v.
Klein, 80 U.S. 128 (1871). The interpre-
tation of that case used by opponents
of the use of article III section 2 is
that the Court decided that the Con-
gress did not have the power to
remove the jurisdiction of the judici-
ary. That is an erroneous interpreta-
tion.

In Klein, the Court held that the
Congress could not enact legislation to
eliminate an area of jurisdiction in
order to control the results in a par-
ticular case. Following the Civil War,
Klein sued in the Court of Claims
under a statute that allowed for the
recovery of land captured or aban-
doned during the war, provided that
an individual could prove that he had
not assisted the Confederacy. Relying
on an earlier decision that a presiden-
tial pardon proved conclusively that
the recipient of the pardon had not
aided the South, Klein prevailed in
the lower court. However, while the
Government appealed the case, the
Congress passed a law which said that
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a pardon would not support a claim
for captured property.

The Court held that the act of Con-
gress was unconstitutional because it
subverted the judicial process by pre-
scribing a rule for the decision of a
case in a particular way as well as in-
fringing on the constitutional power of
the executive by negating the power
of the Presidential pardon.

It is clear then that Klein has no ap-
plication to my legislation. Klein in-
volved a congressional attempt to
forbid the Court from giving the effect
to evidence which, in the Court's judg-
ment, such evidence should have been
given. The Congress thus directed the
Court to give the evidence an effect
precisely to the contrary. Congress
sought to curtail the Court's appellate
jurisdiction to obtain a particular
result in a specific case; by doing so
Congress, in the words of Chief Jus-
tice Salmon Chase, "inadvertently
passed the limit which separates the
legislative from the judicial power."

As I said earlier Congress' action in
Klein is all together different from
Congressional contractions of the
Court's jurisdiction that seek merely
to shift the determination of any
result to the lower Federal courts, or
as in the case of the Helms legislation,
to the State courts.

Chief Justice Chase said that the
shifting of responsibility to the lower
State courts is in keeping with the
spirit of the Constitution. Chase
summed up the spirit of the legislation
before us acknowledging that:

* * * if this Act did nothing more * * *
[than] simply deny the right of appeal in
particular cases, there can be no doubt that
that it must be regarded as an exercise of
the power of Congress to make "such excep-
tions from the appellate jurisdiction" as
should seem to it expedient.

Mr. President, the terms of article
III are phrased so clearly that no
doubt exists as to the intent of the
Framers. They have given us the
power to rectify the mistakes of the
Supreme Court. We should get about
using the instrument they have pre-
sented us.

Mr. President, finally, there are also
those who say that my measure is un-
constitutional because it violates the
principle of separation of powers.
However, when examined closely, it
becomes apparent that the criticism
relies on an inadequate understanding
of the framework of checks and bal-
ances embodied in the Constitution.

Professor Gunther, of the Stanford
Law School, states that:

[Alrticle III does provide for an independ-
ent judiciary, but independence does not
mean total insulation of the judicial branch
any more than it does for the other
branches.

The framers' goal was not to create
a government of separated powers,
rather what they sought was a balance
among "separated institutions sharing
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powers." The Founders recognized
that power by its nature is encroach-
ing, whether it be legislative, execu-
tive, or judicial. Therefore, they as-
signed powers so that each branch of
Government could effectively check,
but not control, the other two.

It is beyond doubt that the framers
refused to exempt the judiciary from
the braking power of checks and bal-
ances. The executive checks the judici-
ary by using the power of appoint-
ment. Congress has the power-and I
believe the duty-under article III of
the constitution to check the judiciary
by limiting the Supreme Court's juris-
diction when that court has in the
judgment of the Congress exceeded its
purview.

Mr. President, I reiterate: the fram-
ers did not mean for the judiciary to
be completely independent-which ap-
pears to be the assumptions my
friends from Delaware and Pennsylva-
nia are making. Just as they provided
checks on the executive and legislative
branches of the Government, they in-
cluded mechanisms to restrain the ju-
diciary. The exceptions clause in arti-
cle III, section 2 is one of those mecha-
nisms. I fail to see how the exercise of
a power explicitly granted by the Con-
stitution can be construed as a viola-
tion of that same document.

Let me just summarize one more
time. This does not involve the first
amendment-not at all. The distin-
guished Senator from Pennsylvania
talked about Chief Justice Rehnquist.
Then I asked him how did Mr. Chief
Justice Rehnquist vote on this flag-
burning amendment. Of course he
voted with BOB DOLE and JESSE HELMS,
and all the rest who say that there
should be a constitutional amendment
if we cannot do it any other way.

But we can do it another way. We do
not have to go through the agony of a
two-thirds vote in the Senate and a
two-thirds vote in the House and a
three-fourths vote by the States in
ratification. No. All we have to do is
implement the Constitution of the
United States. Just for emphasis, let
me read it again:

2. In all cases affecting Ambassadors,
other public ministers, and consuls, and
those in which a State shall be party, the
Supreme Court shall have original jurisdic-
tion.

There is no question about that.
In all the other cases before mentioned

the Supreme Court shall have appellate ju-
risdiction both as to law and fact-

And here is where the cheese binds
on Senator BIDEN's argument, because
it says-
with such exceptions and under such regula-
tions as the Congress-

As who?
as the Congress shall make.

So Senators can do as they please.
We can put an end to all of this flag
burning talk right now as far as the

Senate is concerned; send it over to
the House and see what they do about
it statutorily with the majority vote in
both Houses, and that is the end of it.

I will say again this is not only an
authority given to the Congress of the
United States by the Founding Fa-
thers but in this instance I think it is
the duty of Congress to respond to the
vast majority of the American people
who resent these kooks, these loonies,
who run around burning flags. If we
are going to call that free speech, how
about mooning? Is that free speech?
Somewhere society has to get hold of
itself. I think the time is now.

I yield the remainder of my time.
Mr. BIDEN addressed the Chair.
Mr. HELMS. I yield the remainder

of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All

time is expired.
The question is on agreeing to the

amendment of the Senator from
North Carolina [Mr. HELMS] No. 2067.

Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, have the
yeas and nays been ordered?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. They
have not been.

Mr. HELMS. I ask for the yeas and
nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
there a sufficient second? There is a
sufficient second.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question is on agreeing to the amend-
ment of the Senator from North Caro-
lina. On this question, the yeas and
nays have been ordered. The clerk will
call the roll.

The legislative clerk called the roll.
The result was announced-yeas 10,

nays 90, as follows:
[Rollcall Vote No. 126 Leg.]

Armstrong
Garn
Helms
Lott

Adams
Akaka
Baucus
Bentsen
Biden
Bingaman
Bond
Boren
Boschwitz
Bradley
Breaux
Bryan
Bumpers
Burdick
Burns
Byrd
Chafee
Coats
Cochran
Cohen
Conrad
Cranston
D'Amat o
Danforth
Daschle
DeConcini
Dixon
Dodd
Dole
Domenicl

YEAS-10
McClure
McConnell
Nickles
Pressler

NAYS-90
Durenberger
Exon
Ford
Fowler
Glenn
Gore
Gorton
Graham
Gramm
Grassley
Harkin
Hatch
Hatfield
Heflin
Heinz
Hollings
Humphrey
Inouye
Jeffords
Johnston
Kassebaum
Kasten
Kennedy
Kerrey
Kerry
Kohl

lautenberg
Leahy
Levin
Lleberman

Synms
Thurmond

Lugar
Mack
McCain
Metzenbaum
Mikulski
Mitchell
Moynlhan
Murkowski
Nunn
Packwood
Pell
Pryor
Reid
Ricgle
Robb
Rockefeller
Roth
Rudman
Sanford
Sarbanes
Sasser
Shelby
Simon
Simpson
Specter
Stevens
Wallop
Warner
Wilson
Wirth

So, the amendment (No. 2067) was
rejected.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order the Senator from
South Carolina [Mr. THURMOND) is
recognized for the purpose of offering
an amendment.

The Senator from South Carolina.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I

believe I am in order for the next
amendment, am I not?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator is correct.

Mr. THURMOND. I have been talk-
ing to the distinguished chairman of
the committee and we have decided in-
stead of my offering an amendment,
that we just take 20 minutes a side on
the bill and that will save a rollcall
later, too, and save that much time. I
ask unanimous consent that that be
approved.

Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, reserving
the right to object, and I will not
object, the unanimous-consent agree-
ment is meant to give the managers
control of 20 minutes each on the bill,
which I assume can be used at any
time between now and the time of
final vote on the legislation.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Parliamentarian advised me the previ-
ous order provided for 40 minutes
equally divided between the two lead-
ers prior to the vote on disposition.

Mr. THURMOND. This is not in-
tended to affect the leaders at all. If
we took up this amendment it would
take 40 minutes. The distinguished
chairman of the committee and I just
decided we would take 20 minutes
apiece and speak on the bill, and that
would eliminate a rollcall on my
amendment if I offered it. I ask unani-
mous consent that that be approved.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
there objection?

Mr. HEFLIN. Reserving the right to
object, I would like to have at least 5
minutes.

Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, I will be
delighted to yield the Senator 5 min-
utes. I want to make it clear to him he
would not get any time if the request
was not made and we moved forward
as planned. I hope Senators will not
start popping up here. I am delighted
to yield the Senator 5 minutes off the
40 minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With-
out objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, in
view of that, I shall not offer an
amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from South Carolina will have
20 minutes under his control and the
Senator from Delaware will have 20
minutes under his control for the pur-
pose of discussing the bill.

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President,
soon we will be voting on our proposed
amendment to grant power to the
Congress and States which we all be-
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lieved they had prior to the Supreme
Court ruling in Texas versus Johnson.

The Congress and 48 States believed
they had constitutional authority to
protect the American flag and our pro-
posed amendment would merely re-
store this authority.

Opponents of this proposal have, in
a very deft manner, blended this issue
with the Bill of Rights-particularly
the first amendment. As I have stated
repeatedly, our proposed amendment
does not rewrite the first amendment.
We are intent on correcting a Supreme
Court decision which I believe misin-
terpreted the free speech clause of the
first amendment. The first amend-
ment speaks to the freedom of speech
and over the years the Supreme Court
has applied its protection to some
types of expressive conduct. Now, five
members of the Supreme Court have
extended this protection further to
the highly offensive conduct of burn-
ing the American flag. The Supreme
Court has put a gloss on the first
amendment that now protects conduct
which I believe goes beyond reasona-
ble and acceptable expression.

The ruling by the Supreme Court
has left us with little recourse other
than adopting our proposed constuti.
tional amendment to protect the flag.
Power should be restored to the Con-
gress and the States through a consti-
tutional amendment.

Former Chief Justice Warren, Jus-
tices Black and Fortas are known for
their defense of first amendment prin-
ciples. These three liberal Justices
were very forceful in their comments
that the first amendment did not pro-
tect the physical desecration of the
American flag.

As I mentioned earlier and I believe
worth repeating, in Street versus New
York, Chief Justice Warren wrote:

I believe that the States and the Federal
Government do have the power to protect
the flag from acts of desecration and dis-
grace.

Mr. President, what does that say?
That is Chief Justice Warren, a very
liberal Chief Justice. He said he be-
lieved the States and the Federal Gov-
ernment have the power to protect the
flag.

In this same case, Justice Black, who
described himself as a first amend-
ment "absolutist", stated:

It passes my belief that anything in the
Constitution bars a State from making the
deliberate burning of the American flag an
offense.

Also in the Street decision, Justice
Fortas made clear his views on this
issue when he wrote;

The States and Federal Government have
the power to protect the flag from acts of
desecration committed In public.

Mr. President, that is the position
we have taken. We thought they had
that power until these two decisions
by the Supreme Court recently.

Mr. President, on June 22, 1989, the
Senate voted on Senate Resolution 151
expressing our profound disappoint-
ment with the Johnson decision. This
resolution was overwhelmingly adopt-
ed by a 97 to 3 vote. I want to remind
my colleagues of our resolve by adopt-
ing that measure. It stated:

Whereas, the flag of the United States is
the most profound symbol of our ideals, as-
pirations, and indeed our identity as a
Nation;

Whereas, the flag stands for our very
being, including our commitments to free-
dom, justice, equal opportunity, and peace;

Whereas, Americans have always dis-
played the flag as a living symbol of our
Nation and the values for which it stands;

Whereas, the burning of the American
flag is an affront to our American heritage
and an affront to t he American people;

Whereas, millions of Americans have
fought valiantly, and many thousands have
died, to protect this sacred symbol of na-
tionhood, from the beginning of the Repub-
lic, through the two World Wars, the
Korean Conflict, the Vietnam Conflict, to
the present, and that those who risked and
gave their lives for our country are pro-
foundly offended by the desecration of this
sacred emblem;

Whereas, the Congress and forty-eight
States have enacted laws to protect against
desecration of the flag;

Whereas, the Senate expressed its respect
for the flag as recently as March 16, 1989,
when on a vote of 97-0, it passed S. 607, pro-
hibiting the displaying of the flag on the
floor or ground;

Whereas, throughout the history of our
Nation, the Supreme Court has properly de-
fended and protected the First Amendment
rights of our Nation's citizens;

Whereas, the United States Supreme
Court yesterday rendered a decision in the
case of Texas v. Johnson, No. 88-155, find-
ing unconstitutional a Texas statute prohib-
iting the desecration of the flag, determin-
ing that this conduct was an act of "symbol-
ic speech" protected by the First Amend-
ment;

Whereas, the Congress has believed that
the act of desecrating the flag is clearly not
"speech" as protected by the First Amend-
ment; and that analogous acts, such as dese-
crating a public monument such as the Lin-
coln Memorial, would never be tolerated as
speecl; and

Whereas, it appears that yesterday's deci-
sion may invalidate the Federal and State
laws prohibiting desecration of the flag:
Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the Senate hereby-
(1) expresses its profound disappointment

that the Texas statute prohibiting the dese-
cration of the flag was found to be unconsti-
tutional;

That is what this body did, ex-
pressed its profound disappointment
that the Texas statute prohibiting the
desecration of the flag was found to be
unconstitutional.

(2) expresses its continued commitment to
preserving the honor and integrity of the
flag as a living symbol of our Nation and its
aspirations and ideals;

(3) Intends to make an immediate study of
the impact of yesterday's Supreme Court
decision on Federal and State laws prohibit-
ing the desecration of the flag, and to seek
ways to restore sanctions against such rep-
rehensible conduct; and
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(4) urges the American people to continue

to display proudly the American flag as a
symbol of our Nation and the values for
which it stands.

Mr. President, that is a joint resolu-
tion passed by this body. Now, the Su-
preme Court has declared this second
statute unconstitutional, this Federal
statute passed by Congress.

Now, if we believe we should protect
the flag and not allow it to be dese-
crated, and if the Supreme Court held
that statutes cannot do it, the only re-
course left is a constitutional amend-
ment. And that is what we are advo-
cating. We are advocating that amend-
ment, approved by the President, ap-
proved by the Attorney General, and
advocated strongly by the Republican
leader, Senator DOLE, and others on
our side. We feel that is the action
that should be taken to protect the
flag.

Mr. President, our vote on Senate
Resolution 151 endorsed efforts to
"seek ways to restore sanctions against
such reprehensible conduct" as dese-
crating the flag. If we are sincere in
our efforts, then we must adopt the
proposed constitutional amendment.

If we really believe in protecting the
flag, and statutes cannot do it-and
that is what the Supreme Court has
held-then the only recourse is to pass
the constitutional amendment.

The Johnson and Eichman decisions
were very close-5 to 4. If only one
Justice had gone the other way we
would not be faced with this situation.
The Supreme Court has created a fire-
storm of debate on this issue in the
Congress and across this Nation. Stat-
utes and proposed constitutional
amendments were introduced to
remedy the decision. The President of
the United States found it compelling
enough to transmit language to the
Congress on a proposed constitutional
amendment.

I firmly believe that this issue is so
important that it should be sent to the
States where the American people can
decide if they want to protect the flag.

Mr. President, I urge my colleagues
to vote their convictions on this pro-
posal as they were expressed when we
adopted the sense-of-the-Senate reso-
lution. We should allow the American
people to be the final arbiter on
whether the flag is worthy of protec-
tion.

Mr. President, how much time do I
have left?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from South Carolina has 10
minutes remaining.

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President,
this decision was 5 to 4. One judge
going the other way would have car-
ried it in our favor-a 5-to-4 decision.
If it is that close and if the sentiment
is divided at all in the Congress, which
it seems to be, then why not let the
people of the Nation settle it?
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Let us submit this amendment to the

people. We have to do it by two-thirds
vote of both Houses and if we in the
Senate pass it, I have a feeling the
House will pass it, in spite of the vote
they took recently.

Then, three-fourths of the States
will have to approve it. If three-
fourths of the States approve it, then
it takes effect.

Mr. President, if we submit it to the
people and let them vote on it, is that
not truly a true democracy and is that
not the way it ought to be done? If we
cannot decide things here in the Con-
gress, if we are so confused or so at
odds with each other on these impor-
tant questions-and this is an impor-
tant question-then submit it to the
people. That is what we are asking be
done. Let the people vote on it. If they
want to protect the flag-and I am
sure they do-they will vote according-
ly.

Mr. President, I reserve the remain-
der of my time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

The Senator from Delaware.
Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, may I

ask how much time is remaining on
both sides?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Delaware has 20 minutes
remaining. The Senator from South
Carolina, 8 minutes and 20 seconds.

Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, I would
like to ask the Senator from South
Carolina-since almost all the people
seeking recognition wish to speak
against the position of the Senator
from Delaware-whether or not he is
prepared to give any of his 8 minutes
to the people who wish to speak? I will
give all of my 20 minutes, if need be,
to those.

Is my colleague prepared to give any
time?

Mr. THURMOND. I promised the
senior Senator from Idaho 5 minutes.
I will be pleased to yield 3 minutes to
the distinguished Senator from Ala-
bama. I will be glad to do it. He is a
very able Senator, a very sound Sena-
tor, and I am sure he will take the
right position.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Alabama is recognized,
yielded 3 minutes by the Senator from
South Carolina.

Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. President, I rise
today in support of Senate Joint Reso-
lution 332, proposing an amendment
to the Constitution to prohibit the
physical desecration of the American
flag.

On June 21, 1989, the Supreme
Court handed down its decision in
Texas versus Johnson. There, the
Court held that the burning of the
American flag, as a form of political
expression, is protected free speech
under the first amendment.

Congress answered with the Flag
Protection Act of 1989. The act crimin-

alized the conduct of anyone who
knowingly mutilates, defaces, physical-
ly defiles, burns, maintains on the
floor or ground, or tramples upon a
U.S. flag, except conduct related to
the disposal of a worn or soiled flag.

On June 11, 1990 in United States
versus Eichman, the Supreme Court
struck down the Flag Protection Act
of 1989 as unconstitutional. In observ-
ing the Supreme Court in a 5 to 4 deci-
sion, rarely does a sitting member of
the Court change his mind. When the
legislation came up I supported it, but
I said it was an exercise in futility and
I did not think it would do the job. I
felt that a constitutional amendment
was necessary, and I think we have
now seen the proof in that prediction.

Senate Joint Resolution 332 would
reverse these decisions of the Supreme
Court. It simply states:

The Congress and the States shall have
power to prohibit the physical desecration
of the flag of the United States.

As a practical matter, an amendment
would simply validate the flag desecra-
tion statutes currently on the books. It
would not, as some skeptics suggest,
result in a bombardment of new, and
more onerous, State and Federal flag
desecration statutes.

The text of Senate Joint Resolution
332 has been approved by the Justice
Department, by numerous academics,
by most of the major veterans' groups,
and by innumerable other concerned
Americans. It has also been the sub-
ject of comprehensive hearings before
the Senate Judiciary Committee. Fur-
thermore, popular support for a con-
stitutional amendment remains as
strong as ever.

I do not want to let personal invec-
tive get into this issue. People have
different opinions and views. To a
large degree, my view comes down to
symbolism, and symbolism is an im-
portant consideration. There are cer-
tain things that stand as symbols
which we as a free people revere. The
Pledge of Allegiance illustrates this
point. In the Pledge of Allegiance, we
pledge allegiance to the flag and to
the Republic for which it stands. The
flag is symbolic of the Republic. It
does not say "to the Nation for which
it stands," but it says, "to the Repub-
lic." Our Republic is different from
other nations, in fact, different from
any other nation.

There is nationalism and there is
Americanism. Every country has na-
tionalism under which its citizens sup-
port their country and their flag.
Americanism is more than national-
ism, but Americanism cannot survive
unless it has nationalism. American-
ism is bottomed on nationalism. Na-
tionalism must have sacred symbols.
Americanism must have sacred sym-
bols.

The "Star-Spangled Banner" speaks
of the land of the free and the home
of the brave. I think that both of

these together describe Americanism.
I feel the flag is sacred to the home of
the brave and Americanism. If the flag
cannot be protected, then no sacred
symbol can be protected. I think the
flag is sacred to this Nation and Amer-
icanism, and we ought to protect it,
and I strongly support a constitutional
amendment to prevent its physical
desecration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time? Will the Senator from
South Carolina yield time to the Sena-
tor from Idaho?

Mr. THURMOND. I yield 4 minutes
to the Senator from Idaho.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Idaho is recognized for
up to 4 minutes.

Mr. SYMMS. Mr. President, I think
Senator HEFLIN and Senator THUn-
MOND have made it very clear here
that what we are talking about is sym-
bolism. In this day and age, when
there is no much negativism in Amer-
ica, there is absolutely nothing wrong
with having the American flag as a
positive symbol people can be proud
of.

Mr. President, yesterday our flags
around the Capitol were flying at half
mast in commemoration of those who
fought and those who died in the
Korean war, and appropriately, yester-
day the Senate began its debate on the
President's proposed constitutional
amendment to protect the flag with
which we honor those war heroes.

I heard a number of my colleagues
yesterday and on previous occasions
decry the fact that the Senate is
spending these several hours debating
the flag amendment when there are so
many other important issues on which
we could be spending our time. Let me
put it simply: protecting the American
flag is an important, not a trivial,
issue, particularly so for those who
have fought and the survivors of those
who have died fighting under the red,
white, and blue banner. We can spare
those millions of Americans a few
hours of debate on this important
amendment.

In an article printed last week in the
Washington Times, Pat Buchanan
argues persuasively that the Supreme
Court's decision in the flag burning
cases is a misapplication of the first
amendment that should be-must be-
overturned. Burning the flag is to
convey something about one's view of
America and, according to the Court,
is therefore protected political speech.
But Buchanan observes that "mooning
a candidate is also political expression.
Is that, too, now protected?" he won-
ders.

I believe that is the logical extension
of the Court's majority opinion in
these flag burning cases, and it points
out the illogic of their view of the
noble language comprising the first
amendment. It brings to mind, as Bu-
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chanan suggests, George Orwell's ob-
servation:

Only an intellectual would make a state-
ment like that; no ordinary man could be
such a fool.

I am pleased to be a cosponsor of the
President's proposed constitutional
amendment allowing States and the
Federal Government to protect the
American flag. This amendment is so
important to honor the millions of
Americans who have fought and died
to protect that flag and all that it rep-
resents. I hope the vote on final pas-
sage will show that the Senate is com-
prised of ordinary men and women
who refuse to let the tortuous intellec-
tual trail blazed by five jurists lead
them off the straight, well-trodden
path of common sense.

I ask unanimous consent that the ar-
ticle by Pat Buchanan be printed in
the RECORD following my remarks.

On the same subject, I ask unani-
mous consent that a commentary by
Ron Rankin of Coeur d'Alene, ID, be
printed in the RECORD. Mr. Rankin's
commentary was broadcast recently on
KCDA-FM radio in Coeur d'Alene,
and according to the president of that
radio station, the commentary
prompted an overwhelmingly support-
ive response from listeners.

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

[From the Washington Times, June 18,
1990]

STRATEGY FOR RECAPTURE
(By Patrick Buchanan)

Last Monday, in a 5-4 decision, the Su-
preme Court basically said that American
citizens, who have pledged their "allegiance
to the flag of the United States," may not
interfere with its mutilation.

The man who burns the flag exercises a
constitutional right, says octogenarian Jus-
tice William Brennan. But, the man, or po-
liceman, who rushes into a mob to stop its
desecration is a scofflaw, who doesn't under-
stand the First Amendment.

George Orwell's observation comes to
mind: Only an intellectual would make a
statement like that; no ordinary man could
be such a fool.

Burning the flag is saying, "I hate Amer-
ica," says one justice. Like it or not, this is
protected political speech. But, "mooning" a
candidate is also political expression. Is
that, too, now protected?

Flag burning may be political expression;
but, it is more than speech; it is conduct. To
burn the flag of people whose fathers
fought under it, whose uncles and brothers
lie buried beneath it, is a provocation, an act
of aggression. If burning the American flag
does not constitute "fighting words," what
the devil does?

During the War Between the States,
Yankee and Confederate soldiers, some still
boys, died retrieving fallen battle flags.
They were honored in memory, decorated
for bravery. How can it be a badge of honor
to have died, picking a fallen flag up out of
the mud, and at the same time it is the con-
stitutional thing to do to let someone spit
on it, rip it and burn it?

The court's ruling contradicts common
sense.

NGRESSIONAL RECORD-SEN)
Freedom of speech was never an absolute

right. Men have been sued, and punished,
for slander, libel, false advertising, inciting
riot, obscenity, panhandling. All these are
more purely speech than pouring kerosene
on a flag and putting a match to it.

Until 1989, flag burning was outlawed in
48 states. Were we less free before Bill Bren-
nan struck down those state laws?

It is time Americans recaptured their hi-
jacked Constitution from the unelected
ideologues who have distorted it for 30
years. Behaving like sheep before black-
robed shepherds, we have let this country
be driven to where the Ten Commandments
cannot be posted in a public school, or a
manger placed in a public park at Christ-
mas, but flag burning and pornography are
court protected activities. A supposedly self-
governing American people must now wait
for this all-powerful tribunal to tell us what
we may, and may not do, about capital pun-
ishment, taxes, abortion, conscription, even
how our legislature districts may be drawn
up. This is the American Civil Liberties
Union's America; not what the Founding
Fathers had in mind. And we all know it.

Fortunately, this time, the court went too
far. The good news about the flag-burning
decision is that the affront to Congress, not
just the states, may finally convince our
cowardly first branch of government to
drive the renegade third branch back onto
its constitutional reservation.

But there is an easier method of redress
than amending the Constitution. The
Founding Fathers, who knew the capacity
of men to abuse power, provided for a Bill
Brennan.

Article III specifically authorizes Congress
to restrict the "appellate jurisdiction" of
the Supreme Court. All Congress need do is
pass a law denying the Supreme Court the
right to hear appeals from state courts on
cases dealing with flag desecration.

Flag worship is not, as some insist, a form
of idolatry. A man who reveres and honors
the flag no more "worships" it than a man
who keeps a picture of his family on his
desk worships them.

All of us know friends who, without re-
quest, will take out of their wallets a photo-
graph of a child. This is not idolatry, but an
expression of paternal pride, affections,
love. Burning the flag is like taking that pic-
ture, spitting on it, throwing it in the
gutter, trampling on it. It is not an invita-
tion to argue; it is a challenge to fight. Like
calling one's mother a tramp.

The idolatry, here, is on the part of those
who have exalted the First Amendment
above the Constitution of which it is only a
part; then, declared it to be an absolute, in-
violable right. Anyone who did that with
the Second Amendment would be called a
nut.

"We, the People of the United States,"
the Constitution says in its preamble, "do
ordain this Constitution, in order to form a
more perfect Union . insure domestic
Tranquility . .. etc." How does burning the
American flag help "create a more perfect
union"; how does it help "insure domestic
Tranquility"?

America's kulturkampf, the cultural strug-
gle, deepens. People who hate America are
no longer satisfied with airing their views,
because no one pays any attention to their
views. That is why they resort to provoca-
tion: urinating on crucifixes, burning flags,
filing the airways with filth, polluting the
culture. Then they demand we respect, pro-
tect, even subsidize their hatred.

The flag amendment is a vehicle for
giving them the kind of beating that is long
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overdue. As Thomas Jefferson reminded us,
"A little rebellion, now and then, is a good
thing, as necessary in the political world as
storms in the physical." A flag amendment
is our rebellion.

Where should that rebellion lead? Ulti-
mately, to restoration to its rightful place of
our lost, 10th Amendment: "The Powers not
delegated to the United States by the Con-
stitution, not prohibited by it to the States,
are reserved to the States respectively, or to
the people." The pornography and prayers
cases, the flag-burning and abortion cases
belong back there-with the states and the
people.

[Station KCDA, June 14, 1990]

RON RANKIN COMMENTARY
On this, Flag Day, in 1777 the Continental

Congress proudly adopted the Stars and
Stripes as the official flag of the United
States. Now, 203 years later vermin are pub-
licly desecrating that symbol of our God
given freedom, protected by perverted Su-
preme Court decisions in the name of free
speech-may God forgive us. Forty years
ago, I carried a small American flag from
one end of Korea to the other as a young
marine in combat, I was given a small
pocket bible by the Red Cross. It had metal
covers, supposedly bullet proof, on the front
and back, on one flap was engraved, the
Lords Prayer, on tie other an enameled
American flag. Each time I had occasion to
read my Bible, and that was frequent in
combat, I saw the Lords Prayer and that
gave me strength to go on and my tiny
American flag, that told me why I must go
on. Many a young marine carried that
symbol of freedom in his dungaree jacket
pocket next to his heart. Many died to pre-
serve the freedom it represents. Today and
every day that proud symbol, the Stars and
Stripes flys proudly above my home as a re-
minder of the continuing fight to preserve
our freedoms for which so many have
fought and died. Out of respect for those
fallen patriots of the past, I cannot, we
cannot allow these liberal un-Americans to
take license with our liberty. In the name of
liberty, by desecrating our flag, I agree with
our President, we must have a constitution-
al amendment to protect our flag. And we
must have it now!

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, I yield 10
seconds to the Senator from Pennsyl-
vania.

Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President, after
extensive study, analysis, and hearing
my constituents on both sides, I have
decided to vote for a constitutional
amendment to permit flag burning to
be made illegal because I believe the
flag represents a fundamental Ameri-
can value rooted in the traditions and
conscience of our people.'

Balancing competing values has
been the lodestone of U.S. constitu-
tional government for more than two
centuries. In that continuum, it is my
judgment that society's interest in re-
spect for the flag substantially out-
weighs the individual's interest in
burning the flag. 2

Footnotes at end of article.
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The Constitution has traditionally

permitted limiting what a person may
say: fighting words are not covered; -
endangering others by inciting to riot
and crying fire in a crowded theatre
are excluded;4 obscenity is not pro-
tected.

6 
Two of the Supreme Court's

most renowned civil libertarians, Chief
Justice Earl Warren and Justice Hugo
Black, who led the expansion of indi-
vidual rights, held the firm view that
flag burning was not constitutionally
protected.e

The following are only a few of the
countless examples demonstrating the
unique status of the flag's value which
is rooted in the conscience and tradi-
tion of the American people. Betsy
Ross' Philadelphia home is a minimu-
seum drawing thousands of visitors
from all parts of the Nation; the
Pledge of Allegiance is made by school
children daily all over our land; the
flag is displayed by millions of Ameri-
cans on holidays and every day by
many individuals as well as public in-
stitutions, such as the Congress with
the flag flying over the U.S. Capitol;
the focus is on the flag accompanied
by the singing of the "Star-Spangled
Banner" on many public occasions in-
cluding all sporting events.

An elected official-who travels
among, hears from, and listens to his
constituents-has special insights on
the will of the people beyond those
getting their information and insight
from all other sources.

The most intense response on this
issue comes from those who have
made sacrifices for their country in
military service: deaths of loved ones;
loss of limbs; or other permanent
physical or psychological injuries.
Their intensity is perhaps explained
by the extra pain they sustain because
their loss was not worthwhile if others
not only did not serve or sustain
trauma like theirs, and others are per-
mitted to degrade the symbol Ameri-
cans fought and died for.

Not everyone feels that way. Many
Americans, including disabled veter-
ans, speak out against this amend-
ment. But I have found a deep residue
of feeling among my constituents in
favor of protecting the flag.

My own instinctive feelings favor
flag protection. I was awakened by my
alarm clock radio early on June 22,
1989, with the news of the Supreme
Court's decision striking the Texas an-
tiflag burning statute. My first reac-
tion was-why did the Supreme Court
have to do that. My next thought was
about the Chaplinsky "fighting
words" case I studied in law school
which made so much sense when the
Court said freedom of speech did not
cover fighting words.

Later, in reflecting on the flag issue,
I thought of my father's pride in serv-
ing in the American Expeditionary
Force in the Argonne Forest in France
to "make the world safe for democra-

cy." Compared to Russia, America was
heaven notwithstanding the struggle
to support his family during the de-
pression and the World War I shrap-
nel he carried in his legs until the day
he died. Our prized family possession
was the plaque he received for his
service: the Goddess of Liberty knight-
ing the wounded American doughboy.
While not quite the flag, it was close.

In balancing society's interest in re-
spect for the flag against the individ-
ual's interest in burning the flag as an
expression of political dissent, I have
thought long and hard about the
rockbed value of freedom of speech
and the recent calls from my col-
leagues at the Yale Law School. Three
summers ago, I reread cases on free
speech in preparing for Judiciary
Committee hearings on a Supreme
court nomination. No one has ever ar-
ticulated a constitutional doctrine
better than Justice Holmes did when
he said "time has upset many fighting
faiths." From his dissent in Abrams

7

to DeJonge 8 to Dennis 9 to Branden-
burg 

1 and beyond, I believe I under-
stand the great value of lusty, loud
and forceful dissent. But flag burning
goes too far like "fighting words" and
other limitations on freedom of speech
in the continuum of our constitutional
history.

The flag burners, as I see it, are
really not so much engaged in commu-
nicating political dissent or in seeking
to persuade others to accept their
views as they are in trying to inflame
or enrage by a perverse, extreme acts.
A person's motives or intent are rele-
vant in numerous legal contexts such
as malice in libel, wanton conduct in
tort or mens rea in criminal cases.
While the flag burner's motive or
intent is not determinative, it is not ir-
relevant in balancing the competing
interests on this constitutional issue.
There is no political view communicat-
ed by flag burning. It is, at most, an
act collateral to a political message.

Our Constitution provides for
amendment. Respect for individual
rights will be enhanced if society sees
an occasional move its way where war-
ranted. While this country will survive
with or without flag burning, my judg-
ment is that a better balance will be
maintained by protecting the flag.

FOOTNOTES

'In Palko v. Connecticut, 302 U.S. 319 (1937),
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, I yield 5
minutes to the distinguished Senator
from Massachusetts.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Ms.
MIKULSKI). The Senator from Massa-
chusetts [Mr. KERRY].

Mr. KERRY. Madam President, I
thank the distinguished chairman of
the Judiciary Committee.

Madam President, I really do not be-
lieve that we need an amendment to
protect the extraordinary virtues of
our flag.

The Stars and Stripes does not need
any one individual or any one law or
an amendment to protect it because
the strength and the power of our flag
does not come from any one protector
or from any one law or one amend-
ment. It is such a powerful symbol
precisely because it embodies all that
we are as a nation, all that we have
been and all that we want to be.

I ask, Madam President, my col-
leagues if flag burning is really so
threatening and so epidemic that this
extraordinary institution should con-
sume its time with this debate and
consider changing the Bill of Rights
for the first time in history, how many
flags have been burned in this coun-
try? How many flags have been
burned recently? I think it was per-
haps four last year. How many flags
have ever been burned in America?
How many Americans are threatened
in their streets and their homes be-
cause flags are being burned? How
many children have come up to ask a
parent why people are burning the
flag?

Madam President, it is my belief
that the real question before the
Senate and before Americans in this
debate is whether the U.S. Senate will
stand up for what this country is
really about. The real question before
the Senate is not who will protect the
flag but who will protect the Constitu-
tion and, by doing so, the Republic?

In answering those questions, I be-
lieve, Madam President, we can define
the real strengths and weaknesses of
this country. I just cannot help but be-
lieve that if you vote for an amend-
ment to protect a symbol that really
needs no added protection, you actual-
ly weaken what that symbol repre-
sents. Those who vote for an amend-
ment and assert a proprietary political
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partriotism so brazenly, diminish the
real definition of patriotism.

Madam President, what is patriot-
ism? It is love of country, not love of
flag. It is love of country, a country
that is willing to tolerate dissenters,
not a flag that does so, but a country
under all of its laws, a country that
can actually tolerate someone dumb
enough to burn a flag, a country that
itself can make mistakes and a country
that is even willing to admit them
sometimes and correct them.

It is not a flag that does any of those
things, but a country and a govern-
ment which representing it has the
confidence in its strength and willing-
ness to do so. If this amendment were
to pass, it will not be the first time
that a legislative body has succumbed
to easy politics, but it will be the first
time that the U.S. Senate would have
taken so powerful a national symbol
and in the name of protecting what it
stands for actually weakens the ex-
traordinary foundation on which it
stands.

Madam President, my most impor-
tant reservation about this amend-
ment is deeply personal. It has to do
with the lessons I learned in the expe-
rience of opposing the war in Vietnam
and in the efforts of my friends and
fellow veterans to try to end that war.
It has to do with the lessons learned
about many different kinds of protests
and the value to this country of never
limiting our tolerance of dissent.

During the years of civil rights pro-
test and Vietnam war protests, count-
less citizens expressed countless feel-
ings through symbols, peace signs,
dress codes, the form of demonstra-
tion, all contributed to the process of
communicating something about ideas.
The famous case of Cohen versus Cali-
fornia in 1971 illustrates this when
Justice Harlan wrote: "One man's vul-
garity is another's lyric."

Eighteen years ago, I was one of the
leaders of a group of veterans opposed
to the war. We came to Washington,
more than 5,000 strong, and took part
in a week long demonstration that in-
cluded many forms of protest. No one
would have tolerated the burning of a
flag and there was no burning of a flag
by anyone. But there were dramatic
moments involving symbols.

On one occasion, a group of marines
carried an American flag upside down,
the international sign of distress. They
took extraordinary care to never let
the flag touch the ground, to fold it
formally and correctly. Nevertheless,
people saw in their act what they
wanted to see, many misinterpreting
it. Despite their scars, their medals,
their uniforms, their love of country
and honorable service, some observers
disdained their form of protest and
some suggested desecration.

Ironically, after the Supreme Court
flag decision, hundreds of veterans in
Virginia flew flags upside down in pro-

test of the decision and not a murmur
was heard. No talk of desecration-
same flag, same tradition, same form
of protest but different messages and
meanings in the eyes and mind of the
beholder, different content in the sym-
bolic message, different passions ap-
plied differently to similar forms of
protest.

In another ceremony of extraordi-
nary powerful emotion, the veterans
assembled returned to their country
and Government the symbols of their
service as a way of trying to reach the
conscience of the Nation.

One by one we stepped forward and
dropped through, hurled or placed
medals, ribbons or certificates of serv-
ice or even a beret over a fence erected
in front of the Capitol.

I will never forget the sorrow and
the anguish as I personally put over
that fence my own ribbons and the
medals of a friend who was absent. I
do not think there was one dry eye
among those who took part who gave
back those symbols of a war and that,
too, was a confrontation with symbols
that many could never understand. It
called to question the very patriotism
of men who loved their country
deeply, who had bled for it and who
were willing to do so again.

That event and its use of symbols,
Madam President, reinforces the cau-
tion with which we should approach
any restraint on the freedom of ex-
pression. It showed me how fragile is
our patience, how easily upset our tol-
erance, how quickly some might judge
unacceptable and about which some-
one else deems patriotic. We cannot
afford to pick and choose expression
we agree with or disagree with based
on a moving standard.

The first amendment has always un-
derstood that fact.

Mr. President, my flag didn't send
me to Vietnam. My country did. And
like thousands of other veterans, when
I fought there I fought for my coun-
try. I fought with my flag-and with
great pride-but not for it specifically.
And when a firefight ended I thought
not immediately about the flag-but
about wounded, about how wonderful
it was to be alive-about friends and
family who seemed so far away.

And when we talked in quiet mo-
ments about the war we talked about
families and home, about politics,
about communism, about foreign
policy, about goals and strategies,
about past wars, about the peace
movement and protests back home,
about R&R-about the future. I do
not believe I ever heard a fellow sol-
dier talk about the flag. We did not
need to. We respected it-even revered
it. It was with us everywhere. We
needed no constitutional amendment
to affirm its status.

The words of the National Anthem
tell us all we need to know:

The rocket's red glare, the bombs bursting
in air, gave proof through the night that
our flag was still there.

Those words reinforce the clarity
and the simplicity of this choice.
Through bombs and rockets, fires and
pestilence, war and peace, our flag is
still there-without hungry politicians
grabbing for proprietary political ad-
vantage, without amendments to pro-
tect it, without challenge to the Bill of
Rights.

Our flag does not need us to protect
it. It will protect itself, as it has for all
these years, because of the Republic
for which it stands. If we protect the
Republic, the flag will take care of
itself.

Protecting the flag is indeed an hon-
orable and appropriate goal. Many of
us voted for a law to do so, with the
hopes that it would pass constitutional
muster. But the question now is, does
the effort to protect the flag take
precedence over the Bill of Rights and
the Constitution?

I voted for a statute not because a
statute is essential to protect the flag,
but because the flag is a symbol vital
and important enough to deserve a
ratification of law that has existed in
48 States of the Union and because I
believed, and still do, that one could
do so without doing violence to the
Constitution.

I did so believing of the fact that a
majority of the current court has
made it clear that if a statute were
passed seeking to protect the physical
integrity of the flag in all circum-
stances, such a statute could with-
stand constitutional scrutiny.

I did so recognizing that there are
laws against attacking national monu-
ments. No one is allowed to scrawl
anything on the Lincoln Memorial,
whether the message is intended as a
political message or not. The same is
true of a gravesite. The same is true of
our currency. Regardless of whether
someone writes "I love President
Bush," on the Lincoln Memorial, or "I
hate President Bush," on the Lincoln
Memorial, or "John loves Mary," they
can go to jail for defacing public prop-
erty. I believe a flag is no different.

I did so recognizing that in the
Johnson case it was the message for
which Johnson was punished. To pass
constitutional muster there can be no
linkage of the act the statute seeks to
prohibit and the message the burner
seeks to express. I believe the statute
we passed avoided that linkage.

I thought that the balancing test
which the Court applies-the test of
strict scrutiny-would permit the
State to take this action. The Court
now says we cannot, and I understand
why. The Court has attached to the
action of burning the flag rights under
the first amendment. And so the ques-
tion is now, do we want to change the
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Constitution of the United States in
order to extend that protection?

The Constitution has been amended
only 16 times in the 198 years since
the Bill of Rights was ratified. No
amendment has ever limited the Bill
of Rights itself.

That fact alone makes one question
why we are here debating this now. It
was, after all, only 6 days after the
Court's decision that the President
proposed a constitutional amend-
ment-dead in the heat of emotion
swirling around the Supreme Court's
decision.

I still wonder how much careful de-
liberation went on in that period? How
many constitutional scholars suggest-
ed this was important and worthy?

But you do not need to look far to
understand what has really brought us
to this moment-to this remarkable
consumption of the Senate's time
while debt piles up, drugs threaten
communities, children's needs are
unmet and the country yearns for
action.

Because of the vote in the House of
Representatives this vote in the
Senate has become as symbolic as the
issue itself. But then everyone knows
what is really happening here. The
New York Times of July 24 told us
when it reported:

Republicans are poised to use a vote for or
against a constitutional amendment as a
critical weapon in the rough politics of
values.

Or as John Buckley of the Republi-
can Congressional Campaign Commit-
tee said:

It's going to be a very long campaign
season for those who get on the wrong side
of this.

Or, as Lee Atwater said:
We don't intend to make this a partisan

issue. The only people who will make it a
partisan issue are Democrats if they choose
not to support an amendment.

A few days ago, the minority leader
referred to the 30-second ads.

Mr. President, it is really tragic-for
process and country alike when flag
and Constitution are abused for parti-
san politics. That is its own form of
desecration. And so suggested Justice
Stevens in his dissent.

Symbols have always been an impor-
tant part of the governing process of a
nation. And we in the United States
are no exception. Symbols are impor-
tant to candidate, to party, and to
Nation.

But no one ever suggested that sym-
bols and the debates about them
should become a substitute for the
real process of governing. In the final
analysis, this debate is really one more
in a long steam of symbolic substi-
tutes.

Too much of the vital debate of this
country has been consumed by one
symbol or another being thrust into
the national consciousness, tapping
into hopes, fears, and prejudices.

But no symbol more underscores
government by symbol than the cur-
rent debate taking place in the U.S.
Senate to amend the Constitution of
the United States to protect our flag.

It is hard to believe that with all the
other problems pressing for attention
that the U.S. Senate should be forced
to devote such energy to this curious
choice of priorities.

It is one thing to pass a statute
which regulates conduct and, by most
interpretations, does not do violence to
the first amendment in order to pro-
tect our cherished flag. It is another
to change the Constitution itself so as
to take away the ability of the court to
decide that a particular form of ex-
pression involving the flag might
indeed deserve first amendment pro-
tection.

As Duke Law Professor Walter Del-
linger testified before the Senate Judi-
ciary Committee:

This potentially dangerous amendment
would create an entirely unlimited excep-
tion to either one, some, none or all of the
Bill of Rights; it would place this power in
the hands of all future Congresses, fifty
State legislatures, the government of the
District of Columbia, and perhaps as many
as 14,000 local governments; it would set a
dangerous precedent for resorting to the
amendment process for the curtailment of
the rights of the unpopular in general, and
for unpopular speech in particular; and it
would deprive the First Amendment of
much of its moral legitimacy by suggesting
that speech that Is deeply offensive to most
of us will be suppressible, while speech
deeply offensive to others must continue to
be tolerated.

If we passed this amendment, we
would undermine not only the power-
ful, clear understanding we now have
that in the United States, no one can
be prosecuted for expressing an opin-
ion, but we would undermine also
what Professor Dellinger calls the
moral legitimacy of the first amend-
ment.

Sadly, we would be giving to a flag
burner recognition he does not de-
serve-the "ultimate trophy," the 27th
amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.

If we adopt this amendment, Greg-
ory Lee Johnson will have succeeded
beyond his wildest imagination. He
will have succeeded in taunting us into
drafting a permanent blemish onto
our most fundamental constitutional
principles. He will have succeeded in
making us just look a little silly, and a
little less free, and a little less brave.

Mr. President, I cannot help but feel
that an amendment to the Constitu-
tion for this purpose is not the act of a
nation strong and vibrant, confident in
the natural affection that flows from
citizens to the symbols of nationhood,

A nation as strong and vibrant as we
are doesn't need to change the Bill of
Rights to protect a symbol. That
symbol should be protected by the
very love and devotion which without

compulsion elevates symbols in the
first place.

I believe we have more to fear from
passing an amendment prohibiting the
burning of a flag than we do from the
act of a miscreant burning the flag
itself. For the passage of such an
amendment is an act of fear. We are
not a nation which shows signs of
losing our confidence-we have not
lost our ability to look a demagog in
the eye without blinking-surely we
are still a nation whose scorn and
public opprobrium for a flag burner
should be protection enough

James Madison warned us of the
dangers of exactly what this amend-
ment attempts to do.

On June 8, 1789, Madison rose to
propose the amendments to the Con-
stitution which became the Bill of
Rights.

In doing so he warned:
And in this case it is necessary to proceed

with caution; for while we feel all these in-
ducements to go into a revisal of the Consti-
tution, we must feel for the Constitution
itself, and make that revisal a moderate one.
I should be unwilling to see a door opened
for a reconsideration of the whole structure
of the Government-for a re-consideration
of the principles and the substance of the
powers given; because I doubt, If such a door
were opened we should be very likely to stop
at that point which would be safe to the
Government itself.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator has expired,

Mr. KERRY. I ask for 1 additional
minute. Does the chairman have time?

Mr. BIDEN. I really do not. I apolo-
gize. There are other Senators want-
ing to speak.

I yield 5 minutes to the Senator
from New Hampshire.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from New Hampshire.

Mr. RUDMAN. I thank the chair-
man.

Madam President, let me speak
briefly. I would like to just state what
this debate is not about because, al-
though I have not heard too much of
it on the floor today, I certainly hear
it in the public press, but this debate is
not about patriotism.

On the Democratic side of the aisle,
the distinguished junior Senator from
Nebraska [Mr. KERREY], who holds
the Nation's highest decoration, that I
have always held in awe, the Congres-
sional Medal of Honor, opposes the
amendment. The Senator from
Hawaii, my good friend, Senator
INOUYE, who holds the Distinguished
Service Cross and lost a limb fighting
under this country's flag in Italy, op-
poses the amendment.

On this side of the aisle, the distin-
guished Republican leader, decorated
in Italy-severely, gravely wounded in
Italy-and Senator McCAIN, one of the
great American heroes, held captive by
the Vietnamese, but refused to have
his will broken for 7 years, favor the
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amendment. Madam President, this is
not about patriotism, and let anyone
who challenges the patriotism of
anyone on either side be ashamed of
themselves.

Madam President, it is not about
demagoguery. With all respect, there
are Members who support this amend-
ment who believe it deeply and they
are not demagogs.

Madam President, I oppose the con-
stitutional amendment. It proposes,
for the first time in our Nation's histo-
ry, to restrict the rights granted to
American citizens under the Bill of
Rights to the U.S. Constitution.

As the Members know, on June 11,
1990, the Supreme Court in a 5-to-4
decision struck down the Federal stat-
ute that criminalized the conduct of
anyone who "knowingly mutilates, de-
faces, physically defiles, burns, main-
tains on the floor or ground or tram-
ples upon" a U.S. flag. This action was
a sequel to last year's decision, where
the Court by the same vote struck
down a Texas law on the subject.

Before addressing the merits of the
issue, I would like to take a look at the
individuals who are provoking this
effort to restrict the Bill of Rights,
the first 10 amendments to the Consti-
tution, which were adopted 200 years
ago.

In the most recent case, U.S. versus
Eichman, three individuals were pros-
ecuted by the Government: Vietnam
war protestor David Gerald Blalock,
"revolutionary artist" Scott W. Tyler
also known as "Dead Scott," and femi-
nist Shawn D. Eichman. Let us look at
their backgrounds.

They are members of a New York-
based group called the Emergency
Committee to Stop the Flag Amend-
ment and Laws.

The Washington Post described the
three in this way: "Wearing leather
jackets and tie-dyed clothes, they
brought a wide range of causes to the
courtroom. Tyler displayed slogans on
racism and AIDS and an epithet in
support of abortion rights, while Eich-
man, who wore flags as a necktie and
handkerchief, pumped for Mao Tse
Tung and Shining Path guerillas of
Peru."

Dread Scott's artistic works include
"What is the Proper Way to Display a
U.S. Flag," which invites viewers to
walk across an American flag. That is
very creative.

Nancy Kent, their spokesman, said
many people in the emergency com-
mittee are "extremely patriotic, but
they still hate the flag." As for her
own views, she said, "I personally hate
America."

Gregory Johnson, the defendent
whose case led the Supreme Court to
overturn the Texas flag-burning law in
1989, is the same sort of person. He:

Belongs to the Communist youth
brigade, which at this time in history

is like belonging to the Flat Earth So-
ciety;

Has stated: "Liberty and justice for
all is a lie. I am not an American. I am
a proletarian internationalist, a
Maoist";

Believes the United States is a
"racist and oppressive society"; and

Believes that veterans offended by
his acts are "Rambo-maniacs, John
Wayne-type patriots, and war crimi-
nals."

These people do not endanger the
fabric of our society or our form of
government. They are nuts. They are
irrelevent.

As Charles Fried, the Solicitor Gen-
eral of the United States under Presi-
dent Reagan, the official responsible
for defending the Government's posi-
tion before the Supreme Court, said:

The flag symbolizes our nation, its histo-
ry, its values. But those are values, that is a
history which poor, pathetic, strange and
marginal people like Shawn Eichman and
Gregory Johnson cannot harm and cannot
detract from by their childish antics. Only
you, the elected leaders and representatives
of our people, can add to or take away from
the Constitution, can add to or take away
from our history. The antics of a few
shabby flag-burners are of no significance,
unless you give them significance. What
they do does not matter; it will be forgotten.
What you do, will endure as part of our his-
tory, as part of the living text of our nation-
al charter forever.

Since these people are provoking
this effort to amend the first amend-
ment of the Constitution, we should
remember what that historic measure
provides. It states:

Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof; or abridging the free-
donm of speech, or of the press: or of the
right of the people peaceably to assemble,
and to petition the Government for a re-
dress of grievances.

Although only 45 words, probably no
other provision of the Consitution has
given rise to so many different views
with respect to its underlying philo-
sophical foundations, and hence
proper interpretive framework.

I believe the appropriate standards
were articulated by the noted Su-
preme Court Justice Hugo Black, who
in 1941 wrote:

I view the guaranties of the First Amend-
ment as the foundation upon which our gov-
ernmental structure rests. * * Freedom to
speak and write about public questions is as
important to the life of our government as
the heart is to the human body. In fact, this
privilege is the heart of our government. If
that heart be weakened, the result is debili-
tation; if it be stilled, the result is death.

Madam President, how does this
relate to the constitutional amend-
ment now pending before the Senate?
At the outset, I will note that I dis-
agree with the Court's decision to
overturn Federal flag-burning law. I
do not believe that flag burning is ex-
pressive communication protected by
the first amendment. The flag is a

symbol of this country; it is not an or-
dinary piece of cloth.

Having said that, it must be noted
that deciding when methods of com-
munication constitute protected
speech and when they are unprotected
conduct can be extremely difficult,
often involving very close calls.

Very little expression is mere speech.
If it is oral, it may be noisy enough to
be disturbing, and if it is written, it
may be litter. In both cases, it is con-
duct which may be prohibited by gov-
ernment in specific circumstances.

Shouting fire in a crowded theater is
prohibited conduct and, under certain
circumstances, speech which is intend-
ed and likely to incite violence can be
restricted.

At the other end of the spectrum,
the Supreme Court has frequently
held that first amendment rights "are
not confined to verbal expression,"
and has for over 50 years regularly
erred on the side of protecting acts in-
tended to communicate political
thoughts, no matter how offensive.

The Court has used the following
line of reasoning in these decisions:

Conduct may have a communicative
content, and may be intended to ex-
press a point of view.

When conduct or action has a com-
municative content to it, the first
amendment is implicated in any regu-
lation or prohibition of that conduct
or action. But, this does not mean that
such conduct or action is necessarily
any more immune from governmental
process than other forms of "speech,"
such as picketing and leafleting.

In 1968, the United States versus.
O'Brien, while upholding a congres-
sional prohibition on burning draft-
cards, the Supreme Court enunciated
the generally applicable rule that it
uses in evaluating first amendment
cases to this day:

A government regulation is sufficiently
Justified if it is within the constitutional
power of Government; if it furthers an im-
portant or substantial governmental inter-
est; if the governmental interest is unrelat-
ed to the suppression of free expression; and
if the incidental restriction on alleged First
Amendment freedom is no greater than is
essential to the furtherance of that govern-
ment interest.

In fact, laws, governing communica-
tive conduct were struck down by the
Supreme Court as early as 1931, 59
years ago. In Stromberg versus Cali-
fornia, the Court held unconstitution-
al a State prohibition on displaying
the red flag "as a sign, symbol or
emblem of opposition to organized
government." This California statute
had been passed to prevent the flying
of the red flag as a gesture in support
of communism.

There have been many other cases
protecting communicative actions
under the first amendment. These in-
clude:
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A prohibition on schools expelling

Jehovah's Witnesses who refused to
salute the flag. This decision, Board of
Education versus Barnette, is notable
because it was issued in 1943 at the
peak of World War II;

A sit-in by black students to protest
a "whites only" library, in 1966;

The right of striking workers to
picket in an area generally open to the
public, in 1968;

Permitting school students to wear
black armbands to protest the Viet-
nam war, in 1969; and

With respect to my own State of
New Hampshire, a probibition on pros-
ecuting individuals who defaced the
message "Live Free or Die" on their li-
cense plates, in 1977.

Parenthetically, I would note that
there has been no noticeable increase
in people attacking New Hampshire's
proud motto since the Supreme Court
held that such action was constitution-
ally protected.

Contrary to much of the rhetoric of
recent weeks, Supreme Court actions
on behalf of people who chose to
defile the flag in order to vent their
hostility toward our society are also
not new. In 1969, in Street versus New
York, the Court overturned the con-
viction of a person who had been
found guilty of violating a New York
statute that made it a misdemeanor
"publicly [to] mutilate deface, defile,
or defy, trample upon, or cast con-
tempt upon either by words or act
[any flag of the United States]." The
defendant had burned the flag to pro-
test the murder of civil rights leader
James Meredith.

A number of Senators, during this
debate, have quoted the words of
Chief Justice Warren who dissented in
that case. But, the words of Justice
Harlan who wrote in the opinion of
the Court are compelling:

We have no doubt that the constitutional-
ly guaranteed "freedom to be intellectually
* * * diverse or even contrary." and the
"right to differ as to things that touch the
heart of the existing order," encompass the
freedom to express publicly one's opinions
about our flag, including those opinions
which are defiant or contemptuous.

There have been other similar deci-
sions by the Court since then.

In Spence versus Washington, the
Court reversed the conviction of a de-
fendant who had affixed a peace
symbol to the flag flying from his
apartment window. The Court held
that the State did not have an interest
in protecting a privately owned flag
from its owner.

In Smith versus Goguen, the Court
struck down a Massachusetts flag-
misuse statute, finding it void for
vagueness.

These cases foreshadow the result
reached by the Court in the flag-burn-
ing cases in 1989 and this year. The
fact is that, since the late 1960's, the
Court has recognized the value of sym-

bolic speech and has guaranteed it
protection under the first amendment.
The Court has also established that
speech cannot be prohibited in order
to protect the public's sensibilities.

As I noted earlier, I believe the
Court was wrong in the two recent
flag-burning cases. But they were
judgment calls in line with precedents
extending back for nearly 60 years.
Deciding when an act is sufficiently
communicative and insufficiently dam-
aging to the public interest to be de-
serving of constitutional protection
can be a very close call.

And, whether the Court was right or
wrong, I do not believe that these two
cases require, for the first time in our
history, a constitutional amendment
which limits the scope of the freedom
granted under the first amendment.

The flag is the symbol of our Nation,
its history and its values. We love the
flag because it symbolizes our Consti-
tution, our form of government, our
way of life, and our freedoms. The Bill
of Rights, however, is the foundation
of our freedoms, and we should not
protect the symbol at the expense of
the foundation.

The best way I can make this point
is to quote a portion of an article in
the Washington Post by a former
American POW in North Vietnam,
James Warner. Mr. Warner was a pris-
oner of war from 1967 to 1973. He
wrote:

I remember one interrogation where I was
shown a photograph of some Americans
protesting the war by burning a flag.
"There," the officer said. "People in your
own country protest against your cause.
That proves you are wrong."

"No," I said. "That proves that I am right.
In my country we are not afraid of freedom,
even if it means that people disagree with
us." The officer was on his feet in an in-
stant, his face purple with rage. He smashed
his fist onto the table and screamed at me
to shut up. While he was ranting I was as-
tonished to see pain, compounded by fear,
in his eyes. I have never forgotten that look,
nor have I forgotten the satisfaction I felt
at using his tool, the picture of the burning
flag, against him.

Madam President, as I said, this
debate is not about patriotism. Mem-
bers of Congress and American citi-
zens on both sides of this debate have
fought and made sacrifices for their
country, love the flag, and support our
society, our Government, and our way
of life.

The people who burned the flag last
year-they hate America by their own
words and deeds. We can invite them
to leave our country, we can and
should oppose their acts, but we
should not amend our Constitution for
them.

Madam President, I commend to my
colleagues the 13th, 14th, and 15th
amendments. They expand the Bill of
Rights. This will be the first time in
the Nation's history, if this were to be
successful and passed by the House on

a later vote, that we would limit the
Bill of Rights.

I would like to conclude these brief
remarks with a quote by a great Amer-
ican President, Woodrow Wilson, who
probably summed it up as well as
anyone:

I have always been among those who be-
lieve the greatest freedom of speech is the
greatest safety, because if a man is a fool,
the best thing to do is to encourage him to
advertise that fact by speaking.

Of, if I could parenthetically add,
expressing himself by doing a ludi-
crous thing like burning the flag. He
went on to say:

It cannot be so easily discovered if you
allow him to remain silent and look wise.
But if you let him speak, the secret is out
and the world knows he is a fool.

Madam President, those who burn
the American flag are fools. Let us not
dignify them by changing the Bill of
Rights.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Delaware.

Mr. BIDEN. How much time is re-
maining?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator has 8 minutes and 6 seconds
for his side of the argument.

Mr. BIDEN. I yield 1 minute to my
colleague from California.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from California.

Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I
will vote against both the Biden con-
stitutional amendment and the Dole
constitutional amendment.

Although I recognize that the re-
markably able chairman of the Judici-
ary Committee, Senator BIDEN, in hon-
oring his commitment of a year ago to
bring forward a carefully crafted con-
stitutional amendment, if the statute
he wisely offered then was deemed un-
constitutional, has worked very hard
to develop language which is much
more narrowly drawn than the Dole
amendment, I do not believe that any
amendment to the Constitution under
the Bill of Rights is necessary or ap-
propriate in regard to the flag.

I voted for the Biden statute last
year based upon the judgment of nu-
merous constitutional scholars that a
content neutral statute would pass
constitutional muster. The Supreme
Court concluded otherwise. The Court,
quite properly, has concluded that any
effort to curb political dissent ex-
pressed through flag burning violates
the principles underlying the first
amendment.

Madam President, I deplore flag
burning, but I care more deeply about
preserving the Bill of Rights and free-
dom of speech. In 200 years, our
Nation has flourished under the pro-
tection of the Bill of Rights. We
should not take any step, however
well-intentioned, which would dimin-
ish those rights. We should not, at a
time when the rest of the world looks
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to our Constitution and Bill of Rights
as the model for democracy and liber-
ty, be weakening that great charter of
freedom.

Mr. BIDEN. Madam President, I
yield the remainder of my time to the
distinguished Senator from Virginia,
Senator RoBB.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator has 6'/2 minutes.

Mr. BIDEN. I yield all 6Vz minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Chair recognizes the junior Senator
from Virginia.

Mr. ROBB. I thank the Chair.
Madam President, what I am about

to say is not easy for me. It is not easy
to admit that you have changed a
strongly held position.

On the day that the Supreme Court
first ruled that Texas could not
punish flag burners, I shared the vis-
ceral outrage of most Americans. Like
most veterans, I wanted to show my
respect for our flag and my contempt
for those who would defile it.

When presented with a proposed
amendment to protect the flag that
same afternoon, I signed on as a co-
sponsor. I did not give any speeches on
it or hold any press conferences or
participate in any rallies, but I did
vote for both the statute and the
amendment last fall.

My initial instinct was to do the
same again today-knowing that
changing my position on this issue
would not be politically popular in my
own State or fully understood by
many of my fellow veterans. But this
is one instance where debate in the
greatest deliberative body in the free
world actually helped change at least
one Senator's mind.

On further reflection in the months
since those votes and during the
debate that has followed the Supreme
Court's recent decision in United
States versus Eichman, I have con-
cluded that the meaning of our flag
can better be protected by not tinker-
ing with the first amendment.

As the Court observed in the Eich-
man case:

If there is a bedrock principle underlying
the first amendment, it is that government
may not prohibit the expression of an idea
simply because society finds the idea itself
offensive or disagreeable.

Punishing desecration of the flag dilutes
the very freedom that makes this emblem
so revered and worth revering.

As public officials, we can appreciate
the irony of extolling the virtues of
the first amendment, when it is that
very amendment that protects those
who may seek to defame us.

Even Thomas Jefferson saw the
amendment quite differently at the
end of his Presidency.

Given my earlier thinking on this
issue, the simpler thing to do would be
to ignore my conscience and vote for
the amendment.

It would be made even easier by the
fact that, since the House of Repre.
sentatives has already rejected the
amendment, the Senate vote is
"purely for the record," purely for po-
litical purposes, when so many critical
challenges facing this country could
otherwise be addressed and the politi-
cal vote would be consistent with my
emotional reaction to this issue.

Having been a member of the Armed
Forces, Active and Reserve, for a third
of a century, I have never knowingly
failed to stand and render appropriate
honors to our flag during my adult
lifetime. And I am unapologetic about
having chills run up and down my
spine when our "national anthem" is
played. I have also handed our folded
flag to too many widows of servicemen
and police officers killed in the line of
duty. But despite all these experiences
I am no longer persuaded that a con-
stitutional amendment will best pro-
tect our flag.

I am persuaded instead that a pres-
ervation of the Bill of Rights is the
best example that we can provide to
the fledgling democracies around the
world as they face dissent and try to
rise above the lessons handed down by
their autocratic forebearers.

My heart requires that I defend the
flag. My mind tells me that our flag
will be better protected and the free-
doms and values it represents will be
better honored by resisting this
amendment.

I believe that in doing so I am faith-
fully upholding my solemn oath to
support and defend the Constitution
of the United States.

Madam President, I yield any time I
have remaining.

Mr. BIDEN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Senator from Delaware.
Mr. BIDEN. How much time re-

mains?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. One

minute and forty-four seconds.
Mr. BIDEN. Madam President, I un-

derstand the Senator from South
Carolina has 11/2 minutes. I would be
glad to yield my time to the Senator
from Wyoming.

Mr. THURMOND. I yield my time to
the Senator from Wyoming.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator is recognized for 3 minutes.

Mr. WALLOP. Madam President,
the following reasoned thesis was de-
veloped as a letter to the editor by Mr.
Joseph E. Schmitz of Washington, DC.
His arguments merit the serious atten-
tion of the Senate.

I ask unanimous consent that the
entire text be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

The key to success for Congressional
House opponents of the flag amendment
was their characterization of the issue as
"the flag vs. the Bill of Rights." (See Wall
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Street Journal, June 22, 1990, at A10). Mem-
bers of Congress claim to oppose the flag
amendment because it would somehow "de-
stabilize" the Bill of Rights. House Demo-
crats argued passionately that the flag
amendment would be the first substantive
change in the Bill of Rights since its ratifi-
cation 200 years ago.

The fact is that the Bill of Rights has
been substantively amended on numerous
occasions by expansive Supreme Court in-
terpretations. The current Bill of Rights
demagoguery is blatantly wrong to anyone
who simply takes the time to read the Bill
of Rights, the text of which has never
changed. The shame is that honest, patriot-
ic Americans are fooled by the clever lies of
those who simply care more about a de-
ranged individual's license to burn Old
Glory than they do about protecting the
flag.

The whole flag debate came to a head last
year when the Supreme Court struck down
a Texas flag protection statute as violating
the First Amendment. But the applicable
portion of the First Amendment reads:
"Congress shall make no law * * * abridging
the freedom of speech" (emphasis added).
How did "Congress" come to include
"Texas" and how did "abridging the free-
dom of speech" come to include "prohibit-
ing flag desecration"? By judicial fiat, of
course. "We the people" certainly never
Amended the Bill of Rights to prohibit
States from punishing flag desecraters, as
evidence by the fact that most States and
Congress had anti-flag burning statutes in
place last year when the Supreme Court
voted 5-4 to overturn the Texas law.

At the heart of the flag burning contro-
versy is the federal judiciary's usurpation of
a power "reserved to the States respectively,
or to the people" by the Tenth Amendment.
The liberal pundits conveniently ignore the
ultimate provision of the Bill of Rights:
"The powers not delegated to the United
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited
by it to the States, are reserved to the
States respectively, or to the people." The
proposed flag amendment simply states:
"The congress and the States shall have
power to prohibit the physical desecration
of the flag of the United States." Had this
amendment been drafted by James Madi-
son, it may well have read: "Among the
powers reserved to the States respectively,
or to the people, is the power to prohibit
the physical desecration of the flag of the
United States." Far from destabilizing the
Bill of Rights, this new proposed amend-
ment merely reaffirms the ultimate provi-
sion of the Bill of Rights in one specific con-
text.

The American system of government is
based upon the consent of the governed.
The Declaration of Independence proclaims
that "Governments .. . deriv[e] their just
powers from the consent of the governed,"
the opening words of the Constitution are
"We the people," and Article V of the Con-
stitution requires the ratification of three-
fourths of the states for amendments to the
Constitution.

If the respective States and the people of
the United States wish to exercise their con-
stitutional power under the Tenth Amend-
ment to prohibit flag burning, and to amend
the constitution pursuant to Article V so as
to prevent the federal judiciary from fur-
ther usurping that constitutional power, the
proposed flag amendment is by far the most
stability-enhancing measure for the Bill of
Rights. A one vote difference on the Sur-
peme Court is hardly the type of bedrock
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upon which to base an allegedly fundamen-
tal rights of free expression for an entire
nation.

The Bill of Rights is about core values.
The debate over the flag amendment is
about core values. Ultimate ratification of
the flag amendment should depend not
upon a misguided or disingenuous argument
that the Bill of Rights has never before
been amended, but rather upon how deeply-
rooted respect for the flag still is in our soci-
ety.

Perhaps those opposed to the flag amend-
ment are right. Perhaps Americans place
more value today in permiting a few social
misfits to defile publicly our national
symbol than they place in protecting the
banner that countless American servicemen
have valiantly fought for and sacrificed
their lives to protect.

If the liberals are correct about their fun-
damental right to desecrate the flag, then
the currently proposed flag amendment
would surely fail to be ratified by three-
fourths of the states. It appears, however,
that the liberals in Congress are deathly
afraid to propose the flag amendment to the
States. Why else the clever smoke screen
about protecting the supposedly never-
changing Bill of Rights?

If the Congressional champions of the
flag desecraters lobby are wrong, heaven
help them at the polls.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair advises the Senator that his
time has expired.

Mr. WALLOP. The Senator is well
aware and managed to finish just in
time for the unanimous-consent agree-
ment. Thank you. I yield the floor.

Mr. DODD. Mr. President, Edmund
Burke, the 18th century statesman,
orator, and writer, once said that "the
people never give up their liberty but
under some delusion." Last week,
when the House overwhelmingly voted
against the constitutional amendment
to ban flag desecration, it was a clear-
headed people who spoke up for pre-
serving liberty and freedom-without
delusion. They understood that if the
Bill of Rights means anything, if free-
dom of speech means anything, it
means also the freedom to criticize the
Government by challenging the au-
thority of its symbols.

We stand here in the Senate today
charged with the same mandate that
our colleagues faced in the other body,
perhaps even a greater one-for we
know that the people have already
spoken.

We must ask ourselves whether or
not, in the name of political expedi-
cency, we are willing to tinker with
the Bill of Rights for the first time in
200 years.

Benjamin Franklin almost 200 years
ago said, "They that can give up essen-
tial liberty to obtain a little temporary
safety, deserve neither liberty nor
safety.

We must ask ourselves today wheth-
er or not there is room for giving up a
little liberty to achieve potentially a
little safety for our flag by amending
the first amendment to that Bill of
Rights, knowing that it has ben pre-

seved unfettered through a bloody
Civil War, the Great Depression, two
world wars, even the trauma of Viet-
nam.

Are we willing, Mr. President, to ab-
dicate even a part of the freedom that
preserves our democracy-through all
the conflicts that have challenged, and
will continue to challenge it? Are we
willing to tarnish our Bill of Rights
simply because a 30 second television
spot might challenge us to show the
kind of Individual leadership that can,
with clear words of conviction, dismiss
such shallow arguments out of hand?

Mr. President, in my view, the
anwser to that question is very clear.
We must overwhelmingly join our
House colleagues in voting against this
attack on our fundamental freedoms.

The question before us today has
nothing, absolutely nothing, to do
with condoning the behavior of those
few who choose to desecrate our great-
est national symbol. Their actions
should repulse us, and they do. We
must look beyond, however, the tri-
fling distractions of petty noisemak-
ers. We must have faith that what
they do does not change-or even chal-
lenge-the strength of our principles
that make our flag wave with such
simple and inviolable dignity. We
should exalt in the power of our posi-
tion-knowing that it has sustained
our Nation throughout all its glorious
history.

John Stuart Mill, in his famous
work, "On Liberty," wrote:

If all mankind minus one, were of one
opinion, and only one person were of the
contrary opinion, mankind would be no
more justified in silencing that one person,
than he, if he had the power, would be justi-
fied in silencing mankind.

If we choose, Mr. President, to si-
lence the flag burner, we lend cre-
dence to his actions by fearing them.
If we choose to silence the flag burner,
we desecrate our great Constitution
for having lost faith in its magnificent
power.

The first amendment, more than
possibly any other amendment, is
what distinguishes this society and the
reason that we are held up as a model
for emerging democracies around the
world. Certainly, we appreciate the
right of trial by jury, to prohibit ille-
gal search and seizures, to prohibit
cruel and unusual punishment. Other
societies have such prohibitions in
their own laws but very few through-
out history have guaranteed the right
of free speech.

Mr. President, earlier this month I
was in Czechoslovakia where after 44
years of Soviet Marxist domination
the people of that land have thrown
off the shackles of their oppression.
For the first time since the Second
World War, they are experiencing
freedom--freedom from a brutally im-
posed ideology-free, Mr. President, to

speak without danger or without fear
of retribution.

The people of Czechoslovakia, the
students in Tiananmen Square, the
peasants in Nicaragua, the wall-bust-
ers of Eastern Europe, were embol-
dened by the power and example of
our Constitution, of the Bill of Rights
that stands as a beacon of freedom
and hope to men and women through-
out this world.

Let us be emboldened here today,
knowing that it is our Constitution
that has fueled their freedom. Let us
choose to preserve the simple docu-
ment that is such testament to the ab-
solute power of absolute freedom and
liberty.

Mr. President, I urge the rejection of
both these amendments to our Bill of
Rights.

Mr. President, I yield back the re-
mainder of my time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All
time has expired. Under the previous
order, the Senator from Delaware is
recognized to offer his amendment.

AMENDMENT NO. 2068

(Purpose: Proposing an amendment to the
Constitution authorizing Congress to pro-
tect the physical integrity of the Flag of
the United States)
Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, I send an

amendment to the desk and ask for its
immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Delaware [Mr. BIDEN],

for himself, and Mr. LEVIN, proposes an
amendment numbered 2068.

Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With-
out objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
Strike all after resolving clause and insert

the following:
That the following article is proposed as an
amendment to the Constitution of the
United States, which shall be valid to all In-
tents and purposes as part of the Constitu-
tion if ratified by the legislatures of three-
fourths of the several States within seven
years after its submission to the States for
ratification:

"ARTICLE -

"SECTION 1. The Congress shall have
power to enact the following law:

"'It shall be unlawful to burn, mutilate,
or trample upon any flag of the United
States.

"'This law does not prohibit any conduct
consisting of the disposal of the flag when it
has become worn or soiled.'.

"SEC. 2. As used in this article, the term
'flag of the United States' means any flag of
the United States adopted by Congress by
law, or any part thereof, made of any sub-
stance, of any size, in a form that is com-
monly displayed.

"SEC. 3. The Congress shall have the
power to prescribe appropriate penalties for
the violation of a statute adopted pursuant
to section 1.".'
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Mr. BIDEN. Madam President, I

want to make it clear that the amend-
ment is sent to the desk on behalf of
myself and the distinguished Senator
from Michigan [Mr. LEVIN]. Madam
President, I understand I control 20
minutes of the time for debate on this
amendment. Is that correct?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator is correct. The Senator from
Delaware controls 20 minutes of the
time, and the Senator from South
Carolina controls the remaining time.

Mr. BIDEN. Madam President, I
yield 10 minutes to the distinguished
Senator from Michigan [Mr. LEVIN],
the cosponsor of the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair recognizes the Senator from
Michigan.

Mr. LEVIN. Madam President, I
thank the Chair. I thank my friend
from Delaware.

Madam President, I believe we can
and should protect both the flag and
the first amendment; the flag because
it is a unique symbol of our Nation,
and the first amendment because it is
a unique testament to freedom.

My preference was to have done that
by Federal statute. I believe that such
a statute would have struck the best
balance between the clear desire of
most Americans to protect the Ameri-
can flag from burning or other forms
of mutilation, and the clear need to
protect the cherished liberties for
which it stands.

I had hoped that the Supreme Court
would uphold the statute that I and 60
other Senators voted for in this Cham-
ber a few months ago. I voted for that
statute because it would have given us
national statute protecting the symbol
of our national unity. It provided for
that protection, and yet had no impact
on the first amendment because the
motive, intent, and purpose of the flag
burning was irrelevant. The action of
the burning was prohibited regardless
of intent or effect.

However, as we all know, that stat-
ute was recently declared unconstitu-
tional by a five to four decision of the
Supreme Court. So today the Senate is
faced with a choice: Do we continue to
pursue the protection of the American
flag or, do we say that the Supreme
Court's most recent decision striking
down a statute passed by a majority in
Congress should be the end of our ef-
forts?

I said before the passage of the stat-
ute last year, and I still believe, that if
the Supreme Court struck down that
statute, then we should take the next
step of basically authorizing that same
statute by a carefully worded constitu-
tional amendment.

That is why I am a cosponsor of the
Biden substitute to Senate Joint Reso-
lution 332, which offers the Senate
the opportunity to vote on a carefully
constructed, narrowly drawn constitu-

tional amendment to protect the
American flag.

The Biden substitute does that. I am
afraid that Senate Joint Resolution
332 does not. But I am not ready to
give up on efforts to protect the Amer-
ican flag. Neither am I ready to say
that the only way to cross through a
forest is to fell every tree in that
forest, when cutting a narrow path
would just as effectively provide pas-
sage.

I believe we should pass a narrowly
drawn constitutional amendment, the
Biden substitute, one that protects the
flag, while also carrying out our re-
sponsibilities to protect the liberties
that it represents. I believe, as do
many people I have spoken with in
Michigan and here, that Senate Joint
Resolution 332 is not a narrowly
drawn constitutional amendment to
protect the flag. Instead of moving us
carefully along a path to protecting
the flag, Senate Joint Resolution 332
will weaken important safeguards of
the Bill of Rights.

First, let us look at the face of
Senate Joint Resolution 332. In its
preamble the resolution states,
"Whereas, physical desecration may
include, but is not limited to such acts
as," and then it goes on to describe a
number of acts.

Madam President, on its face, this
resolution does not say "what you see
is what you get," but rather in effect,
it says "what you see is an inkling, a
taste, of what you might get." On its
face, Senate Joint Resolution 332 is an
invitation to the Federal Government
and to the States to go broadly beyond
the resolution's own words.

In addition, Senate Joint Resolution
332 states that, "Physical desecration"
includes "displaying the flag in a con-
temptuous manner." Madam Presi-
dent, I agree that there are some ac-
tions which most people would con-
clude are examples of "displaying the
flag in a contemptuous manner," but
there are certainly other instances of
displaying the flag which are obvious-
ly open to wide interpretation as to
whether the manner is contemptuous
or not.

Second, the testimomy offered by
the Justice Department last year
before the Senate Judiciary Commit-
tee included numerous references to
the broad flexibility that the Federal
Government and States would have in
enacting legislation pursuant to an
amendment such as Senate Joint Res-
olution 332.

On August 1, 1989, William Barr, As-
sistant U.S. Attorney General in the
Office of Legal Counsel, stated the fol-
lowing on page 13 of his testimony re-
garding the Dole-Dixon amendment
which was identical with Senate Joint
Resolution 332:

The amendment would define the frame-
work within which the legislative authority
of the Congress and the States could be ex-
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ercised. Within this framework, however,
the Congress and the States would have
wide latitude to prohibit that conduct
toward the flag that they believe deserves
proscription.

On page 14, the Assistant Attorney
General said:

While we believe the amendment would
certainly permit the legislatures to define
"flag" in this (narrow) manner, legislatures
would be free to adopt a broader definition,
as Congress itself has done.

On page 17, Mr. Barr stated, "There
are an infinite number of forms of
desecration. I will not attempt even a
representative listing here."

On page 20 of his testimony, the As-
sistant Attorney General concluded by
saying, "By way of summary, the
Dole-Dixon amendment confers sub-
stantial discretion on Congress and
the States to determine precisely the
degrading acts toward our flag that
are to be prohibited."

Madam President, "wide latitude,"
"broader definition," "infinite
number," "substantial discretion," are
not words normally used to describe a
narrow constitutional amendment.
But those are the very words that the
administration used last year in de-
scribing a constitutional amendment,
which is identical to Senate Joint Res-
olution 332, which is before us today.

What is particularly ironic is that on
June 21 of this year, in his testimony
before the Judiciary Committee, Mr.
J. Michael Lutting, Acting Assistant
Attorney General of the Office of
Legal Counsel, stated that "the
amendment is appropriately narrow in
scope." He also stated that "Congress
and the States would have to deter-
mine which types of physical desecra-
tion to forbid. The range of their
choice is fairly narrow, because physi-
cal desecration entails actual contact
with the flag."

Madam President, in less than 1
year, the administration spokesmen
have shifted in their description of
what can be prohibited under this
amendment from "infinite number" to
"fairly narrow." The first amendment
has endured for 200 years, and now we
are asked to consider an amendment,
Senate Joint Resolution 332, which
has traveled at warp speed, in less
than 1 year, from being described by
the administration in terms of being
"infinite" to being described by the
same administration as "fairly
narrow."

I find it hard to understand how an
amendment capable of such elastic in-
terpretations by the same administra-
tion over such a short period of time
can be referred to as "carefully
drawn."

One final point, Madam President,
with respect to the testimony offered
on behalf of Senate Joint Resolution
332 by the administration, which high-
lights its potential for broad interpre-
tation and application. As Mr. Barr
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correctly pointed out in his testimony,
the amendment "will permit the
(State) legislatures to focus on the
kind of conduct" that they find offen-
sive.

By permitting, and even encourag-
ing, this focus by 50 State legislatures,
Senate Joint Resolution 332 would
place in the Constitution the principle
that some flag desecration is prohibit-
ed, and some flag desecration is not; it
would all depend upon the State.
Under Senate Joint Resolution 332,
each State would be free to determine
what is prohibited-all 50 of them, and
hundreds more when local ordinances
are tallied-and what would be en-
shrined in the Constitution.

It is because of these problems with
Senate Joint Resolution 332 that I co-
sponsor Senator BIDEN's carefully
drawn constitutional amendment. It
offers us the opportunity to prohibit
the burning, mutilating, or trampling
upon of the American flag, without
undermining the first amendment.

The Biden amendment represents
the careful approach that this issue
deserves; it protects both the flag and
the first amendment and avoids the
potential for confusion, which would
arise out of a multiplicity of State and
local laws on the subject.

I thank the chair and yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

yields time?
Mr. THURMOND addressed the

Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Senator from South Carolina.
Mr. THURMOND. I rise in opposi-

tion to the amendment offered by the
distinguished chairman of the Judici-
ary Committee.

In the aftermath of the Eichman de-
cision, I know my distinguished friend
has been making a good-faith effort to
draft a constitutional amendment to
alter the Supreme Court ruling.

However, Madam President, we have
language before us now to amend the
Constitution, which has been under
consideration for some time. The
President has studied this proposal,
Senate Joint Resolution 332. The De-
partment of Justice has studied our
proposal. They both favor this propos-
al. Constitutional scholars have stud-
ied our proposal. There have been ex-
tensive hearings in the House and
Senate on the President's proposed
language. There has been widespread
debate on the Senate and House floors
concerning the President's proposal.
Members of this body know where
they stand.

Madam President, the Chairman is
now offering language to amend the
Constitution, which we just received a
short time ago for the first time. I be-
lieve it is only logical that the U.S.
Senate not support an amendment to
the Constitution, which has just been
revealed and with debate allotted to 40
minutes per side equally divided. That

would hardly give Senators time to
make an educated vote on adding an
amendment to the United States Con-
stitution.

Madam President, I do observe, how-
ever, that the amendment of the able
chairman of the committee denies the
States the opportunity to legislate in
this area, which I think is bad. I think
the Federal Government and the
States ought to be allowed to legislate
in this area.

I yield 3 minutes to the able Senator
from Texas.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
junior Senator from Texas. [Mr.
GRAMM].

Mr. GRAMM. Madam President, for
200 years the States believed they had
the authority to prohibit flag burning,
and most of them did. We in the Con-
gress believed that we had that au-
thority, and on occasion that author-
ity was used. Yet, for 200 years, de-
spite the fact that flag burning was
then banned in the overwhelming
number of jurisdictions in the Nation,
we still had debate.

We had debate on numerous sub-
jects. We had protests and demonstra-
tions on behalf of or in opposition to,
many causes. Yet where is the evi-
dence to suggest that the inability to
legally burn the American flag, the
symbol of the freedom that we all
enjoy, somehow prevented people for
200 years from expressing their opin-
ion?

Madam President, do you think
there is any evidence to suggest that
that is the case? If I believed for one
moment that legitimate views and
opinions could be expressed only by
destroying the symbol of our right to
express our opinion I would be op-
posed to amending the Constitution.
But, Madam President, I see no evi-
dence whatsoever to suggest that,
given the great capacity of the human
mind to find ways to call attention to
one's opinion, with all the infinite va-
riety of opportunities available, that it
is essential that we give people the
right to burn the symbol of freedom in
order for them to be able to express
their opinion.

If someone wants to call attention to
himself he has a right to do it. He can
jump up and down. He can condemn
officials and institutions. He can set
his britches on fire to call attention to
his views and as long as he does not
set anybody else's britches on fire.
Then I say that is freedom of speech.

I do not see any evidence whatsoever
to substantiate the claim that for 200
years people's freedom has been limit-
ed by their inability to legally burn
the American flag.

We voted on a law that was aimed at
protecting the flag and the vote was 91
and 9 and 3 of the 9 voted against it
because they thought the law was un-
constitutional, not because they did
not want to protect the flag; that is 94

people thought the flag ought to be
protected. The Court said the flag
cannot be protected without amending
the Constitution. This is no unconsti-
tutional act. This act that we contem-
plate today is the very essence of the
Constitution and that is our ability as
prescribed in the Constitution to
amend the Constitution.

Madam President, would I rather
protect the flag by law? Yes. Would I
rather not have a 27th amendment to
the Constitution to allow Congress
and the States to protect the national
symbol if there were any other way of
doing it? Yes. I would rather not do it
this way. But there is no other option.
The courts have made it clear if we
want to protect the flag this is the way
we have to do it. So the burden of
proof is on those who say this limits
free speech.

Madam President, I am unconvinced
and, as a result, I support the constitu-
tional amendment as proposed in the
underlying Joint Resolution 332 and I
hope it will be adopted. I appreciate
the Chair's kindness to me.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

The Senator from South Carolina
has 14 minutes and 15 seconds. The
Senator from Delaware has 9 minutes
and 46 seconds.

The Senator from South Carolina.
Mr. THURMOND. I yield 8 minutes

to the distinguished Senator from
Utah.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
distinguished Senator from Utah is
recognized for 8 minutes.

Mr. HATCH. Thank you, Madam
President.

I am oppossed to this so-called con-
tent neutral amendment.

Senate Joint Resolution 332, the
Bush amendment, has been available
for a year, and has been subjected to
intense and searching inquiry. We
have had five hearings on the Bush
amendment, It has been reviewed, on
the hearing record, by numerous
scholars and others. It was fully debat-
ed on the Senator floor for several
days last October. The Judiciary Com-
mittee had a hearing on this issue just
last week, on June 21. The alternative
amendment, now before us, was not
presented at that hearing for review.

The pending amendment to Senate
Joint Resolution 332 has been subject-
ed to no scrutiny. It has not been re-
viewed at a single hearing. It has been
available only for a matter of hours.

This amendment to the Constitution
is better titled the stealth amendment.

I take it that the basis for the pend-
ing amendment is a desire to avoid
what its sponsor claims would be a
transgression of first amendment
values. What about the values under-
lying section 5, which provides for a
difficult process to amend the Consti-
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tution? Surely, the framers contem-
plated greater deliberation than this.

We have heard a great deal of talk
about the grave significance of amend-
ing the Constitution and the care with
which we must undertake such a step.
I agree.

On June 11, the day the ill-fated
Flag Protection Act of 1989 went down
in flames, the Republican leader, Sen-
ator DOLE, called for a vote on Senate
Joint Resolution 332 on Flag Day,
June 14. As I mentioned, this amend-
ment had been available for nearly a
year. Four committee hearings and a
full-scale Senate floor debate had al-
ready taken place on the amendment.
Yet, one of our colleagues called this
the "fast food school of constitutional
amendments." Talk about a fast food
approach to amending the constitu-
tion! The pending amendment isn't
even half-baked.

At the Judiciary Committee hearing
last week, the distinguished chairman
of the committee, Senator BIDEN, who
has been a real workhorse on this
issue, commented to the effect that
there is no more solemn task for a
Member of Congress than the consid-
eration of amendments to the Consti-
tution. I submit Madam President,
that the brevity of our consideration
of this brand new language to amend
the Constitution clearly contradicts
the solemnity of which the Senator
from Delaware spoke.

As an example of how haste is unde-
sirable, take a good look at the amend-
ment. It essentially writes a statute
into the Constitution and says Con-
gress has the power to enact it. Any
time there is another offensive act
toward the flag not covered in the
amendment, we will have to amend
the Constitution. That turns the Con-
stitution into a statutory code-like doc-
ument.

For example, the amendment does
not allow Congress to prohibit the
drawing of a swastika on the flag. De-
facement is not prohibited by this
amendment. And if we fix that omis-
sion, we may come up with another
omission next week.

Madam President, I cannot help but
remark on the irony of this amend-
ment. Its sponsor has claimed that
Senate Joint Resolution 332 will not
override Texas versus Johnson be-
cause it does not specify if it overrides
the first amendment. Neither does this
consitutional amendment. The amend-
ment is no more specific than Senate
Joint Resolution 332 about whether it
overrides the rest of the Constitution,
such as the fourth amendment on
search and seizure. Yet, the Presi-
dent's amendment was subject to this
misplaced criticism.

So there is something positive about
this amendment, although not in its
substance or the process by which it
was brought before us. The positive
thing is that it implicitly, even if inad-

vertently, concedes that much of the
criticism directed toward the Presi-
dent's amendment is misplaced.

I urge the rejection of this amend-
ment because it really does not say
anything. It basically just says Con-
gress has power to enact a law that it
shall be unlawful to burn, mutilate, or
trample on any flag of the United
States. There are all kinds of other
ways we can denigrate the flag of the
United States and all kinds of other
ways that we can desecrate the flag
and if we want to outlaw those we
have to enact another constitutional
amendment to do so. That is what is
wrong with this amendment.

I urge our colleagues to vote it down.
It has not had the consideration that
the President's amendment has and
frankly the President's amendment is
the way to go and I hope all of our col-
leagues will support it.

Madam President, I reserve the re-
mainder of the time and yield back the
time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

The Senator from Delaware.
Mr. BIDEN. Madam President, let

me begin by saying no one has illusion
about what my amendment is going to
be. I said at the outset it parallels the
statute. It will take the statute and
put the statute in the form of a consti-
tutional amendment.

Two of the witnesses before the com-
mittee when we held hearings last
week were explicitly there at my re-
quest to speak to my notion of taking
the statute and putting it in amend-
ment. form. It is true they have not
had the precise language because I
have quite frankly been trying to get
enough votes to have the precise lan-
guage to see that this amendment had
an opportunity of passing.

Madam President, let me say to my
distinguished friend from Utah about
whether or not the Biden-Levin
amendment would overrule any other
amendment. The Dole amendment, as
you read in the back, says the Con-
gress and the States shall have the
power to prohibit. That overrides ar-
guably all the amendments of the
Constitution. The Biden-Levin amend-
ment is explicit. For that reason I did
not put it in that form. It says the
Constitution prohibits the following.
It gives no discretion to the Congress
or to the States to determine how to
protect the flag. It states precisely
how the flag will be protected. There-
fore, it does not have the same fatal
flaw as the President's amendment.

Madam President, yesterday I took
the floor to address two issues. First, is
protecting the American flag an object
worthy of amending the Constitution?
As the Senator from Texas said I
would rather do it another way. But it
is worthy of a constitutional amend-
ment.
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Madam President, the fact of the

matter is that we have always stated
in law and it has always been clear
under our traditions that the Federal
Government has a compelling interest
in protecting and promoting the flag.
That is not a debatable notion or
motion.

The second issue before us, if it is
worthy of amendment, what is the ap-
propriate content of the amendment?

As to the first question, I explained
at length yesterday why I believed the
American flag is worth protecting even
if the Constitution must be amended
to meet that end. To me, the flag sym-
bolized the bond that unites one of the
most heterogeneous nations in the his-
tory of mankind, one of the most het-
erogeneous people in the world, be-
cause that is what we are, a heteroge-
neous community made up of many
nationalities, many races, religions,
and backgrounds, and we need unify-
ing symbols.

This Nation does not have a common
ethnicity or culture that other nations
happen to share that binds them to-
gether. We are a nation of different
races and religions, and we need sym-
bols. They are important. As Justice
Holmes said, paraphrasing him, sym-
bols are important.

The flag serves that crucial role.
Indeed, as Justice John Paul Stevens

wrote in support of the constitutional-
ity of the Flag Protection Act, "The
Federal Government has a legitimate
interest in protecting the symbolic
value of the American flag."

The weight of that interest defies
measurement. That is because-as he
went on to write-the flag serves at all
times "as a reminder of the para-
mount importance of pursuing the
ideals that characterize our society."
It is difficult to define.

To say that the flag is worth pro-
tecting, however, does not end our
analysis. We must then ask how
should that flag be protected.

I made clear, I hope, yesterday in a
2-hour presentation why I believe the
President's proposed amendment is
not the answer. That amendment
would do fundamental violence to the
first amendment. It would go to the
core principle of the first amendment.

The President's amendment forces
us to choose between doing violence to
the Bill of Rights and permitting vio-
lence to the flag. And in that choice,
Madam President, it is clear that the
Bill of Rights warrants greater protec-
tion.

But that choice need not be made.
Together with Senator LEvIN, I pro-
posed a substitute for the President's
proposed amendment. Our proposed
amendment would protect the flag and
not do violence to the core principles
of the first amendment.

Let me make clear what I mean by
that.
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I acknowledge that a restriction on

flag burning is a restriction on expres-
sive conduct. But that was equally
true last year when 91 Senators voted
to do just that. Had the Supreme
Court upheld my statute, we would all
have had the exact same impact on
the conduct of every American as we
would by passing this statute. So if we
were going to limit speech, the core
principle would have been limited, if
that is the argument, by the statute as
well as by the amendment. And 91 of
us thought the statute made sense.

We all must recognize that, whether
we do it by statute or amendment, a
prohibition on flag destruction is a re-
striction on free expression.

Now, the simple principle of the first
amendment that must be viewed here
and looked at closely, the core princi-
ple of that amendment, which I pur-
sued with the statute and pursue now
in this amendment, is that Govern-
ment cannot regulate expression based
upon the viewpoint of the speaker.

That is the same principle upon
which the amendment today is based.
The amendment that I propose au-
thorizes Congress alone, and not the
States, to enact flag protection. More-
over, this law has been revised to avoid
any use of content-laden terms criti-
cized by the Court.

That means that it will not, as the
President's amendment would, allow
some to violate the physical integrity
of the flag while denying others the
right to do so.

We can limit the way in which
people are able to express certain
ideas, as long as we limit everybody.
We could not allow, for example, the
Senator from Illinois to stand on the
top of the Capitol and make a speech
in favor of America and deny someone
else the right to stand on top of the
Capitol and make a speech against
America. But we can deny anyone
from standing on top of the Capitol
and making any speech.

We can deny the time and place and
manner, whether or not people can
speak, not what they can say, but if
they can say anything. And the virtue
of this amendment of mine and Sena-
tor LEVIN'S is it does not do violence to
that core principle of equality and
equal treatment of every viewpoint.
Everyone, everyone, no matter what
the circumstance, would be prohibited
from burning, mutilating, or trampling
on that flag. And there is a basic
reason for that. It is a unifying symbol
of a diverse people.

With all due respect to all my col-
leagues in here who have served their
country bravely and given much, the
reason we are protecting the flag is
not because of their efforts. The
reason we are protecting the flag is be-
cause it is of symbolic unifying value
in a country that is increasingly di-
verse and needs unifying symbols. For
how else do you define what an Ameri-

can is unless you define it in terms of
the way in which we govern ourselves
and the symbols which we agree unify
us? That is why I am proposing this
amendment.

There are reasons to be against my
amendment, but not for first amend-
ment reasons. You can argue that it is
beyond and outside the tradition of
how we amended the Constitution,
and that is true. In the past, we have
only amended the Constitution to deal
with procedural differences between
the Federal and State governments,
the franchise, who can vote, how can
they vote, and how old do they have to
be to vote, and expanding civil liber-
ties.

That is all true. And this does not fit
into that mold and may warrant
people voting no. There are other rea-
sons to vote against this, arguably.

In basing this amendment on the
cardinal first amendment principle of
viewpoint neutrality we have relied on
the testimony of two learned and very
well-respected constitutional law
scholars-Henry Monaghan of Colum-
bia Law School and Cass Sunstein of
the University of Chicago Law School.

Concededly, both men argued
against an amendment to the Consti-
tution. They did so based on a cau-
tious predisposition against constitu-
tional amendments generally.

I respect these arguments and I ap-
preciate the wisdom in which they are
steeped.

But I believe that the compelling
governmental interest in protecting
the flag outweighs those arguments as
long as we can protect the flag with-
out doing fundamental violence to the
core principles of the first amend-
ment.

The amendment we have proposed
meets that test. With viewpoint neu-
trality as our signpost said professor
Monaghan, the first amendments car-
dinal value-equality-would be pre-
served.

And as Professor Sunstein put it:
I do not believe that ... an amendment

on this subject would, by itself threaten
constitutional liberty in the United States
in a serious way. Our tradition of free
speech is sufficiently robust to withstand a
narrowly drawn amendment.

One that "maximized neutrality," in
Professor Sunstein's words.

Our amendment ensures that the
implementing legislation will be view-
point neutral. It ensures that no other
constitutional provisions-beyond free
speech-are overridden to protect the
flag. It ensures that there will be no
patchwork of conflicting local flag
protection laws.

Under this amendment there are no
risks-we know what we are getting.
And what we're getting is legislation
that in Professor Monaghan's words:

Will prevent prosecutions and convictions
and prosecutorial discretion to be exercised

upon some assessment of whether the pros-
ecutor or the Jury likes what was done.

To be sure, the amendment we have
proposed has some impact on first
amendment values.

But I believe, on balance, that his
amendment stands in the proud tradi-
tion of U.S. legal scholars-from Jus-
tice Harlan to Justice Fortas from Jus-
tice Black to Justice Stevens, from
Chief Justice Warren to Chief Justice
Burger-who have believed that flag
protection and free expression are not
incompatible.

They joined in believing that the
one symbol of our nationhood ought
to be protected. They recognized, as
Justice Holmes once said, that "we live
by symbols."

I share that view.
The amendment that we proposed

today would do nothing more than au-
thorize a single law protecting the
flag-and does nothing less than re-
spect the core of first amendment
values of neutrality and equality.

We can protect both the flag and
the Constitution. That is what this
amendment does, and I urge my col-
leagues to support it.

Madam President, I realize my time
is drawing to a close. There are rea-
sons to be against this amendment,
but not because it violates the core
principle of the first amendment of
viewpoint neutrality. But the Dole
amendment not only has all the rea-
sons to be against it that this may, but
it has a fundamental flaw in that it
does violate the first amendment core
principles.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator's time has expired.

Mr. BIDEN. I thank the Presiding
Officer.

Mr. GRASSLEY. Madam President,
I rise to oppose the amendment by the
distinguished chairman of our Judici-
ary Committee, Senator BIDEN.

I strongly believe that the amend-
ment I support-Senate Joint Resolu-
tion 332--will only take the law back
to the day before the Supreme Court's
1989 decision in Texas versus Johnson.
I also believe that Senate Joint Reso-
lution 332 will not do violence to the
freedoms guaranteed by the Constitu-
tion.

Senate Joint Resolution 332 will
simply restore the powers of the
States and the Congress that constitu-
tional scholars properly maintain they
legitimately had prior to the Supreme
Court's June, 1989 Texas versus John-
son.

Although any attempt to pass an
amendment to the States to protect
the flag is apparently dead for this
Congress, I believe it is right that the
Senate take a stand on this issue.

I know that the Senator from Dela-
ware has attempted to draft an
amendment that he describes as "con-
tent neutral."
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However, I think it is safe to say

that protecting the flag is not content
neutral. In fact, it is a matter of prior-
ities and values.

I believe that protecting the flag in-
volves protecting a fundamental value
of our Nation. Of course, that funda-
mental value has on occasion come in
conflict with some of the principles of
our modern first amendment jurispru-
dence.

And I think it is safe to say that
many of us believe that modern first
amendment jurisprudence-including
some of the decisions of the Supreme
Court-has misinterpreted the original
understanding of the first amendment.

First, section 1 of the proposed
amendment by the Senator from Dela-
ware would-for the first time-en-
shrine a criminal statute in our basic
document of Government. This is un-
precedented and unwise.

For another thing, section 1 restricts
the power to protect the flag to the
Congress.

Third, I do not believe that it is wise
to attempt to place a definition of the
flag in the Constitution. Section 2 of
the amendment may be overly broad.
In addition, if changes should have to
be made to this definition, this new ar-
ticle of the Constitution would-
itself-have to be amended.

I believe that both Federal and State
statutes contain adequate, proper, and
constitutional definitions of what is
meant by the term "flag of the United
States," without violating any free-
doms guaranteed by the Constitution.

I think it is entirely proper that the
people-through their State legisla-
tures-should also be able to safeguard
the American flag. The States are full
partners in our Federal Union. They
have separate governmental entities
that are a part of this Union. There is
no reason why the States should not
participate in this endeavor.

The 48 States with flag protection
statutes have never caused any harm.

I do not think the State statutes are
going to change if Senate Joint Reso-
lution 332 is adopted. I think it is
wrong to suppose that the legislatures
of the 50 States will suddenly become
irresponsible and begin to do very
strange things. I have more faith than
that in the people and the States.

Senate Joint Resolution 332 is
simple and straightforward. It grants
all the power that needs to be granted
to the political bodies that are in the
best position to protect the flag.

Senate Joint Resolution 332 has
been thoroughly reviewed by our com-
mittee during our four hearings last
year and the one we held on June 21.
It deserves our full support.

I urge my colleagues to reject the
Biden amendment.

Mr. THURMOND. Madam Presi-
dent, I yield the rest of my time to the
distinguished Republican leader.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will
the Senator restate to whom he yields
time? The Senator from South Caroli-
na has 6'/2 minutes.

Mr. DOLE. Does the Senator from
Illinois need additional time?

Mr. DIXON. I thank my colleague,
but I do not.

Mr. THURMOND. I yield my 6'/2
minutes to the distinguished Republi-
can leader.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
distinguished Republican leader, the
Senator from Kansas, is recognized for
6 minutes and 12 seconds.

Mr. DOLE. Madam President, this
will be the next-to-the-last-vote. I un-
derstand the vote will occur at about 7
or 8 after 6, then there will be the
final vote. It may be we can reduce the
time on the last debate. I think the
two leaders have that right and we
might be able to accommodate some of
our colleagues and their families who
want to attend the White House bar-
becue.

I would be willing, now, to reduce it
to 10 minutes on a side, if that would
be all right with the majority leader?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
distinguished majority leader.

Mr. MITCHELL. Madam President,
I also wish to accommodate as many
of our colleagues as possible and would
be agreeable to reducing the time for
debate on the subsequent pending con-
stitutional amendment to 10 minutes a
side, controlled by the distinguished
Republican leader and myself.

So, Madam President, I ask unani-
mous consent that the time previously
allocated to the leaders for debate fol-
lowing the vote on the pending consti-
tutional amendment be reduced from
40 minutes equally divided and con-
trolled by the distinguished Republi-
can leader and myself, to 20 minutes,
equally divided and controlled by the
distinguished Republican leader and
myself.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
KERREY). IS there objection? Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The distinguished Republican leader
has approximately 5 minutes and 5
seconds for debate.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, my distin-
guished colleague, Senator BIDEN, pro-
poses something called a content-neu-
tral constitutional amendment.

That is an interesting proposition, if
you can understand it, since the so-
called content-neutral solution has
struck out, having flunked three sepa-
rate times in the Federal courts.

Mr. President, I will not hide my in-
tentions: I do not want a content-neu-
tral amendment. And I do not think
most of my colleagues want a content-
neutral amendment either.

I want a constitutional amendment
that punishes what it is supposed to
punish-flag desecration. I want an
amendment that protects the cher-
ished values that the flag symbolizes,
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not an amendment that views the flag
neutrally-as if it were some lifeless
rock. And I want an amendment that
punishes only those people who pub-
licly cast contempt upon the flag, not
an amendment-like the Biden amend-
ment--that would lump the innocent
with the likes of Gregory Johnson.

So my distinguished colleague can
have his content-neutral amendment.
This approach may have made sense
when we considered the so-called Flag
Protection Act of 1989. But it makes
no sense at all now that a constitution-
al amendment is the only way to give
Old Glory the protection she so much
deserves.

The Biden proposal would also strip
the States of the authority to pass
laws criminalizing flag desecration, as
if my amendment would create a
crazy-quilt patchwork of 50 State flag
statutes.

The truth is, my amendment would
simply validate the 48 State Flag stat-
utes that are already on the books.
These State laws have worked well,
and fairly, for decades.

And let us face it: Congress has not
once-not once-been deluged with
constituent mail complaining about
the great injustices wreaked upon the
American people by the 48 different
State flag laws.

Let me also point out the obvious:
There are many areas in which Feder-
al and State interests overlap.

We have many different State prod-
uct liability laws. Many different State
insurance laws. Many different State
securities laws. The list goes on and
on.

Mr. President, in each and every one
of the areas that I have just described,
Federal and State regulation have
happily coexisted. And there is no
reason to believe that Federal and
State flag desecration laws could not
continue to coexist as well as they
have been for decades.

So my distinguished colleague Sena-
tor BIDEN, may think that stripping
the States of authority over the flag
desecrators is a big improvement.

I happen to think it is a big mistake.
And I happen to believe it is a big
insult to the 48 State legislatures that
have thought it important enough to
pass laws prohibiting the desecration
of our national symbol.

Finally, Mr. President, the good Sen-
ator from Delaware has criticized-as
too vague-the words physically dese-
crate, which appear in my amend-
ment.

The word "desecrate" appears 10
times in the majority opinion in Texas
versus Johnson. Apparently, the Su-
preme Court did not have a so-called
definitional problem, and I do not
know why we would have a problem
either.

As an alternative my distinguished
colleague from Delaware proposes to
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insert the words "mutilate" and
"trample," as if these words are bright
beacons of clarity. Certainly words like
"mutilate" and "trample" are neither
less vague nor more vague than the
word "desecrate."

CONCLUSION

Mr. President, when I introduced my
amendment, I was told that the
Senate could not take it up immediate-
ly. I was told we needed more hear-
ings, more testimony, more debate.

Well here we are, debating the
Stealth amendment-an amendment
that I have seen for the very first time
just hours ago.

This amendment has had no hear-
ings. We have heard no testimony.
And we will have just 40 minutes of
debate on the Senate floor.

Mr. President, for this reason alone,
the amendment should be defeated.

Mr. President, I think I have con-
sumed my time. If I have any time I
yield it back.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator's time has expired. All time
has expired.

The yeas and nays have not been re-
quested.

Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, I ask for
the yeas and nays on my amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
there a sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question is now on agreeing to amend-
ment No. 2068 offered by the Senator
from Delaware. The yeas and nays
have been ordered and the clerk will
call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.

The result was announced-yeas 7,
nays 93, as follows:

[Rollcall Vote No. 127 Leg.]
YEAS-7

BIden Fowler
Burdick Holllngs
Cohen Levin

NAYS-93
Adams Durenberger
Akaka Exon
Armstrong Ford
Baucus Garn
Bentsen Glenn
Bingaman Gore
Bond Gorton
Boren Graham
Boschwitz Gramm
Bradley Grassley
Breaux Harkin
Bryan Hatch
Bumpers Hatfleld
Burns Heflln
Byrd Helnz
Chafee Helms
Coats Humphrey
Cochran Inouye
Conrad Jeffords
Cranston Johnston
D'Amato Kassebaum
Danforth Kasten
Daschle Kennedy
DeConcini Kerrey
Dixon Kerry
Dodd Kohl
Dole Lautenberg
Domenlcl Leahy

Nunn

Llebcrman
Lott
Lugar
Mack
McCain
McClure
McConnell
Metzenbaum
Mikulski
Mitchell
Moynihan
Murkowski
Nickles
Packwood
Pell
Pressler
Pryor
Reid
Riegle
Robb
Rockefeller
Roth
Rudman
Sanford
Sarbanes
Sasser
Shelby
Simon

Simpson Symms Warner
Specter Thurmond Wilson
Stevens Wallop Wirth

So the amendment (No. 2068) was
rejected.

Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, at
last count, 46 of our Senate colleagues
have joined as cosponsors to Senate
Joint Resolution 332, a joint resolu-
tion sponsored by Senator DOLE which
proposes an amendment to the Consti-
tution of the United States authoriz-
ing Congress and the States to prohib-
it the physical desecration of the flag
of the United States.

I do not intend to offer a prediction
of the vote count.

But Mr. President, I want to provide
this body with a vote count based
upon how everyone should have voted
if the Members cared to be consistent
on their position on amending the
Constitution, particularly the first
amendment of the Constitution. This
is how we should vote if we want to
avoid presenting a double standard; if
we are to maintain any sense of credi-
bility.

Mr. President, opponents to a consti-
tutional amendment to protect the
flag argue that we should not amend
the Constitution for that purpose.

Yet if Senators today cast their
votes based upon whether or not they
have sponsored or cosponsored consti-
tutional amendments for everything
from A through Z, everything under
the Sun, then the vote today on
Senate Joint Resolution 332 will be 99
to 1.

Mr. President, some refine their ar-
guments against a constitutional
amendment to protect the flag by
trying to distinguish between the
proposition of amendment the Bill of
Rights, specifically the first amend-
ment's speech clause in this case, and
that of amending other parts of the
Constitution.

I guess what they are arguing is that
the rest of the Constitution is not as
important, so it's OK to amend it.

But even if we concede this point,
there are still 83 members of the U.S.
Senate who have either sponsored, co-
sponsored, or cast votes to facilitate
the passage of a constitutional amend-
ment to the first amendment's speech
clause.

Simply look back at the debate on
Senate Joint Resolution 282 during
April 1988. This was a constitutional
amendment directly undermining the
speech clause of the first amendment.
It was offered in the name of reducing
expenditures for campaigns, because
the Supreme Court had ruled doing so
was an unconstitutional infringement
upon free speech.

During the debate on April 21 and
22, 1988, it was revealed that Common
Cause, the American Civil Liberties
Union, and the Washington Post all
opposed this resolution because it vio-
lated the first amendment.

But that did not stop 50 Senators
who cast their votes to facilitate the
passage of this first amendment con-
stitutional amendment with rollcall
votes 107 and 108.

And now this Congress, Senate Joint
Resolution 48 has been introduced
with 25 Senators who have added their
names as sponsor and cosponsor.

There are only 17 Senators who
have not sponsored, cosponsored, or
voted to facilitate the passage of a
constitutional amendment to limit the
speech clause of the first amendment.

They are as follows: Senators BIDEN,
BOND, CHAFEE, COHEN, DANFORTH,

DURENBERGER, GORE, HATFIELD, HUM-
PHREY, JEFFORDS, KENNEDY, KOHL, LIE-
BERMAN, METZENBAUM, PACKWOOD,
RoBB, and AKAKA.

Of these 17, 4 have indicated they
intend to vote in favor of the constitu-
tional amendment to protect the flag.

So based upon past actions regarding
the first amendment, Senate Joint
Resolution 332 should pass by an over-
whelming margin of 87 to 13.

All I can say is that I would hate to
be in the shoes of some of our col-
leagues who must explain why they
support constitutional amendments
which would violate the free speech of
millions of Americans, all in the name
of so-called campaign reform, or as
some have said, incumbent protection,
but these same people won't support a
narrowly drafted constitutional
amendment that restricts conduct, not
speech, that desecrates the flag of the
United States.

It's simply inexcusable.
Mr. COATS. Mr. President, often

the American flag's unique power to
move and and inspire is only evident
when displayed in times of crisis-like
that day when it was draped over the
caskets of those sailors who died on
the battleship Iowa, or on the day
when it was burned by chanting Irani-
an fanatics during the hostage crisis.

These unforgettable images provoke
a kind of pride and anger that is easier
felt than explained. They are emo-
tions that do not need to be syrupy or
sentimental, but they are rooted in
one solid and extraordinary fact: that
the flag somehow embodies the self-
lessness of thousands of men and
women who died to preserve an Ameri-
can experiment in freedom.

But now the Supreme Court has
reaffirmed the curious and disturbing
new constitutional right. The Court
once again determined that it was per-
fectly legal to burn the American flag
as a form of political speech. This kind
of desecration provokes in most Ameri-
cans-including myself-a sense of
barely restrained outrage, an outrage
that is felt across this Nation.

It is not that Americans are inse-
cure. We do not blindly follow tradi-
tions. We never have. But we do care
deeply about symbols, particularly
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that one symbol of ideas and values
for which men and women have sacri-
ficed and died in every generation. To
desecrate the flag, I believe, is to dese-
crate their memory and make light of
their sacrifice.

There is a type of patriotism that is
held so deeply that it finds expression
in concrete things like a patriot's crip-
pled body, or in bits of colored cloth.
For men and women who have risked
death in service of a flag, it is more
than just a symbol, It is a sacrifice you
could hold in your hand-or trample
underfoot in contempt.

The flag bears our pride in times of
celebration. It bears our grief when it
is flown at half staff. But it should not
be forced to bear the insults of a cal-
loused and deformed conscience.

The Court has now made it clear
that protecting the flag will take a
constitutional amendment. The sup-
port I have seen and heard for such an
amendment is undeniable. I read it in
my mail. It is clear at rallies. But most
of all, I can see it in the determination
fixed on the faces of our veterans.

These angry men and women are not
political activists by nature, but they
have been actively provoked. The
Court's decision was rooted in a curi-
ous paradox, accusing those who want
to protect the flag of debasing the
values it embodies.

When veterans opposed to flag burn-
ing stripped away the court's veneer of
sophistry, they found themselves ac-
cused of betraying democratic princi-
ple-an accusation belied by their sac-
rifice. They were, in effect, patroniz-
ingly lectured on their deficient re-
spect for the Constitution-an odd
lesson, especially for those crippled in
the very defense of that Constitution.
These wounds will not easily heal, and
this issue will not easily die.

Tolerance is an important thing in a
free and diverse society. But tolerance
can never be rooted in the view that
nothing is worth our sacrifice or our
outrage because nothing is worth our
sacrifice.

Chief Justice Rehnquist cautioned a
stinging dissent in the previous flag
case by saying:

Surely one of the high purposes of a
democratic society is to legislate against
conduct that is regarded as evil and pro-
foundly offensive to the majority of
people-whether it be murder, embezzle-
ment, pollution, or flag burning.

Justice John Paul Stevens added, re-
ferring to the ideals of American patri-
otism:

If those ideas are worth fighting for-and
our history demonstrates that they are-it
cannot be true that the flag that uniquely
symbolizes their power is not itself worthy
of protection from unnecessary desecration.

Protecting the American flag is not
required to preserve the Republic. Our
Republic is not as fragile as that. But
it is, I believe, a requirement of con-
science-owed as a trust to those we

ask to risk death in service of that
symbol. This trust is fragile, and by
the constitutional amendment we have
a rare opportunity to strengthen it.

Yes, we as a people must be tolerant,
but we must never adopt the enervat-
ing and cowardly disdain that strips us
of patriotic conviction and dulls our
ability to be offended by the desecra-
tion of vital symbols, symbols that
mean so much to so many in this
Nation.

In the world it is called tolerance,
Wrote Dorothy Sayers,

but in hell it is called despair * * * The sin
that believes in nothing, cares for nothing,
enjoys nothing, finds purpose in nothing,
lives for nothing, and remains alive because
there is nothing for which it will die.
A WISCONSINITE SPEAKS OUT ON FREEDOM AND

THE AMERICAN FLAG

Mr. KOHL. Mr. President, soon this
body will vote on whether or not to
amend the Bill of Rights for the first
time in its 200-year history. Like all of
my colleagues, I have heard from
many of my constituents who want
their opinion to be included in the
debate about the proposed constitu-
tional amendment to prohibit flag
desecration. Whatever their point of
view, people have very strong feelings
about this subject. One of my constitu-
ents, Roger Grace of Milwaukee, re-
quested that I share an essay he wrote
on the need to leave the Bill of Rights
intact with my colleagues, and I am
more than happy to do so.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent that Roger Grace's essay on the
Bill of Rights and the American flag
be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the essay
was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

The first thing I want to make clear is
that I love the flag of the United States.
However, I must oppose the constitutional
amendment banning physical desecration of
the flag because I have a great love for the
rights contained in the Bill of Rights.

The Bill of Rights was created to preserve
the rights we won in the Revolutionary
War; so that our freedoms would never be
taken away from us. However worthy the
cause, to dilute the Bill of Rights is to court
disaster. For, in the weakening of the Bill of
Rights this once, you set a precedent for
weakening the Bill of Rights. This prece-
dent could make it easier to further dilute
our greatest protection from tyranny.

The flag is a symbol of freedom. The free-
dom of expression must extend to even the
most heinous form of expression, like burn-
ing the flag that we revere, or we will spir-
itually desecrate the flag more severely
than any match will ever desecrate the flag.
Soldiers fought for the flag's symbolic pro-
tection of freedom. If you do not preserve
the rights they fought for, you will make a
mockery of their deaths.

Because I revere freedom of speech and
expression, I will put flag desecrators in the
same category in which I put fundamental-
ists, Nazis, communists, KKK members and
people who advocate violence unless all
other alternatives had been used and didn't
succeed; people who must be tolerated for
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the sake of freedom, even though I think
they utter idiotic phrases that are offensive
to any clear-thinking, unbiased person.

I must reiterate that in rushing to pass
the flag desecration amendment, you will be
doing what none of the enemies of freedom
have been able to do: Desecrate the symbol-
ic and spiritual meaning of the flag that we
revere.

If the flag could speak I believe it would
say, "I don't need protection from those
who fear what I stand for. I need protection
from well-meaning people who in trying to
protect me, wound the very essences of me.
I have been torn, but I'm still whole. I have
been stepped on, but I'm still standing tall. I
have been dragged through the mud, but
I'm still a beacon of the freedoms that all
men yearn for. I have been burned, but
where are the ashes that show their victory,
for I'm still flying-a proud, majestic
symbol of freedom. I have not been defeated
by anything my enemies have done to me,
but remain an integrated symbol of the best
that mankind can be. Don't wound the
value of my symbolism by denying rights in
your rush to protect me. My friends, I beg
you, do not do what my enemies could not
do. Don't defeat my purpose."

I can never desecrate the flag by support-
ing a constitutional amendment that dilutes
the Bill of Rights.

Although I fear it is a lost cause, I must
speak against this. For as some one said,
"The only cause worth fighting for is a lost
cause." I think James Stewart said that as
Mr. Smith.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President,
today the United States is not the only
nation in the world considering a ban
on the desecration of its flag. The to-
talitarian government in China is
about to outlaw burning, tarnishing,
tearing, treading on, and other acts
harming the Chinese flag.

The United States, with its historic
tradition of tolerance of dissent,
should not emulate the brutal dicta-
torship in China. Our country, our
Constitution, and our flag stand for
something more than the enforced
obedience that the Chinese Govern-
ment demands.

True, we cherish our flag for its
design, its colors, and its fabric; but we
cherish it most because of what it
stands for-the ideals of liberty and
tolerance and justice that are written
in the Constitution and enshrined in
the heart of every American.

Those ideals are captured in the Bill
of Rights, especially the first amend-
ment, which protects the fundamental
freedoms that the flag represents, and
for which the American Revolution
was fought. For two centuries, the
Constitution and the Bill of Rights
have served as the enduring charter of
our liberties, a unique symbol for free-
dom-loving peoples throughout the
world.

And for two centuries, nothing-not
a bitterly divisive civil war, not a shat-
tering depression, none of the other
dramatic changes that have trans-
formed America from a cluster of
quarreling colonies to the world leader
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it is today-has caused this Nation to
amend the Bill of Rights.

Yet now, we are being asked to do
so-partly because of concern over the
antics of a few obnoxious protesters-
but largely because of a partisan cam-
paign to misuse the flag and abuse the
Constitution for political advantage.
Stirred by fears of sound bites and 30-
second spots, Members of Congress
who should know better are express-
ing a willingness to sacrifice the Bill of
Rights for what they hope will be a
benefit in the polls.

But the first amendment is fighting
back. It is by no means clear that the
cynical calculations of those with little
faith will prevail, even at the polls.
The more the American people hear
about what is really at stake in this
debate, the more they reject the idea
of tampering with the first amend-
ment.

There can be no doubt that flag
burning is a despicable act. It casts
contempt on our country, and on the
proud symbol under which so many
Americans have fought and died in
service to its ideals. Flag burning sends
a deeply offensive message that the
overwhelming majority of Americans
categorically reject.

But the greatness of the first
amendment is that it protects their
speech, too. It protects not only
speech we admire, but also speech we
abhor. No constitutional guarantee is
more central to our democracy than
freedom of speech. If the Government
can censor its critics, then the ideal of
free and open debate-so indispensable
to our democracy and to our free-
dom-becomes an empty promise.

It would be particularly ironic to di-
minish that freedom now, at the very
moment when emerging democracies
around the world look to the United
States as the world's preeminent ex-
ample of liberty. What message do we
send to the nations of Eastern Europe,
if we restrict the first amendment, the
very cornerstone of American democ-
racy?

The proposed flag burning amend-
ment will do more violence to our Con-
stitution than any flag burner could
ever hope to accomplish. For the first
time in 200 years, an amendment
would be enacted that creates an ex-
ception to the Bill of Rights.

Any amendment to remove the con-
stitutional protection for flag burn-
ing-no matter how well-meaning or
carefully drawn-would endanger our
remaining liberties. Throughout our
history, freedom of speech has rested
on the idea that the Constitution re-
quires us to tolerate opposing view-
points-not just those we approve, but
those we despite as well. That toler-
ance is a fundamental part of our de-
mocracy. We proudly teach it to our
children; it is perhaps the most dis-
tinctly American virtue. It is what

makes us free; it is what makes us
proud to pledge allegiance to the flag.

A constitutional amendment would
undermine that broad tolerance. Free-
dom of speech would then protect only
some of us, not all of us. If we make an
exception today to the first amend-
ment because of a few isolated acts of
flag burning, what will we say tomor-
row, when the majority is again of-
fended by some other form of unpopu-
lar protest? There is no fair or logical
way to draw the line. We must take
our stand now, and reject any consti-
tutional amendment that limits the
first amendment.

As Pastor Martin Niemoller said a
generation ago:

When Hitler attacked the Jews * * * I was
not a Jew; therefore, I was not concerned.
And when Hitler attacked the Catholics. I
was not a Catholic, and therefore, I was not
concerned. And when Hitler attacked the
unions and the industrialists, I was not a
member of the unions and I was not con-
cerned. Then, Hitler attacked me and the
Protestant church--and there was nobody
left to be concerned.

Today, we are being asked to attack
the flag burners. It is time for the
Senate to be concerned-and to say no.

It is true that the Supreme Court
has recognized that the first amend-
ment does not protect obscenity, or
libel, or fighting words, or shouting
"fire" in a crowded theater. But not
one of those judicially recognized ex-
ceptions concerns political protest,
which is at the very core of the free-
dom of speech protected by the first
amendment.

It is wrong to desecrate the Consti-
tution to prevent desecration of the
flag. We do not honor the flag-we dis-
honor it-when we diminish the free-
doms for which it stands.

A constitutional amendment would
also undermine the separation of
powers that has protected our consti-
tutional freedoms throughout our his-
tory. The brilliance of the Constitu-
tion's framers is clearly demonstrated
by their concept of an independent
Federal judiciary, sworn to uphold the
Constitution against the ides of public
outrage.

For more than 200 years, we have
trusted the courts to determine when
expression is protected by the Consti-
tution, because judges insulated from
public pressure can best evaluate the
claims of unpopular minorities. But
adopting a constitutional amendment
will upset this separation of powers.
Elected officials will decide when mi-
nority views are worthy of protection.
If we adopt this precedent, no unpopu-
lar minority can safety assume its
rights will be preserved.

Next year, in 1991, America will cele-
brate the bicentennial of the Bill of
Rights. It would be the height of hy-
pocrisy for Congress to commemorate
that historic anniversary by proposing
to amend the first amendment for the
first time in our history.

The proposed constitutional amend-
ment will not bring flag burning to an
end. Love of country cannot be legis-
lated; it springs from affection for the
democratic principles, the free tradi-
tions, and the generous and noble
character that are at the heart of
America's greatness.

Americans are outraged by flag
burning not because the Government
tells us that we must be, as the Chi-
nese Government tells its people, but
because we love the country that our
flag represents, and because we are
free to do so.

"Punishing desecration of the flag,"
Justice Brennan wrote for the Su-
preme Court earlier this months, "di-
lutes the very freedom that makes this
emblem so revered, and worth rever-
ing." As former Solicitor General
Charles Fried testified, "Shawn Eich-
man and Gregory Johnson can burn a
flag. They cannot burn the flag."

We respect the flag most-and pro-
tect it best-when we honor the free-
doms for which it stands. I urge my
colleagues to reject the proposed con-
stitutional amendments. After two
centuries of unparalleled success for
our free society, this Congress should
not be the Congress that begins to dis-
mantle our constitutional liberties.

I yield the floor.
Ms. MIKULSKI. Mr. President,

today is a very important day because
the U.S. Senate will be continuing its
consideration of a constitutional
amendment to amend the Constitution
to deal with legislation protecting the
flag.

Mr. President, I take amending the
Constitution very, very seriously. I am
here because of three constitutional
amendments. I am a U.S. Senator be-
cause of three constitutional amend-
ments. The first reason I am a U.S.
Senator is, because of the populist
movement, the U.S. Senate passed a
constitutional amendment giving the
people the direct choice of choosing
the U.S. Senate, and taking it out of
the hands of the legislature. The
other constitutional amendment that
helped me was giving women the right
to vote, another constitutional amend-
ment that expanded democracy.

Mr. President, I am also here be-
cause of the Bill of Rights. I never
thought I would be in politics, Mr.
President. I grew up in an ethnic,
working class neighborhood. My
mother and father worked in a little
neighborhood grocery store. They
worked very hard so that I could go to
Catholic schools. You see under our
Constitution in this country, parents
had freedom of choice. There was no
State-determined reigion and no man-
dated particular form of education.
Our Government said you had to go to
school, but it did not say where you
had to go to school.
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Under the first amendment, we

could practice our Roman Catholic
faith. I could go to the Catholic
schools where the nuns taught me
how to be a Catholic, and how to be a
good citizen. I learned how to do good,
and through their education hopefully
how to do well.

Mr. President, later on, as I had my
masters degree in social work and was
fighting the war on poverty, I was in-
vited to a meeting in St. Stanislas
Church where the community had
gathered, again under the freedom of
our Constitution, because their homes
were about to be taken for a 16-lane
highway.

Mr. President, I organized a protest
movement. I exercised free speech and
freedom of expression. We challenged
the thinking of city hall and all the
road planners. But the way we chal-
lenged it was, we organized a festival
in the very neighborhood where they
wanted to put a highway. I exercised
my freedom of speech on that first fes-
tival when I said the British could not
take Fells Point, the termites could
not take Fells Point and, believe it or
not, the State Roads Commission
would not take Fells Point.

Through other citizens, I helped or-
ganize a mass-based community orga-
nization called SCAR, Southeast Com-
munity Against the Road. Well, that
mass-based group liked what I was
saying so much, they encouraged me
to run for political office.

Mr. President, 19 years ago I did. I
challenged that establishment. I beat
two political machines. I went in a
neighborhood where they said no
woman could win, where no one who
did not have the backing of the ma-
chine could win, and certainly no one
who had been active in the civil rights
movement could win.

Well, now you know the rest of the
story, Mr. President. I went to the city
council; I came to the United States
Congress; and, along with you, 4 years
ago, I took my oath in these chambers
and became 1 of only 16 women in all
of American history ever to become a
U.S. Senator. And I am also the first
woman of Polish extraction ever to
serve in the Congress.

Mr. President, I know the power of
the Constitution and I know the
power of amending the Constitution.
Because the amendments have contin-
ually expanded democracy, I am in the
U.S. Senate. I did not go to prison. In
another country, those who protest
Government, challenge existing policy,
are often not only sanctioned but im-
prisoned. Here, dissent, protest, done
in a lawful, unviolent way, community
organizing was rewarded by the
people, because I spoke for them and
their frustration.

And, today, I also speak for the
people. I am very frustrated about
what is going on in our country, Mr.
President, because I think that there

is a war going on against our culture. I
agree with those who express that
concern. I believe that, yes, there is a
war going on against our own people
and our own symbols. I am deeply dis-
turbed about the desecration of the
flag. I am very concerned about the
other activities that are going on. I
talk about not only the desecration of
the flag, but what we also see in some
of the other activities even funded by
our own Government, the desecration
of religious symbols. When I listen to
music, or turn on TV, I see a culture
that denigrates women. We look at
soap operas so foul that you would
have washed out their mouths with
the very soap that they peddle, and I
am concerned that our culture is be-
coming vile, vulgar and violent.

When you go out into the neighbor-
hoods the way I do, and you talk to
moms and dads, they will tell you the
toughest job in this country today is
being a mother and a father; that
while they work at home to teach
their children the values of our socie-
ty: Love your neighbor; love your
country; be a good kid; honor your
father and your mother; respect each
other-they feel that no one is looking
out for them. The very values they
teach in the home are being eclipsed
and eroded by the pop culture that we
surround ourselves with.

We see the fact of this. Rape in a
suburban community in my own State
is up 167 percent; 167 percent in a sub-
urban community. Child abuse is on
the rise. And we all know about the in-
tensity and increase of hate crimes.

Mr. President, there is a part of me
that wants to fire a salvo today to pro-
tect our culture, to protect our society,
to look out for those moms and dads,
to fire that salvo by drawing the line.

Mr. President, the more I considered
that, and the more intense my feelings
were, I found myself really praying for
guidance, and I say that with humil-
ity. I wanted to speak out against this
vileness and violence that I see. I
wanted to organize meetings, town
hall meetings to talk about what is
going on. I wanted to organize PTA
meetings to plan strategies. In essence,
Mr. President, because I am so con-
cerned about this war against our cul-
ture, I wanted to live the first amend-
ment. I wanted to pray. I wanted to
speak out. And I wanted to organize.

So, Mr. President, as I come here
today, very thoughtful, I concluded
that you do not change the culture by
changing the Constitution. That is not
the way we should do it. Mr. Presi-
dent, I believe that we change the cul-
ture by living the Constitution, by
speaking out, by organizing, by asking
God to give us the guidance for ideas
that are beyond us right now.

Mr. President, I believe we should
not desecrate the flag. I voted for leg-
islation to prohibit it. When they ask
me to vote today for legislation to pro-
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hibit it, I will do that. But, Mr. Presi-
dent, today I will not vote to change
the Constitution.

Yes, I believe we need to change the
law. And, you know what, Mr. Presi-
dent, I think we need to change the
Supreme Court. Their 5-to-4 decisions
leave a lot to be desired, both in the
law books and in the communities.

But, Mr. President, today I ask, with
all the passion and patriotism in me,
that for those who speak about consti-
tutional rights, who talk about their
freedom of speech, who talk about
their freedom of expression-yes, we
give you a law to enable you to do
that. But we call you also to a new
kind of thing, which is community re-
sponsibility. If we allow you to march
and organize, remember the communi-
ty and the responsibility and follow a
nonviolent strategy.

Let us ask of ourselves what we ask
of Nelson Mandela, to organize and
speak out in a nonviolent way. When
we desecrate symbols we desecrate
each other. Mr. President, we ask
people who use our airwaves, who
have access to the young minds of our
country, to also exercise community
responsibility. We do not want to in-
hibit expression, or freedom of expres-
sion. But we do want to have a culture
that calls people to their highest and
best mode of behavior. And I do not
think we are doing that, in our society.

Mr. President, not everything goes.
We cannot build a society for the 21st
century that advocates permissiveness,
that advocates no responsibility, that
simply says "I want my rights." Well,
you know what, we have them. But for
every right there is a responsibility.
For every opportunity, there is an ob-
ligation.

I thank the dear Lord, and the
people of Maryland, who sent me here
today. I hope when I am in that
Fourth of July parade, the veterans
will know today I am voting for what
they fought for and all the people who
work every day to make our country
great. When I cast my vote, I hope I
cast my vote to continually use the
Constitution to expand democracy and
not to constrict it.

Mr. President, that is my position. I
hope it helps provide guidance to the
other Senators. I yield the floor.

Mr. DIXON. Mr. President, there
has been a great deal of discussion on
the merits and demerits of an amend-
ment to the Constitution prohibiting
the desecration of the flag. I support
Senate Joint Resolution 332, the con-
stitutional amendment before us.

I choose to support an amendment
to the Constitution because I believe
the amendment before us would be an
effective check on the abuse of our na-
tional symbol while not undermining
the principles of free speech. Adoption
of this amendment is the only effec-
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tive way to legally protect the physical
integrity of the flag.

Let me say from the outset that I
view this vote as an individual deci-
sion. This is not, and should not be, a
partisan issue.

I believe the arguments for a consti-
tutional amendment are compelling.
The Government has an interest in
the preservation of the flag, and the
Supreme Court has affirmed such an
interest.

In a 1969 Supreme Court case,
Street versus New York, former Chief
Justice Earl Warren said,

I believe that the States and Federal Gov-
ernment do have the power to protect the
flag from acts of desecration and disgrace
* * * tIlt is difficult for me to imagine that,
had the Court faced this issue, it would
have concluded otherwise.

Former Justice Black, concurred
with former Chief Justice Warren and
added:

It passes my belief that anything in the
Federal constitution bars a State from
making the deliberate burning of the Ameri-
can flag an offense.

In that same case, former Justice
Abe Fortas wrote that:

[Tlhe flag is a special kind of personality
* * * A flag may be property, in a sense; but
it is property burdened with peculiar obliga-
tions and restrictions. Certainly * * *these
special conditions are not per se arbitrary or
beyond governmental power under our Con-
stitution.

The Supreme Court's 1968 decision
in United States versus O'Brien,
upheld a law which convicted a man
for burning his draft card. The Court
found that not all conduct, considered
speech by some, is protected. The
Court rejected "the view that an ap-
parently limitless variety of conduct
can be labeled speech whenever the
person engaging in the conduct in-
tends thereby to express his idea."

Some have attempted to make a dis-
tinction between acts which tangibly
threaten the well-being of an individ-
ual, such as the potential harm caused
to individuals when someone falsely
shouts "fire" in a theater, and those
acts which do not threaten the physi-
cal well-being of an individual, such as
flag-burning. The Court, in United
States versus O'Brien, made no such
distinction.

As some may recall, in that case the
defendant argued that the act of burn-
ing his draft card constituted symbolic
speech, or "speech plus." The defend-
ant was protesting the Vietnam war,
and expressed his opposition in this
graphic way. There were thousands of
ways to protest the war, and the Court
held that burning one's draft card was
not one of them.

I acknowledge that during that time,
it was mandatory for those who were
draft eligible to carry a draft card.
However, the issue on which the con-
viction was upheld was on the ques-
tion of whether the defendant's ac-
tions constituted speech. The act of
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burning a card could not hide behind
the cloak of free speech as a justifica-
tion for the act.

We are faced with a similar scenario
in this matter. What is the Govern-
ment's interest in protecting speech,
and in protecting the flag?

Justice Stevens, writing in the most
recent Eichman case, makes a key
point. He states:

It is * * * clear that the prohibition (of
flag burning) does not entail any interfer-
ence with the speaker's freedom to express
his or her ideas by other means. It may well
be true that other means of expression may
be less effective in drawing attention to
those ideas, but that is not itself a sufficient
reason for immunizing flag burning.

Justice Stevens continues:
The freedom of expression protected by

the first amendment embraces not only the
freedom to communicate particular ideas,
but also the right to communicate them ef-
fectively. That right, however, is not abso-
lute. * * *

The Court has placed narrow, limit-
ed restrictions on behavior and speech
on past occasions. Senate Joint Reso-
lution 332 is another example of an at-
tempt to set reasonable limitations on
acts, joined by words, which are justi-
fied as speech. Joining verbal commu-
nication with behavior does not always
afford sufficient protection of the be-
havior under a broadly defined catego-
ry of speech.

We have attempted to redress this
issue on a number of occasions. The
courts have held that a statutory ap-
proach will not work. The only perma-
nent solution to this problem is
through the adoption of a constitu-
tional amendment.

Mr. President, the vote on this
amendment is not a referendum on
one's patriotism, and those who seek
to use the vote in this manner are
guilty of the worst abuse of the politi-
cal process. I will vote for this amend-
ment because I believe it is appropri-
ate as a legal remedy to a subject that
merits redress. Those who vote against
this amendment do not hold the flag
in any less regard than I do.

Patriotism cannot be bought and
sold, or proven in 30 seconds. It is in-
tangible. It does not rise and fall with
the polls; cannot be measured on a
chart-or be subject to some sort of
litmus test.

True patriotism, it was once written,
is of no party.

Nor is it, in the words of Adlai Ste-
venson:

A short and frenzied outburst of emotion
but the tranquil and steady dedication of a
lifetime.

My interest in preserving the flag
will continue long after the debate on
this amendment has ended. I simply
do not believe the actions of a few
people to burn and desecrate the flag
are constitutionally protected. I have
read the arguments in the Court's de-
cisions in Johnson and Eichman, and
have found the dissents persuasive.

Mr. President, nobody advocates
burning the American flag. The ques-
tion before us is how best to protect
our flag. We agree on the principle of
respect for our flag. However, we
differ on the means for upholding that
principle.

The Senate will express its will
shortly. We have held numerous de-
bates on this subject. The Judiciary
Committee has held many hearings,
and should be congratulated on its
commitment to granting ample oppor-
tunity for discussion and debate.

The American people have made
their views known on the issue. The
House has expressed its will. It is now
our moment. I urge my colleagues to
support Senate Joint Resolution 332.

I thank my colleagues.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I have

participated in the debate on the pro-
posed constitutional amendment on
the flag on previous occasions on this
floor, and I have examined this issue
in considerable depth as chairman of
the Judiciary Committee's Subcom-
mittee on the Constitution.

I realize this is an issue that stirs
strong emotions on both sides, and I
have tried to explain as clearly as I
can to my constituents why I cannot
support this amendment to our Bill of
Rights. I recently summarized my
views on this issue in remarks in Chi-
cago, and I ask unanimous consent
that these comments be printed in the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the com-
ment were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

SYMBOLS OF LIBERTY AND LIBERTY ITSELF

(Remarks of Senator Paul Simon before the
American Library Association, Chicago,
June 23, 1990)
My message today is about freedom.
In recent days, the House of Representa-

tives, by a sufficient minority of 177 coura-
geous legislators, rejected a constitutional
amendment to criminalize flag-burning.

It was a victory for freedom. But we are
far from the end of the war to preserve the
Bill of Rights. A push is on in the Senate,
with the hope that if the Senate passes the
amendment, enough votes can be changed
in the House to propose the constitutional
amendment to the states. We probably will
vote on this in the Senate next week.

This battle can be won only through edu-
cation, through a reaching out to all citizens
to renew their commitment to freedom.

The Stars and Stripes are on display at
my home in rural Southern Illinois every
day of the year. I am proud of the flag and
what it represents. I served overseas in the
Army under the flag.

Flag-burning is a disgusting and obscene
gesture hurled in the face of our people.

It is an act which should be subject to
statutory limitations, just as burning cur-
rency is.

But a law to permit such limitations, a law
enacted with my support, has been struck
down in a 5-4 ruling of the Supreme Court.

The understandable emotional response to
that unpopular decision is the move to
amend the Bill of Rights for the first time
in more than two centuries.
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Rushing to amend the Constitution, when

there is an unpopular action taken, is not a
new phenomenon in our nation's history.
When many felt the nation was threatened
by polygamy, a serious effort to change the
Constitution occurred. A few decades ago
when criminal elements appeared on nation-
al television, taking the fifth amendment
and refusing to testify, polls showed a ma-
jority of Americans wanted to get rid of the
fifth amendment. When a few weeks ago
the Supreme Court handed down a 5-4 deci-
sion on a Kansas City, Missouri matter in-
volving the ability of the federal court to
impose taxes, within hours a constitutional
amendment was proposed and speeches
were being made on the Senate floor.

While public opinion polls show substan-
tial support for a constitutional amendment
on burning the flag, those-like librarians-
who have a sense of history, tradition, and
the freedoms upon which this country is
based, should call upon us to be more
thoughtful.

We need you to join those who are speak-
ing up. Listen to letters I have received from
two veterans. John M. Field of Northbrook,
Illinois wrote: "I received the bronze star
. .. and I believe that I am as patrotic as
any of the super-patriotic flag-wavers. Real
patriotism means keeping intact the founda-
tion of our freedom." And a Korean veter-
an, George Hails of Arlington Heights, Illi-
nois, writes: "Senator, my political views are
probably farther to the right than Attila
the Hun, but those first ten amendments do
not need any tampering with."

What has caused this sudden rush to
amend the Bill of Rights? Is the nation in-
undated with flag-burners?

In a nation of 250 million people, four
people were arrested last year for flag-burn-
ings. In 1988, three people were arrested
and in 1987, two.

If we amend the Constitution, are we
likely to have fewer flag-burners? I doubt it.
A flag-burner is an attention-seeker whose
act of anti-American expression is as pathet-
ic as it is provocative. If we gave these few
people less attention, the problem would
disappear. I am 61 years old, and I have
never seen a flag burned, and I doubt that
any member of Congress has. We do not
face a great national threat. And we must
recognize this simple reality: Patriotism re-
sults from what we stand for as a nation. It
cannot be imposed upon people by law, and
it cannot be created by constitutional
amendments.

Right now mainland China is promulgat-
ing harsh penalties for flag-burning. Is that
likely to make the people of China yearn
less for freedom? Will that create some new
sense of loyalty to a regime that murdered
freedom-seekers at Tiananmen Square? To
ask these questions is to answer them.
While we are applauding the new-found
freedoms in central and eastern Europe, this
nation's leadership for freedom should not
be tarnished by a change in our Bill of
Rights.

And if we amend the Constitution to pro-
hibit flag-burning, what about burning the
Constitution? What about burning a Bible,
or a cross, or a Star of David? All of these
acts offend me, but must we rush into con-
stitutional amendments simply because of-
fensive actions are taken?

If a constitutional ban is ratified, the flag-
burner's status will be elevated to that of a
martyr. For a penalty he or she will be most
willing to pay, he or she will be rewarded by
receiving more of what was sought in the
first place: Attention.

Is this what we hope to accomplish?
Freedom of expression is the most basic of

our freedoms. This seemingly simple emo-
tional appeal for a constitutional ban on
flag-burning is frought with peril to that
basic freedom.

In opposing this amendment, we need not
abandon our sense of outrage. I remain out-
raged by acts of disrespect to our flag, just
as I am by appeals to ethnic or racial hatred
and by poverty and injustice and official ir-
responsibility.

And I am outraged by this attack on the
Bill of Rights. We are witnessing an attack
on liberty in the guise of patriotism.

My colleagues and I who oppose this
amendment have been threatened with po-
litical retaliation, threatened with being at-
tacked in "a good 30-second spot" for our
defense of the Constitution.

Those at the highest levels of our govern-
ment who use this issue to divert attention
away from our momentous challenges do a
disservice to the nation. Directing hatred
toward a handful of flag-burners cannot
hide the needs of the poor and of the home-
less and of the elderly and of the illiterate.

Yes, I have a sense of outrage toward
those who burn our flag. But, I am also out-
raged at those who have enriched them-
selves in the savings and loan scandal, who
have defrauded our citizens of billions of
dollars.

I am outraged at a deficit that clouds our
future, that both political parties largely
ignore. I am outraged by a system of cam-
paign financing that makes our government
more responsive to the whims and the
wishes of the economically more fortunate
than to middle-income and less fortunate
Americans. I am outraged that this richest
of the world's nations has people sleeping
on the streets. I am outraged that quality
education remains a distant, unachievable
goal for millions of American young people.
I am outraged that when the military
threat dramatically lessens, there is no com-
mensurate lessening of spending on weap-
ons and nuclear warheads. I am outraged
that long-term care is the right of people in
all industrial nations except South Africa
and the United States. I am outraged that
decent health care is still denied millions of
Americans.

But instead of dealing with these prob-
lems, we are engaged in a fight over symbols
that diverts our attention from the real
problems and threatens to erode our most
basic document, our Constitution.

There are those who would make the posi-
tion on this issue a litmus test for patriot-
ism. The reality is this is more of a test of
the caliber of our leadership.

But it is a problem not simply for those of
us who sit in Congress, but for all Ameri-
cans, including librarians. The question that
you will answer with letters to your leaders,
or with your indifference, is how important
the Bill of Rights is to you.

We must not permit isolated attacks on
the symbol of our liberties to become a jus-
tification for a general attack on liberty
itself.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, last Octo-
ber 91 Senators, I among them, ana-
lyzed the flag protection statute and
found it consistent with their oath to
obey the Constitution. The Senate
passed the flag protection statute by a
vote of 91 to 9. Senators found that
there was no inconsistency between
protecting the flag by statute and the
right of free speech guaranteed by the
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first amendment to the Constitution.
That was last October, after there was
ample time to review the Supreme
Court's decision Texas versus Johnson,
a 5-to-4 decision that found the Texas
flag-burning statute to violate the first
amendment.

Now that we are nearing the
moment of truth on Senate Joint Res-
olution 332, a substantial number of
Representatives and even Senators are
urging us to obey our oath and hold
the Bill of Rights superior to flag pro-
tection. These arguments must have
been dreamed up by a political con-
sultant because they have a certain su-
perficial charm without having any
basis in reality.

How does voting for a constitutional
amendment violates one's oath to obey
the Constitution? The suggestion is a
little silly. The Constitution contains
article V, and article V permits Con-
gress to propose constitutional amend-
ments to the States for ratification.
Our tradition resounds with the ex-
hortation of Thomas Jefferson that
Americans should change their politi-
cal system every 200 years. In a system
that purports to embrace popular will,
it is difficult to see how voting for a
constitutional amendment that the
people want could violate one's oath,
particularly in view of the Senate's
judgment that flag protection violates
no part of the Constitution. If, last Oc-
tober, flag protection did not violate
the first amendment, why does it
today?

The Constitution established three
branches of Government, each su-
preme in its own sphere. Each branch
owes allegiance to the same Constitu-
tion. Thus each Senator, like the
President or a Supreme Court Justice,
takes an oath to support the Constitu-
tion. None of us take an oath to sup-
port another branch's interpretation
of the Constitution; the Constitution
does not require that. Each branch
owes respect to another, but not abdi-
cation of responsibility in interpreting
the Constitution.

This is commonly accepted practice.
When the President for example inter-
prets his foreign policy powers, this
body has been known to disagree; each
branch is interpreting the Constitu-
tion even though the issue may fall
within the President's jurisdiction.
However, Congress seems more reluc-
tant to disagree with the Supreme
Court. One of the reasons for this re-
luctance is that a liberal Congress is
fearful that the country is becoming
more conservative, so that the Su-
preme Court-which has, even lately,
been relatively more liberal-appears
to be their best hope. The relentless
drive of liberals to increase the role of
the judiciary in American life at the
expense of the branches elected by the
people is manifest here. And that is
why members who last year found no
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inconsistency between flag protection
and free speech now piously intone
that they, when forced to choose be-
tween the Bill of Rights and protect-
ing the flag, choose the Bill of Rights.

There is, of course, no need to
choose. Ninety-one Senators rendered
that judgment last year, notwithstand-
ing a Supreme Court decision-and
nothing has changed. Furthermore,
one may wonder how sacrosanct were
the Bill of Rights before the Supreme
Court narrowed the second amend-
ment right to bear arms, before the
Supreme Court emasculated States'
rights once recognized under the tenth
amendment, or before the Supreme
Court transformed the fifth amend-
ment's due process clause from con-
servative to liberal. Last century we
amended the Bill of Rights no less
than three times to overturn the Dred
Scott decision. Today's reverence for
the Bill of Rights is no more than lib-
eral thanksgiving for more recent
Court victories that they may not
have been able to win at the ballot
box.

So do not be fooled by what is going
on here. Even though 91 Senators,
true to their oath to the Bill of
Rights, found nothing wrong with flag
protection, some of them now fear
that a constitutional amendment
might undercut the current reverence
they have been able to generate for
their judicial political agenda. And
well they should fear; one-half of the
16 constitutional amendments after
the Bill of Rights have been adopted
to overturn Supreme Court decisions.
Erroneous decisions of the Supreme
Court are the single most common
reason for amending the Constitution.

The Supreme Court decisions in
Texas versus Johnson and United
States versus Eichman are erroneous
decisions that need correction. To me,
it seems ironic that a Supreme Court
that has found that the right of free
speech does not embrace obscene
words, copyrighted words, perjured
words, fighting words, or libelous
words also has concluded that the con-
duct of burning the flag is protected
from prosecution by the first amend-
ment. All of that speech is not
"speech," yet burning the flag is
"speech" in the eyes of five of the nine
Justices.

For two centuries the law was other-
wise. Conduct, even conduct undertak-
en to communicate a message, could
be prohibited where it offended the
community. This constitutional
amendment, if adopted, would not
send us on some unknown course,
rather only return us to where we as a
nation were for two centuries. Any
protestor who would seek to convey a
message by spray painting the Lincoln
Memorial or assaulting a Member of
Congress is, as far as I know, still pros-
ecutable for his conduct regardless of
his message. The Supreme Court

found that draft-card burners could be
prosecuted. But why not flag burners?
According to the Supreme Court, a
draft card is a part of the Selective
Service System and, therefore, has
value which the Government may pro-
tect. The flag, according to the Court,
apparently has no governmental value.
In that conclusion, the Court is wrong.

It is true that the flag is a symbol.
But that does not mean that it has no
value. Every nation has a right to a
flag as an incident of sovereignty. The
American Government has an intangi-
ble property interest in the flag, in
every American flag, in many respects
as an artist does in copies of his work
or a corporation does in its trademark.

We are a great and diverse people-
black, white, yellow, brown, and red.
Our forefathers came from all parts of
the globe. We practice many reli-
gions-Catholic, Protestant, Jewish,
and others-as well as none. Yet for all
our diversity, we are united as one
under the flag. The flag does have a
value, a value more significant than a
draft card. There are values more im-
portant than efficiency. If the effi-
ciency of the millitary draft is a value
we may recognize, so is the value of
nationhood itself. The Court was
wrong. We should terminate this em-
barrassment by proposing a constitu-
tional amendment. The flag is the
people flag, and we are the people's
representatives. Let us do their will.
Let the people decide. That is the way
our system was established to work.

Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, I
rise again to very strongly support
Senate Joint Resolution 332, the con-
stitutional amendment to protect the
flag of the United States.

I believe that protecting the flag is a
matter of priorities and values.

My oath of office demands that I
preserve, protect, and defend the Con-
stitution. I do not take my oath light-
ly.

I believe that the flag protection
amendment will not cause the destruc-
tion of the Constitution, the Bill of
Rights, or the first amendment.

I believe that Senate Joint Resolu-
tion 332 will help to defend the first
amendment.

I believe that protecting the flag is
consistent with other constitutional
priorities and values such as domestic
tranquility, decency, civility, and the
responsibilities of individual members
of the American community in up-
holding these values.

Let's remember one thing: The free-
dom to burn the flag is not a funda-
mental freedom. It did not exist until
June 1989, when five Justices of the
Supreme Court decided it was.

In fact, some of the most respected
civil libertarians that ever served on
the Court-such as Chief Justice Earl
Warren and Associate Justice Hugo
Black-never through that there was

any constitutional problem with pun-
ishing flag desecrators.

Consequently, we are not consider-
ing a core right grounded in the Con-
stitution.

The flag protection amendment does
not change the first amendment be-
cause there is nothing wrong with the
first amendment.

What we are confronted with-as we
were 1 year ago-is the present Su-
preme Court's incorrect interpretation
of the fundamental rights grounded in
the first amendment.

I believe the flag protection amend-
ment will help in the restoration of
the original understanding of the first
amendment: The protection of the
ability to discuss and criticize the Gov-
ernment and to advocate political
change.

It is important to remind my col-
leagues that our debate over the flag
illustrates that our constitutional
rights do not exist in a vacuum.

One person's exercise of a constitu-
tional right can often trespass on an-
other's rights.

The first amendment las been inter-
preted in recent years to not only in-
clude political speech, but outrageous
acts of arson, commercial speech, nude
dancing, and host of other acts and
concerns.

Given this state of first amendment
jurisprudence, it is no wonder that the
lines that once distinguished our fun-
damental freedoms, have been blurred.

In essence, the debate over the flag
is evidence of the battle between two
conceptions of how the Constitution
ought to be construed.

On one side, the opponents of the
flag amendment are all too eager to
remind us of the venerable tradition of
the "continuing expansion" of individ-
ual rights and liberties.

They view any attempt to circum-
scribe expressive actions-such as
burning the flag--as a dangerous
precedent to capture the genius of the
American political tradition.

However, those of us who favor the
flag amendment need to remind our
colleagues on the other side of this
issue of one point:

The community Itself has rights
that deserve protection. These include
physical safety or the security of prop-
erty, known as domestic tranquility-
and the achievement of emotional
well-being, known as the pursuit of
happiness.

Most importantly, let's remember
that the first amendment has never
been construed to provide absolute li-
cense for all expressive acts. Reasona-
ble time, place, and manner restric-
tions have been upheld as constitu-
tionally permissible because the com-
munity values of our Republic I have
described above are worthy of protec-
tion as well.
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One wonders whether such a view

remains after Texas versus Johnson
and United States versus Eichman.

Let's ask: Just what is the logical ex-
tension of the Court's rationale in
these decisions?

Should publicly urinating or defecat-
ing on the flag to show contempt for
the flag and the country it represents
be protected by the first amendment
as a fundamental right?

Or would such acts be liable to
public health and safety regulations?

I maintain that flag burning can and
should be proscribed.

It is common sense that while it is a
badge of honor to have died, picking
up a fallen flag from the ground-as it
was during the Civil War-it is also a
constitutional right to allow someone
to spit on, rip, or burn the same flag?

The debate over the flag seems to
come down to this: The Constitution
contains a competition between pro-
tected rights and responsibilities.

How is this conflict to be resolved,
especially if the text of the first
amendment and recent Supreme
Court decisions give little guidance?

I think the amendment before us
places that decision where it should
be: In the hands of the people and
their State legislative representatives.

The adoption of the flag protection
amendment will not result in our
starting down a slippery slope toward
more constitutional amendments that
will erode our fundamental freedoms.

Nor will adoption of the flag protec-
tion amendment place the stability of
our Government in jeopardy by estab-
lishing government-by-plebiscite.

Successful passage of the flag pro-
tection amendment will not result in a
flood of changes in the Constitution.
There has not been any flood of
amendments since the last amend-
ment-the 26th-was adopted in 1971.

And let's not forget just how hard it
is to get an amendment enacted by
State legislatures. Just ask the propo-
nents of the equal rights amendment,
who were given two chances to con-
vince 38 States to adopt it.

Mr. President, there are those who
say that late-20th century America
cannot be trusted to act with the re-
straint of the Framers of the Constitu-
tion. They contend that supporters of
Senate Joint Resolution 332 are
"wrapping-themselves-in-the-flag."

Some even claim that we are en-
gaged in form of idolatry called "flag
worship." I do not worship the flag. I
respect and honor it. I worship God.

In fact, some of the opposition to
the flag protection amendment is
based in its own brand of idolatry:

The notion that the Framers believed that
the rights enumerated in the first 10
amendments to the Constitution should
never be altered.

I'd like to hear some of these same
opponents of Senate Joint Resolution

332 in a discourse on the meaning of
the 2d or 10th amendments.

It would appear to this Senator that
these opponents-as sincere as they
may be-seem to be "wrapping-them-
selves-in-the-bill-of-rights." It would
appear that some opponents may be
attempting to exploit their blind loyal-
ty to a national symbol for partisan
purposes.

The first 10 amendments to the Con-
stitution are not absolute or inviolate.

The 13th, 14th, and 16th amend-
ments tampered with the bill of rights.
They altered the rights of the States
and general property and the Republic
still stands.

Of course, it is always proclaimed
that these amendments expanded indi-
vidual rights; and that this kind of
tampering is consistent with the origi-
nal understanding of the constitution-
al framers.

I'm afraid we cannot resolve that
debate here today. However, I think
we must take a serious look at what
appears to be antidemocratic-small
"d"-undertones inherent in the oppo-
sition to the flag protection amend-
ment.

This sentiment may ultimately pose
more danger to the stability of the
American Republic.

The Constitution contains an
amendment process on purpose. The
framers did not add article 5 as some
"sop-to-the-masses," in the real hope
that it would never be used.

I think it is plain that the Framers
believed that the people are the ulti-
mate sovereigns of the country. The
people should have a role in determin-
ing the future course and structural
development of their Nation.

The flag protection amendment is
just such an issue.

The Supreme Court's decisions on
flag desecration involve a method of
expression; not about the expression
of an opinion.

To interpret the Constitution to
allow such a method of expression not
only does damage to the first amend-
ment, but it does damage to the na-
tional morale.

If the first amendment comes to be
seen simply as a license for anybody to
do anything-so long as there is some
faint political content-then the first
amendment will fall into disrepute. It
will become the last refuge of the
scoundrel.

Ultimately, we should ask ourselves
how does desecrating the flag help to
"create a more perfect union;" or how
does it help to "insure domestic tran-
quility?"

If we answer ourselves honestly, the
flag protection amendment becomes a
step toward a restoration of the Con-
stitution to the people.

Although any attempt to pass an
amendment to the States to protect
the flag is apparently dead for this
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Congress, I believe it is right that the
Senate take a stand on this issue.

Once again, I urge my colleagues to
support its passage.

Mr. DURENBERGER. Mr. Presi-
dent, as I have previously indicated, I
will vote today against the pending
constitutional amendment. The action
by the House of Representatives last
week to defeat this amendment has re-
moved some of the drama from this
debate, but it has not removed all its
significance. Every debate about the
Constitution is important, and de-
serves the attention of the American
people.

As I said last week, Mr. President,
the argument over this amendment
has and will continue to be fraught
with emotion and conflict. Like any
red-blooded American, I cannot watch
the film clips of those who burn our
flag without anger welling up inside
me. The individuals who sparked this
controversy, who have already re-
ceived mountains of attention more
than they deserve, engaged in a cyni-
cal and hateful act against America.
But in an era of shock journalism and
mass merchandized politics, the acts of
an infinitesimal minority are magni-
fied hundreds fold and pushed onto
the American consciousness. Our chal-
lenge here in the Congress is react in
the proper way.

This boils down to a choice between
fundamentals. Justice Frankfurter
wrote in 1940:

The Flag is the symbol of our national
unity, transcending differences, however
large, within the framework of the Consti-
tution.

I believe that sets the issue very
well. The flag symbolizes our unity.
The Constitution is the substance of
that unity. I'm afraid the proponents
of the amendment are elevating the
symbol above substance, in a way that
may end up diminishing both.

History will no doubt judge that the
first amendment to the Constitution is
the single greatest contribution to
world civilization that we have made
as a people. It enshrines the individ-
ual, his words, his beliefs and associa-
tions, in a place above Government,
beyond control. That is the powerful
idea that draws millions from around
the world to our shores; that is what,
in the past few years, has inspired mil-
lions to risk everything to bring down
repressive regimes.

Free speech carries with it costs to
the society which embraces it. First
and foremost, there is the eventuality
that some will exercise that right in
repulsive, obnoxious ways. Free speech
protects "the thought we hate" as Jus-
tice Holmes wrote. But free speech
also guarantees that there will be an
answer, and each patriotic American
has a duty to respond. Offensive ideas
don't go away when we try to silence
them or put them in jail; they go away


